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ABSTRACT
Woven Paintings, Woven Writing:
Intermediality in Kesi Silk Tapestries in the Ming (1368-1644) and Qing (1644-1912)
Dynasties
Alexandra Tunstall

This dissertation explores pictorial kesi, silk-woven tapestry, from its origins in China
through the Qing dynasty, focusing on objects and sources from the Ming and Qing periods.
While pictorial kesi imitated the visual appearance of paintings and calligraphy, no in-depth
study of the three media in relation to each other has been undertaken. By approaching kesi
through the techniques of the weaver and the materiality of the finished product, this dissertation
explores an important pictorial art form on its own terms.
This dissertation is divided into two parts, the first focusing on the origins, technology
and techniques of weaving kesi in China. While tapestry weave was imported from Central Asia
in the seventh century, Chinese craftsmen embraced the technology of creating colorful clear
designs in silk and used it to imitate court paintings of the Song dynasty in the twelfth century.
The author will study the intricate techniques of color blending and color joining that were
developed by Chinese weavers to create complicated, beautiful images inspired by paintings.
Looking at a kesi reproduction of a calligraphy scroll by Dong Qichang (1555-1636), I will
analyze kesi calligraphy through the process of its making and the meaning in its materiality, as
well as the political implications of this work.

The second part will study kesi in relationship to the visual arts, focusing on painting.
Examining a kesi attributed to the woman weaver Zhu Kerou (active twelfth century) will shed
light not only on the practice of weaving painting-like images but also on the elaborate system of
male connoisseurship in the Ming and Qing dynasties that judged and categorized it. Lastly,
focusing on a composition attached to the name of a famous Ming painter, Shen Zhou (14271509), this dissertation will study the issue of authorship in kesi and the practice of adding
famous names to woven compositions.
Through studying the issues of intermediality, reproduction, connoisseurship, and
materiality, the author will shed a new light on kesi, believed for so long to be decorative copies
of paintings. These works incorporate complex techniques developed to solve aesthetic
problems and have a unique visual language of their own. Through this study, the objects, so
carefully and painstakingly created by craftsmen and weavers, will begin to speak for
themselves.
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INTRODUCTION
I.1
Detail of band with a pomegranate design, Eastern Han dynasty (25-220 CE), Wool
tapestry, 59 x 57 cm, Excavated from Tomb 2, High Plateau, Loulan, Xinjiang, Institute
of Archaeology, Academy of Social Sciences of the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous
Region.
I.2
Silk Tapestry, kesi, Belt, Originally adorning a small wooden figurine, Tang dynasty
(618-907), ca. 685 CE, 9.5 x 1 cm, Excavated, 1973, from Tomb 206 at Astana, Turfan,
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region Museum, Urumqi.
I.3
Female Figure, Tang dynasty (618-907), before 688, Wood with pigments, paper, and
silk (belt made from kesi), Height: 29.5 cm, Excavated, 1973, from the tomb of Zhang
Xiong and his wife, Turfan Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region Museum, Urumqi.
I.4
Silk tapestry, kesi, with quatrefoil design, Tang dynasty (618-907), 25.5 x 8.5 cm,
Excavated, 1983, from the Reshui River gravesite, Dulan, Qinghai, Qinghai Provincial
Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Xining.
I.4a Detail of Fig. I.4
I.5
Silk tapestry hat, Liao dynasty (907-1125), dated between 938-946, Silk tapestry, kesi,
with gold threads, 30 x 27 cm, Excavated, 1992, Daiqintala, Keyouzhong banner,
Xing’an prefecture, Inner Mongolia, Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Museum,
Hohhot.
I.6
Purple ground “Phoenix and Magpie pattern” kesi, Northern Song dynasty (960-1127),
Silk tapestry, 132 x 55.6 cm, Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang.
I.7
A Dhyani Buddha, Qing dynasty (1644-1912), Silk tapestry, kesi, mounted as a panel, 78
x 50.4 cm, Freer Gallery of Art F1917.116, Washington D. C.
I.8
Hanging with decoration of deer in a landscape (Detail), Qing dynasty, Kangxi period
(1662-1722), Silk tapestry, kesi, 171 x 59 cm, Chris Hall Collection
CHAPTER 1
1.1
Modern upright or horizontal kesi loom, with partially woven kesi composition,
Hangzhou Silk Museum, Hangzhou, China, 2005, Photo by author.
1.2
Small model tapestry vertical loom, England, Late 19th century, Wood with metal fittings,
partially worked warp and bobbins, Height 68 cm, width 56 cm, depth 29.5 cm, Victoria
and Albert Museum 293-1893, London.
1.3
Immortal Holding a Peach (Detail of Fig. 4.1), Silk tapestry, kesi, mounted on panel,
Ming dynasty, 16th century, Metropolitan Museum of Art 26.114.4, New York, Photo by
author.
1.4
Balanced plain weave: warp and weft equal in size, spacing, and count. Source: The
Primary Structures of Fabrics, Fig. 85.
1.5
Weft-faced plain weave: weft is battened down tightly over the warp threads which are
barely, if at all, visible. Source: The Primary Structures of Fabrics, Fig. 87.
1.6
Winter Flowers, after Cui Bo (Detail of Fig. 4.31), detail showing eccentric weaving on
the lingzhi fungus, Photo by author.
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1.15

1.15a
1.16

1.17

1.18

1.19
1.19a
1.20

1.20a
1.20b
1.21

Partially woven kesi composition, showing loose threads from the weaver’s point-ofview. Hangzhou Silk Museum, Hangzhou, 2005, Photo by author.
Dragons Chasing Flaming Pearls, Central Asia, 13th century, Silk and metallic thread,
tapestry weave, 46.4 x 32.4 cm, Metropolitan Museum of Art 1987.8, New York.
Detail of reverse, showing weft threads left loose, Photo by author.
Diagram of Slit Tapestry, Diagram by Dorothy K. Burnham, Royal Ontario Museum,
Toronto.
Diagram of Single Interlocking Tapestry, Diagram by Dorothy K. Burnham, Royal
Ontario Museum, Toronto.
Diagram of Double Interlocking Tapestry, Diagram by Dorothy K. Burnham, Royal
Ontario Museum, Toronto.
Diagram of Dovetailed Tapestry, Diagram by Dorothy K. Burnham, Royal Ontario
Museum, Toronto.
Detail of Kesi of Floral Patterns against Checker showing “outline technique,” Tang
dynasty (618-907), Silk tapestry, kesi, Shōsōin collection, Nara.
Handscroll of Calligraphy after Dong Qichang and the Four Masters of the Northern
Song, (Detail of Fig. 2.1), Example of “teamed bobbins” technique along the top and
bottom edges of the seal, Chinese, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period (1736-1795), Silk
tapestry weave mounted as a handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts 2005.193, Boston, Photo
by author.
Tapestry Fan of a Peony Flower, Ming dynasty, 15th-16th centuries, Fan mounted as an
album leaf; kesi tapestry woven with silk and gold threads, 24.1 x 27.4 cm, Freer Gallery
of Art, 1916.571j, Washington D.C.
Detail of Fig. 1.15, showing “wooden comb technique,” Photo by author.
Immortal Holding a Peach (Detail of Fig. 4.1), Example of “long and short technique,”
Ming dynasty, 16th century, Silk tapestry, kesi mounted on panel, Metropolitan Museum
of Art 26.114.4, New York, Photo by author.
Tapestry of Peonies and Other Flowers (Hundred Flowers design) (Detail of Fig. 3.13),
Example of “blended technique” on the peony petals, Song or Ming dynasty, Silk
tapestry, kesi woven with polychrome silk threads, Freer Gallery of Art F1915.4,
Washington D.C., Photo by author.
Immortal Holding a Peach (Detail of Fig. 4.1), Example of hatching on figure’s chin,
Silk tapestry, kesi, mounted on panel, Metropolitan Museum of Art 26.114.4, New York
Photo by author.
Phoenixes Calling in Harmony, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Hanging scroll, silk tapestry,
kesi, 148 x 48.5 cm, Palace Museum, Taipei.
Phoenixes Calling in Harmony, detail showing “phoenix-tail technique” on the rocks.
Landscape: A Palace among Mountains, Qing dynasty, 17th-18th century, Silk tapestry
mounted on a panel with painted touches, 116.7 x 119.9 cm, Freer Gallery of Art
F1917.119, Washington D.C., Photo by author.
Detail of Landscape: A Palace among Mountains, Qing example of “phoenix-tail
technique,” Photo by author.
Detail of Landscape: A Palace among Mountains, Qing example of “joined threads,”
Photo by author.
Tapestry of Peonies and Other Flowers (Hundred Flowers design) (Detail of Fig. 3.13),
Note the striations in the leaf caused by the variations in dye on a single thread, Song or
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Ming dynasty, Silk tapestry, kesi, mounted as a panel, Freer Gallery of Art F1915.4,
Washington D.C., Photo by author.
1.22 Fan Kuan (active ca. 1023-1031) , Travelers amid Mountains and Streams, Northern
Song dynasty (960-1127), Hanging scroll, ink and color on silk, 206.3 x 103.3 cm,
National Palace Museum, Taipei.
1.23 Ma Yuan (active ca. 1190-1225), Scholar Viewing a Waterfall, Southern Song Dynasty
(1127-1279), Album leaf, ink and color on silk, 25.1 x 26 cm, Metropolitan Museum of
Art 1973.120.9, New York.
1.24 Zhao Mengfu (1254-1322), Twin Pines, Level Distance, ca. 1310, Yuan Dynasty (12711368), Handscroll, ink on paper, 26.8 x 107.5 cm, Metropolitan Museum of Art
1973.120.5, New York.
1.25 Dai Jin (1388-1462), The Hermit Xu You Resting by a Stream, Ming dynasty (13681644), Hanging scroll, ink and color on silk, 138 x 75.5 cm, The Cleveland Museum of
Art 1974.45.
1.26 Wen Shu (1595-1634), Lily, Narcissus, and Garden Rock, 1627, Ming dynasty (13681644), Hanging scroll, ink and color on paper, 127 x 51.4 cm, Former collection of John
M. Crawford, Jr.
1.27 Han Ximeng (fl. 1634-1641), Flower and Butterfly from the album Flowers and Fishes,
Ming dynasty (1368-1644), dated 1641, Embroidery on silk, 30.3 x 23.9 cm, Shanghai
Museum
1.28 Winter Flowers After Cui Bo, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Hanging scroll, mounted as a
panel, silk tapestry, kesi, 100.3 x 43.2 cm, Metropolitan Museum of Art 13.220.102, New
York.
1.28a Winter Flowers, detail showing moss dots.
1.28b Winter Flowers, close-up detail of moss dots, Photo by author.
1.29 A Full View of Mount Jinshan, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period (1736-1795), Hanging
screen, silk tapestry with painted touches, 114 x 69 cm, Palace Museum, Beijing.
1.29a A Full View of Mount Jinshan, detail showing painted outlines on leaves, lines on rocks,
moss dots.
1.30 Tapestry Fan of a Peony Flower, China, Ming dynasty, 15th-16th centuries, Fan mounted
as an album leaf; silk tapestry, kesi, 24.7 x 27.7 cm, Freer Gallery of Art F1916.571a,
Washington D.C.
CHAPTER 2
2.1
Handscroll of Calligraphy after Dong Qichang and the Four Masters of the Northern
Song, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period (1736-1795), Silk tapestry weave mounted as a
handscroll, 29.5 x 289.5cm, Museum of Fine Arts 2005.193, Boston.
2.1a Handscroll of Calligraphy after Dong Qichang and the Four Masters of the Northern
Song, Boston version, View of scroll closed, Photo by author.
2.1b Handscroll, Boston version, Detail showing serrated edges of diagonal lines, Photo by
author.
2.1c Boston scroll, detail showing thread ligaments, Photo by author.
2.1d Boston scroll, detail, Photo by author.
2.1e Handscroll, Detail of Boston scroll, showing the even, finely woven surface, Photo by
author.
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2.1f

Comparison of ren and jiu characters within Handscroll after Dong Qichang (Boston
scroll), ren from the section after Su Shi (left), with the jiu character in the section after
Mi Fu (right).
2.2
Handscroll after Dong Qichang and the Four Masters of the Northern Song, Qing
dynasty, Qianlong period (1736-1795), Silk tapestry weave mounted as a handscroll, 28.2
x 300.9 cm, Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang.
2.3
Textile with Animals and Woven Inscription reading, “chang shou ming guang,” Eastern
Han dynasty, 1st-3rd century, Woven silk (warp-faced compound tabby), 22.5 x 37 cm,
Excavated, 1980, at Loulang, Bayingolin, Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region,
Xinjiang Institute of Archaeology.
2.4
Textile with Hexagons and Character (wang), Tang dynasty, 7th century, Woven silk
(weft-faced compound tabby), 31.4 x 30.5 cm, Excavated, 1966, from Tomb 44 (dated
655), Astana, Turfan, Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous
Region Museum.
2.5
Kesi after Calligraphy by Mi Fu, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Hanging scroll, silk tapestry
kesi, 103.7 x 43.7cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
2.6
Cai Xiang (1012-1067), Letter to Officer-Gentleman Du, Song dynasty (960-1279)
Album leaf, ink on paper, 29.2 x 46.8cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
2.6a Comparison of Handscroll After Dong Qichang, Boston scroll (left), with Cai Xiang,
Letter to Officer-Gentleman Du, album leaf, ink on paper, National Palace Museum,
Taipei (middle), and Handscroll After Dong Qichang, Shenyang scroll (right).
2.1g Handscroll after Dong Qichang, beginning of Su Shi section, Boston scroll.
2.7
Su Shi (1037-1101), Poems Written at Huangzhou on the Cold Food Festival (detail),
Song dynasty (960-1279), Handscroll, ink on paper, 34.2 x 199.5 cm, National Palace
Museum, Taipei.
2.7a Comparison of the character guo in Handscroll, Boston scroll (left) with Su Shi, Poems
Written at Huangzhou on the Cold Food Festival (middle), Shenyang scroll (right).
2.8
Huang Tingjian (1045-1105), Colophon for Poems Written at Huangzhou on the Cold
Food Festival (detail), Song dynasty (960-1279), Handscroll, ink on paper, 34.2 x 199.5
cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
2.8a Comparison of ye character in Boston scroll (left), Huang Tingjian, colophon for Cold
Food Festival (middle) and Shenyang scroll (right).
2.9
Huang Tingjian (1045-1105), Windy Pavilion of the Pines, 1102, Song dynasty (9601279), Handscroll, ink on paper, 32.8 x 219.2 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
2.9a Comparison of the character sai Boston scroll (left), with han from Huang Tingjian
Windy Pavilion of the Pines (middle), Shenyang scroll (right).
2.10 Mi Fu (1052-1107), Poems Written on Sichuan Silk, 1088, Song dynasty (960-1279),
Handscroll, ink on silk, 27.8 x 270.8 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
2.10a Comparison of xiang character in Mi Fu section of Boston scroll (left), Mi Fu, Poems on
Sichuan Silk (middle) and Shenyang scroll (right).
2.11 Comparison of the character sai Boston scroll (left), with han from Huang Tingjian
Windy Pavilion of the Pines (middle left), Shenyang scroll (middle right), with Mi Fu,
Poems on Sichuan Silk (far right).
2.12 Comparison of the Boston (left) and Shenyang (right) scrolls, title and opening
characters.
2.13 Detail of two Handscroll kesi, Boston scroll (left) and Shenyang scroll (right).
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2.14
2.15

Comparison of the ends of the Boston scroll (left) and Shenyang scroll (right).
Comparison of the signature woven into the Boston scroll (left) with the Shenyang scroll
(middle), and close-up of Boston scroll (right).
2.16 Seal Impressions from Dong Qichang seals (right), Source: Celia Carrington Riely
(1992), p. 299, Compared with woven seals on the Boston kesi scroll (left), Upper seal:
Zong bo xue shi 宗伯學士, Lower seal: Dong shi xuan zai 董氏玄宰.
2.17 After Wang Xizhi (303–361), Ritual to Pray for Good Harvest, undated, Handscroll, ink
on paper, (letter proper): 24.4 x 8.9 cm, (object): 30 x 372 cm, Art Museum, Princeton
University, 1998-140.
2.17a Kesi wrapper for Xingrang tie and detail (right), Ming dynasty kesi silk tapestry weave,
Height: 29.8 cm, Art Museum, Princeton University, 1998-140.
CHAPTER 3
3.1
Attributed to Zhu Kerou (active late twelfth – thirteenth centuries), Butterfly and
Camellia, Silk tapestry mounted as an album leaf, 26 x 25 cm, Liaoning Provincial
Museum, Shenyang.
3.1a Detail of seal on Butterfly and Camellia.
3.1b Detail of Butterfly and Camellia showing “joined thread” technique on calyx.
3.1c Butterfly and Camellia with Wen Congjian (1574-1648) inscription, ink on paper,
Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang.
3.2
Attributed to Zhu Kerou (active late twefth-thirteenth centuries), Peony, Silk tapestry
mounted as an album leaf, 23.2 x 23.8 cm, Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang.
3.2a Peony with Zhang Xizhi (fl.1496) inscription, ink on paper, Liaoning Provincial
Museum, Shenyang.
3.3
Attributed to Zhu Kerou (12th-13th centuries), Ducks on a Lotus Pond, Silk tapestry, kesi
107.5 x 108.8 cm, Shanghai Museum of Art.
3.4
Scroll wrapper, Song dynasty (960-1279), 11th-12th century CE, Silk tapestry, kesi, 36.2 x
31.8 cm, Metropolitan Museum of Art 1983.105, New York.
3.5
Old Trees, Level Distance and the kesi wrapper that had been mounted on the scroll, now
separated from it, Attributed to Guo Xi (ca. 1001-ca. 1090), Song dynasty, painting dated
ca. 1080, Handscroll, ink and color on silk, 35.6 x 104.4 cm, Metropolitan Museum of
Art 1981.276, New York.
3.6
Scroll Wrapper, Purple ground “Phoenix and Magpie pattern,” Originally mounted to Sun
Guoting’s calligraphy, Thousand Character Essay, Northern Song dynasty (960-1127),
silk tapestry, kesi, 18.7 x 27.9 cm, Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang.
3.7
Li Di (ca. 1100 – after 1197), Hibiscus Blossoms, Southern Song dynasty, dated 1197,
Album leaf, ink and colors on silk, 25.5 x 26 cm, Tokyo National Museum.
3.8
Ma Yuan (active ca. 1190-1225), Apricot Blossoms, inscribed by Yang Meizi (11621232), Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279), Album leaf, ink and colors on silk, 25.8 x
27.3 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.9
Hall in the Mountains of Immortals, Northern Song dynasty (early 12th century), Album
leaf, silk tapestry, kesi, 28.1 x 35.7 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.10 Bird and Flower, after Emperor Huizong’s painting, Song Dynasty (960-1279), Hanging
scroll, silk tapestry, kesi, 26 x 24cm, Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.11 Bird and Flower after Huizong, Song dynasty (960-1279), Album leaf, silk tapestry, kesi,
26 x 24 cm, Palace Museum, Beijing.
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3.12

Kesi wrapper, Hundred Flowers design, mounted on the Admonitions Scroll, Song
dynasty (960-1279), Silk tapestry, kesi, 343.75 x 24.37 cm (entire scroll), British
Museum 1903,0408,0.1, London.
3.13 Hundred Flowers, Song or Ming dynasty, Silk tapestry, kesi, mounted as a panel, 86.8 x
37.5 cm, Freer Gallery of Art F1915.4, Washington D.C.
3.14 Hundred Flowers, Song dynasty, Hanging scroll, silk tapestry, kesi, 87.5 x 39 cm,
National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.15 Scroll Cover for an Imperial Manuscript, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period, before 1764,
Silk and metallic thread, kesi, 38.1 x 34.3 cm, Metropolitan Museum of Art 41.123.2,
New York.
3.16 Cloud and Dragon Pattern kesi wrapper for Fig. 3.16a, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period
(1736-1795), Silk tapestry, kesi, Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang.
3.16a Sparrows after a Painting by the Qianlong Emperor, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period
(1736-1795), Silk tapestry, kesi, 32.4 x 97.7 cm, Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang.
3.17 Butterfly and Camellia (Detail of Fig. 3.1), Attributed to Zhu Kerou (active late twelfth –
thirteenth centuries), Silk tapestry mounted as an album leaf, Liaoning Provincial
Museum, Shenyang.
3.18 Scroll wrapper (Detail of Fig. 3.4), Song dynasty, 11th-12th century CE, Silk tapestry,
kesi, Metropolitan Museum of Art 1983.105, New York, Photo by author.
3.19 Hall in the Mountains of Immortals (detail of Fig. 3.9), Northern Song dynasty (early 12th
century), Album leaf, silk tapestry, kesi, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.20 Fish among Aquatic Plants, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Album leaf, silk tapestry, kesi,
25 x 25 cm, Museum of Fine Arts 17.612, Boston.
3.20a Fish among Aquatic Plants (Detail of Fig. 3.19), Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Album leaf,
silk tapestry, kesi, Museum of Fine Arts 17.612, Boston, Photo by author.
3.21 Attributed to Zhao Kexiong (active early 12th century), Southern Song dynasty (11271279), Album leaf, ink and color on silk, 22.5 x 25.1 cm, Metropolitan Museum of Art
13.100.110, New York.
CHAPTER 4
4.1
Immortal Holding a Peach, Ming dynasty, 16th century, Silk tapestry, kesi, mounted on
panel, 116.8 x 61 cm, Metropolitan Museum of Art 26.114.4, New York.
4.2
Immortal Holding a Peach after Shen Zhou, Ming dynasty, 16th century, Hanging scroll,
silk tapestry kesi, 152.7 x 54.6 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
4.1a Immortal Holding a Peach (detail of face), New York version, Photo by author.
4.2a Immortal Holding a Peach (detail of face), Taipei version.
4.1b Immortal Holding a Peach (detail showing figure’s right shoulder, light blue wash along
outline of robe), New York version, Photo by author.
4.1c Immortal Holding a Peach, Detail showing differences in sleeve.
4.2c Immortal Holding a Peach, Detail showing sleeve.
4.3
Shen Zhou (1427-1509), Poet on a Mountaintop, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Album leaf,
ink and color on paper, 38.7 x 60.3 cm, Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 46-51/1, Kansas
City.
4.4
Shen Zhou (1427-1509), Gardeners, Ming Dynasty (1368-1644), Album leaf, ink and
color on paper, 38.7 x 60.3 cm, Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 46-51/2, Kansas City.
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4.17
4.18
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Shen Zhou (1427-1509), Copy of Dai Jin’s Xie An at East Mountain, dated 1480, Ming
dynasty (1368-1644), Ink and colors on silk, 170.7 x 89.9 cm, Mr. and Mrs. Wan-go H.
C. Weng.
Shen Zhou (1427-1509), Night Vigil, dated 1492, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Hanging
scroll, ink and colors on paper, 84.8 x 21.8 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
Inscription from Immortal Holding a Peach, Taipei version.
Shen Zhou (1427-1509), Rainy Thoughts, dated 1487, Ming dynasty (1368-1644),
Hanging scroll, ink on paper, 67.1 x 30.6 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
Rainy Thoughts (detail of inscription).
ye character from Immortal (left) and Rainy Thoughts (right).
zuo character from Immortal (left) and Rainy Thoughts (right).
Attributed to Shen Zhou (1427-1509), The Bottle Gourd Immortal (Hulu xian), 1501,
Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Hanging scroll, ink and color on paper, 59.7 x 26.7 cm, The
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 47-69, Kansas City.
Zhang Lu (1464-1538), Shide Laughing at the Moon, Ming dynasty (1368-1644),
Hanging scroll, ink on silk, 158.2 x 89.2 cm, Freer Gallery of Art F1911.302,
Washington D.C.
Wu Wei (1459-1508), Dongfang Shuo Stealing the Peach of Immortality, Ming dynasty
(1368-1644), Hanging scroll, ink and colors on silk, 134.6 x 87.6 cm, Mount Holyoke
College Art Museum MH1963.21.J.Pl, South Hadley.
Tang Yin (1470-1524), Dongfang Shuo Stealing a Peach, Ming dynasty (1368-1644),
Hanging scroll, ink and color on paper, 144.2 x 50.4 cm, Shanghai Museum of Art.
Dongfang Shuo Carrying Peaches (front and back views), Ming dynasty, ca. 17th century,
Jade, height: 5.6 cm, Freer Gallery of Art F1916.174, Washington D.C., Photos by
author.
Chicken-bone jade Carving of Dongfang Shuo, Ming-Qing dynasty, 16th-17th century,
Height: 19 cm, Source: Christies, New York, Sept. 17, 2008, Sale 2027, Lot 294.
Liu Anfei, Portrait of Dongfang Shuo, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Hanging scroll, hair
embroidery on silk, 23 x 98 cm, Palace Museum, Beijing.
Dongfang Shuo Stealing the Peach of Immortality, Yuan dynasty (1279-1368), Hanging
scroll, silk tapestry kesi, 58 x 33 cm, Palace Museum, Beijing.
Peaches Presented as a Birthday Present, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Hanging scroll,
silk tapestry kesi, 109.8 x 54.3 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
Peach, Lingzhi and Garden Rock, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Hanging scroll, silk
tapestry kesi, 71.6 x 37.5 cm, Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang.
Peach, Lingzhi, and Orchid, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Silk tapestry, kesi, 27.1 x 33.2
cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
Peaches of Immortality, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Hanging scroll, Silk tapestry, kesi
with woven inscription and signature of Shen Zhou, 82.7 x 43 cm, National Palace
Museum, Taipei.
Peaches of Immortality, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Hanging scroll, Silk tapestry kesi
with woven inscription, 46.8 x 38.8 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
Peaches of Immortality, (details of woven inscription), Shen Zhou version (left) Wu Xu
version (right).
The Eight Daoist Immortals, The Three Stars, and the Queen Mother of the West, Qing
dynasty, Qianlong reign (1736-1795), Hanging scroll, ink and colors on kesi silk tapestry,
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183.5 x 104.8 cm, Asian Art Museum of San Francisco, The Avery Brundage Collection
B62D28.
4.25 The Three Stars (Sanxing tu), Qing dynasty, Qianlong period (1736-1795), Hanging
scroll, kesi with embroidery and painted touches, 412 x 135 cm, Palace Museum, Beijing,
Qing Court Collection.
4.26 Dongfang Shuo Stealing a Peach, Qing dynasty, Qianlong (1736-1795) or Jiaqing period
(1796-1820), Kesi tapestry, 165 x 84 cm, Source: Christie’s New York, September 17,
2008, sale 2027, lot 243.
4.27 Dongfang Shou Stealing the Peach of Immortality, Woodblock print, Qing dynasty
(1644-1912), dated 1804, publication unknown, Source: Otto, fig. 23.
4.28 Three Autumns (San qiu), Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Hanging scroll, silk tapestry kesi,
Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang.
4.29 After “Flowers” by Cui Bo, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Hanging scroll, kesi silk tapestry,
102 cm x 44.4 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
4.30 Butterfly and Chrysanthemums, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Hanging scroll, silk tapestry
kesi, 285 x 63.5 cm (entire scroll), Musée des Tissus MT23333, Lyon, Photo by author.
4.30a Detail of woven signature and seal, Photo by author.
4.31 Winter Flowers, after Cui Bo, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Tapestry woven silk, kesi,
mounted as a panel, 100.3cm x 43.2 cm, Metropolitan Museum of Art 13.220.102, New
York.
4.31a Winter Flowers, after Cui Bo, detail showing Cui Bo “signature,” Photo by author.
4.32 Spring Flowers and Sparrows, after Cui Bo, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Kesi tapestry
woven silk, 104.8 cm x 41.5 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
4.33 Two Swallows and an Apricot Tree, signed Xu Xi, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Kesi
tapestry woven silk, 100.5 x 38.1 cm, Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery
RLS1997.48.3897, Washington D.C.
4.34 Cui Bo (active ca. 1050-1080), Magpies and Hare, Song dynasty (960-1279), dated 1061,
Hanging scroll, ink and color on silk, 193.7 x 103.4 cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei.
4.34a Magpies and Hare, Detail of Cui Bo signature.
4.35 The six extant kesi with Cui Bo and Xu Xi signatures.
CONCLUSION
C.1
Winter Flowers, After Cui Bo (Details of Fig. 4.31), Showing elongated feng wei qiang
Hanging scroll, mounted as a panel, silk tapestry, kesi, Metropolitan Museum of Art
13.220.102, New York.
C.2
Peaches Presented as a Birthday Present (Detail of Fig. 4.18), Showing abbreviated feng
wei qiang on peaches, Ming dynasty (1368-1644), Kesi, silk tapestry weave, Palace
Museum, Taipei.
C.3
Bamboo and Rock, after Emperor Qianlong, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period (1736-1796)
Hanging scroll, silk tapestry kesi, 123 x 43 cm, Qing court collection, Palace Museum,
Beijing.
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INTRODUCTION

Focusing on the Ming (1368-1644) and Qing (1644-1912) periods, this dissertation will
study pictorial and calligraphic kesi 緙絲: weft-woven silk tapestries fashioned with
discontinuous wefts to create colorful, reversible images. Scholars have often noted the
resemblances between kesi and paintings and calligraphy, yet no in-depth study of the
1

relationship between the three media has been undertaken. This dissertation attempts to analyze
kesi on its own terms, from the perspectives of material, technique, and craft. Like woodblock
prints and images on ceramics, images woven into silk were important parts of visual culture
during the early modern period in China.
Despite some of the important work done by scholars of Chinese art and textiles, there is
not a large body of scholarship on kesi. Any student of kesi starts their research with the works
of Zhu Qiqian 朱啟鈐 (1872-1964), the foremost scholar, collector, and connoisseur of Chinese
textiles in the early twentieth century. In his writings, he has catalogued the Qing imperial
collections of kesi in Neifu kesi shuhua lu 內府刻絲書畫禄 (Pictorial and Calligraphic Kesi and
Textiles in the Qing Imperial Collection) and his personal collection in the Cunsutang sixiu lu 存
素堂絲繡錄 (Catalogue of Silks and Embroideries from the White Repository), many objects in
which came directly from the imperial collections.2 He has also compiled texts about kesi in
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A number of scholars have begun the study of how kesi and paintings and calligraphies relate. See Brown (2000
and 2001), Capon (1976), Kares (2008), and Suo Yuming (1989). Some scholars have also begun pulling textiles and
kesi into their studies of painting history, therefore expanding our understanding of the visual culture that must
have influenced painters and their work. See Bickford (2002/3), p. 83.
2
Zhu Qiqian (1963) and (1935), hereafter NFKS and CST respectively.
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Sixiu biji 絲繡筆記 (Notes on Silk and Embroidery) as well as texts and stories about women
weavers and embroiderers in his Nügong fuzheng lue 女紅傳徵略 (Compendium of Women’s
Duties).3 Zhu’s work provides a wealth of information on the history of kesi in China, however it
does not analyze the information given.
The textile scholar, Chen Juanjuan, has written a number of important articles on kesi,
from sweeping studies of weaving techniques to more focused studies of individual pieces.4 Her
scholarship focuses on the technology and techniques of weaving in China, as well as setting
forth a preliminary chronology for dating kesi based on technique.5 Her scholarship forms a firm
basis on which I rely to study kesi weaving techniques and their continuity or evolution in
technical practice. Zhao Feng has also written numerous important works on Chinese textiles,
including kesi.6 His works on archaeological finds of textiles in China have furthered our
understanding of how textiles can be dated as well as how they were used and treasured.
In terms of early kesi, its origins, and early archaeological finds, Schuyler Cammann has
written the seminal article concluding that the tapestry weave technique was imported by
Chinese craftsmen from tribes along the northwest borders of China.7 Angela Sheng has
explored the origins of kesi, and how it was first used in China.8 Amina Malagò examines
textual sources for the study of kesi, providing a remarkable study of the use of the term,
exploring when it first appeared in China, how the term was used, and how it changed over time.9

3

Zhu Qiqian (1970) hereafter SXBJ and (1997), hereafter NGFZL.
Her articles on textiles have been collected into a useful volume, see Chen Juanjuan (2004). She also published a
chronological study of Chinese textiles with Huang Nengfu in 2002, see Huang and Chen (2002).
5
Chen Juanjuan (1979).
6
Zhao Feng (1999), (2005) and (2007).
7
Cammann (1948).
8
Sheng (Chinese Silk Tapestry 1995) and (Innovations 1998).
9
Malagò (1991).
4
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I rely heavily on her study in my analysis of how authors used, wrote about, and therefore
conceptualized kesi.
Claudia Brown in her study of the Clague collection of Chinese textiles, which included a
number of kesi, provides a model for the careful study of Chinese tapestries.

10

She dates the

works, gives useful technical analyses, thread counts, and art historical information as well.
Only Edmund Capon and Claudia Brown have acknowledged the intermediality of kesi, as a
medium that absorbs traits from other media such as painting and embroidery, and transforms
them into tapestry weave.11 There is a dearth of material on the three media of tapestry,
embroidery, and painting, despite the similarities in the finished products when these media are
used to create pictorial compositions. This dissertation will only touch on some of the
relationships between the three media, focusing more on the relationship between kesi and
painting and calligraphy. I hope that in the future another study will examine embroidery and
weaving further in order to enlighten these media that are so different in process, yet similar in
final product.
The three most important collections of kesi in the world are those of the National Palace
Museum, Taipei; the Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang; and the Palace Musem in Beijing.
A number of publications from these institutions have catalogued the kesi in their collections
with good illustrations and basic information.12 These publications are useful references, but do
not question traditional dating for most of the objects, nor do they provide comparisons with
other kesi or similar paintings. The most recent publication from the National Palace Museum,
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Brown (2001).
see Capon (1976) and Brown (The Weaving of Pictures, 2001).
12
National Palace Museum (1970) is a four volume tome that catalogues all the kesi in the collection, providing
photographs (some only in black-and-white) and minimal information for many of the works. See also NPM
(1989).
11
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Taipei, does provide excellent photographic close-ups of some of the weavings, allowing a
viewer to analyze techniques and thread counts.13 Another recent publication from the Palace
Museum, Beijing, provides beautiful color photographs for the collection’s embroideries and kesi
weavings, as well as good art historical and technical information.14 Tsuan-tzu-ying-hua, an
important publication from the Liaoning Provincial Museum during the Japanese occupation,
cites and quotes important texts on kesi, as well as publishing, in color, many of the collection’s
kesi.15 The most recent catalogue from the Liaoning Provincial Museum has photographed and
catalogued much more of the collection, including pieces of kesi formerly used as wrappers for
works of painting and calligraphy, marking an important shift in art historical scholarship toward
studying the entire object of art, not simply the painting, but the mounting and wrapper as well.16
Despite the rich scholarship on kesi, much remains to be done. The dating and
connoisseurship of kesi are uneven and unstandardized. While there are criteria for dating
paintings of a certain period, the criteria for kesi have not been codified. I will propose a more
thorough system for dating kesi, taking materials, techniques, style, and content into
consideration.

The Origins of Kesi
The origins of kesi in China are unclear, though not for lack of studies by a number of
scholars.17 When the origins of kesi were first examined by twentieth-century scholars, they
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Tong Wen’e (2009).
Shan Guoqiang (2005).
15
Tsuan-tsu-ying-hua (1935), hereafter TTYH.
16
Liaoning sheng bowuguan (2009).
17
Cammann (1948), Capon (1976), Chen (2004), Malagò (1988), and Sheng (1995) all explore the origins of kesi.
14
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looked for written evidence of the textile technique. It was thought that zhicheng 織成 was an
early term for kesi. This term was found in texts that described textiles before the term kesi was
used. Cammann argues that zhicheng is different – a “proto-tapestry” weave using separate
wefts that do not cross the whole fabric but are irregular and result in a mottled appearance of
colored textile.18 Chen Juanjuan goes further, citing previous scholars who declared that “kesi
came from zhicheng;” Chen also examines the history of the term zhicheng and concludes that it
was a general term that included kesi, but referred also to other weaves, such as polychrome jin
and gauze, and therefore cannot be used to specifically mean weft-woven silk.19
Cammann argues that the technique of tapestry weave came from the Uyghur culture to
the northwest of China during the “first half of the tenth century.”20 He asserts that the term kesi,
written with various characters throughout the history of this weave in China, is a phonetic
translation of a Uyghur term that was based on the “Persian word qazz or the Arabic khazz,”
which refer to silk or silk products.21 Wu Min asserts that the origins of tapestry weave can be
traced to tenth-century BCE Anatolia and that the Chinese word kesi is phonetically based on its
Persian name, kilim.22 Angela Sheng proposed that because certain weft-effects were used in
Warring States period (475-221 BCE) textiles, the Chinese must have known about tapestry
weave in the late Bronze Age.23 However, upon later examination, the textiles cited by Sheng
have been identified as having embroidered stitches rather than woven weft effects.24
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Cammann (1948), p. 72.
Chen (1979), p. 141, cites Omura Seigai 大村西崖, Zhongguo meishu shi 中國美術史 and Li Kunnan 李杏南, Xiao
pin zhi xiu tu an 小品織繡圖案. Chen has compiled a table exploring the chronology of the use of the term
zhicheng from the Han to the Song dynasties, see Table 1, p. 142.
20
Cammann (1948), p. 75.
21
Cammann (1948), p. 75.
22
Wu Min (2006), p. 229.
23
Sheng (1995), p. 166.
24
Sheng (Addendum, 1998), p. 225.
19
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Interestingly, before these archaeological finds, Edmund Capon wrote that in the Han dynasty
the Chinese wove textiles with warp effects and did not weave with weft effects; therefore
tapestry weave (a weft-faced weave) was a “total break from the indigenous technical
tradition.”25 Sheng documents the use of tapestry weave in the Xinjiang region during the Han
dynasty (Fig. I.1).26 This weave uses wool, not silk, and cannot be considered Chinese kesi.
However, it situates the use of tapestry weave in the cultures of the nomads to the northwest of
China during this period. Despite the minor disagreements about when and where tapestry
technique developed, most scholars accept Cammann’s assertion that the term kesi must be a
phonetic adaptation of a foreign word (and therefore a foreign technique) that had no direct
translation in Chinese.
Because the term kesi refers only to tapestry weave in silk, other tapestries woven with
silk and wool are called kemao 緙毛 (weft-woven wool) or kesi mao 緙絲毛 (weft-woven silk
with wool). As mentioned above, a few very early tapestry weaves in wool from Central Asia
are extant. There are also examples of tapestry weave that use hemp with silk.27 The use of
wool in tapestry weave is found early in Central Asia and does not seem to have gained
popularity in China until the eighteenth century, when Western tapestries and compositions
inspired its use at the imperial court. At that time, craftsmen who used wool as a warp thread
drew inspiration from the West, not only in their material, but in style as well. For example,
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Capon (1976), p. 118.
Sheng (1995), figs. 4 and 5.
27
One example being the shoe that Stein found in Astana, see Stein (1928), vol. 2, p. 701; illustration in vol. 3, plate
XCIII, Ast. vi. 4 01.
26
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many kemao display Westernized elements such as blue used as a color for the sky and vanishing
point perspective.28
The earliest datable extant examples of kesi are two belts made for figurines excavated
from Tang-dynasty (618-907) tombs in Turfan, Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. These
belts date to almost the exact same year, one from circa 685, excavated from Tomb 206 in
Astana (Fig. I.2), the other from the tomb of Zhang Xiong 張雄 (d. 633) and his wife (d. 688) in
Turfan (Fig. I.3), dated circa 688.29 Based on such archaeological evidence, Malagò has proven
that tapestry weave has been produced at least since the early Tang dynasty and suggests three
possible scenarios for its introduction in China.30 First, she proposes, kesi, new to China, was
adopted from the West or developed through Western influences in the early seventh century;
second, tapestry weave developed early in China, then was forgotten and adopted again later
when weft-patterned textiles became popular in the Tang dynasty; third, tapestry weave in wool
or silk has been produced in China since the beginning of textile production and we have not yet
found archaeological or textual evidence for it. Wu Min, on the other hand, states that Chinese
artisans were “clearly influenced” by Persian kilim brought from Western Asia and that, in the
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No thorough study of these works has been done. In fact, many kemao are still categorized as kesi and their
Western materials and pictorial style are ignored. See National Palace Museum (1989), no. 12, for a bird and
flower example dated to the Song dynasty, despite its Western-inspired shading and material use. See Xu Huping
(1999), nos. 28 and 29 for two examples depicting seasonal flowers dated correctly to the Qianlong period, while
the use of wool in both tapestries is ignored. Most of these weavings have never been carefully examined in terms
of their pictorial content or material. However, see Brown (2000), cat. 16, for a careful technical analysis showing
that linen was used for the warp threads while silk and wool were used as wefts. For some kemao that have been
correctly categorized and dated, see Palace Museum, Beijing (2005), no. 114, for a tapestry of feeding baby
sparrows from the Qing court collection that uses wool to emphasize the texture of the sparrows’ feathers. See
Zhongguo zhixiu fushi quanji (2003), vol. 1, no. 473, for one work depicting the auspicious subject of nine quails in
the Palace Museum, Beijing; no. 480, for one depicting birds and flowers of spring in the Beijing Arts Museum
Collection; no. 487 for a kemao depicting three sheep in the Palace Museum, Beijing.
29
See Kuhn, (2012), p. 236 for a description of the kesi belt from Tomb 206. See Watt (2004), cat. 181, for a
discussion and illustration of the figure from the tomb of Lady Qu. See Wenwu 1975.7 for the archeological report.
30
Malagò (1988).
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seventh century, “Chinese weavers made the first small band of this technique,” referring to the
strips in Figs. I.2 and I.3.31 As it seems that weft-faced textiles were not indigenous to China, we
can safely assume that the technology of tapestry weave was brought by peoples living to the
northwest of China. Tapestry weave then was used in China during the Tang dynasty when we
see the rise of other weft-faced designs. Although the tools and skills for creating tapestry weave
existed in China since the first simple loom was created, the idea of making kesi depended on
technology brought by foreigners. Once the idea to use the weft thread for patterning became
accepted, such textiles were produced in China.
As mentioned above, the origins of Chinese kesi lie in Central Asia. Angela Sheng has
theorized that during the sixth to eighth centuries, Chinese and Sogdians living in Turfan freely
exchanged weaving and artistic practices and information, learning from one another.32 There is
certainly evidence for interchange between Chinese and Central Asian artisans during the Tang
dynasty. Records of Chinese artisans taken prisoner and settled in Central Asian cities to work
with silk show us the importance placed on Chinese silk technologies by peoples outside of
China.33 Wu Min has shown also how Chinese weavers borrowed Central Asian wool weaves
and used the same weave structure in silk during the period when kesi developed in China.34
The temptation to associate the origins of kesi with the earliest datable examples, the thin
bands of silk tapestry from Xinjiang, is great. They are very simple, a few warps woven with a
simple pattern in weft, as if an artisan were trying something new. However, we should
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Wu Min (2006), p. 229.
Sheng (1998), “Addendum” p. 225.
33
Rossabi (1997), pp. 7-8, discusses the opening of China during the Tang dynasty, as well as the importance placed
upon silk artisans. He describes a battle between Tang and Arab armies, the Battle of Talas in 751, that ends with
the capture of Chinese artisans whose lives were not only spared, but some were taken to Baghdad and some kept
in Samarkand to work with silk.
34
Wu Min (2006). He also explores how visual motifs were exchanged.
32
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remember that these belts are part of a larger, sophisticated, outfit for a tomb figurine (Fig. I.3).
The fact that the belt itself is a completely different weave from the rest of the outfit, which
includes a jin 錦 (warped-face compound tabby) silk, patterned silks sewn in alternating strips
covered in a sheer gauze layer for the skirt, and a figured silk with resist-dye pattern for the
shawl, among others, reflects the cosmopolitanism and luxury found in the wardrobe of the Tang
Chinese living in Turfan. The pattern of birds in pearl roundels on the polychrome jin top of the
figurine, a pattern seen on contemporaneous textiles, is produced in miniature specifically for the
tomb figurine. It seems likely that the belt, like the rest of the weaves used for this figure’s
outfit, reflects a use in real life that was already standardized and part of Tang fashion. As
archaeological work continues, it should not be a surprise if more and earlier examples of kesi
produced for the living and the deceased are discovered.

Timeline of Kesi
Kesi as a medium changed and developed in use and appearance from those early belts
made in the seventh century. In order to place kesi in a larger context, I will outline a timeline of
the development of the medium. In the seventh century kesi was woven in strips and used for
wrapping Buddhist sutras as well as for dressing tomb figures. The two above-mentioned belts
are decorated with the same quatrefoil motif in the same palette of greens, blues, oranges, and
gold. Judging from available photographs, it seems the belts share the same pattern. The section
visible in Fig. I.3 corresponds to the pattern toward the right on Fig. I.2, showing a quatrefoil
with a light green outline around a dark blue ring, which, in turn, surrounds a circle of cream-
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colored thread. The close similarity of these two strips found in different tombs indicates there
was already a measure of standardization in kesi production of the late seventh century.35
A Tang-dynasty kesi fragment showing a quatrefoil pattern over a larger area was
excavated in Dulan in 1983 (Fig. I.4).36 A shoe discovered by Aurel Stein (1862-1943) in
Astana is dated to the early seventh century.37 Kesi strips from the Tang dynasty also were
discovered at the Dunhuang Qianfodong 敦煌千佛洞 (Thousand Buddha Caves) by Stein and
Paul Pelliot (1878-1945).38 A number of these kesi fragments are in the Stein Collection at the
British Museum, including strips with a pattern of dots and curlicues. These strips were part of
sutra covers or hanging loops for Buddhist banners and are considered later Tang examples of
kesi. The pattern of motifs on the strips is more ornate than that on the earlier belts. Other Tang
examples, mostly strips but some larger kesi fragments, are preserved in the collection of the
Shōsōin in Nara, Japan.39 These date from the later Tang dynasty (eighth and ninth centuries)
and show a variety of patterns, including lozenges, floral motifs, dragons, and woven fretwork
(see Fig. 1.13 for an example). Some incorporate gold-wrapped threads. Some of these motifs
seem Western-inspired. The clearest example of this is the fragment of pearl roundel in the
Shōsōin that echoes Sasanian patterns of the same period.40 Lastly, and certainly the most
famous Tang-dynasty example of kesi, is the Taima Mandala, housed at the Taima-dera temple
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It is even possible that the two belts were cut from the same long strip. Angela Sheng, personal communication,
See Kuhn (2012), fig. 5.40, for a discussion of the kesi fragment.
37
Stein (1928), vol. 2, p. 701; illustration in Vol. 3, plate XCIII, Ast. vi. 4 01. The warps used in the shoe are hemp,
not silk.
38
For the strips discovered by Stein, see Whitfield (1982), plate 44, p. 305. For the strips found by Pelliot, see
Riboud and Vial (1970), vol. XIII, picture n. 39.
39
Shōsōin hōmotsu: senshoku, illustrations 37-42.
40
Shōsōin homotsu: senshoku, no. 37. See also Sheng (1998) for a brief discussion of Sassanian pearl motifs. pp.
146-149.
36
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in Nara, Japan.41 The Taima Mandala, a representation of the Western Paradise from Pure Land
Buddhism, measures four meters square. The largest and most complex example of Tangdynasty kesi, it is in very poor condition and displays much in-painting. The sophistication of
the above-mentioned Tang-dynasty fragments reveals a high level of competency with the
tapestry weave technique, demonstrating the advances Chinese weavers made during the Tang
dynasty. The huge Taima Mandala remains a mystery to art historians. Such advanced pictorial
weaving in tapestry weave is not found again in China until the Song dynasty and, when it is, it
is in much smaller formats.
Although kesi weaving flourished in the northwest of China (Astana, Dulan) for a couple
hundred years, the technique never became popular or well-known at court until the Song
dynasty.42 During the Liao dynasty (907-1125), kesi was produced to make boots and hats, as
well as robes and coverlets. A kesi hat, excavated in 1992, dates from around 938-946, and
shows the use of gold threads in the design of makara and waves (Fig. I.5). Kesi fabric was
considered precious during this time and it was sent to the Song emperor each year, starting in
1005, by the Liao rulers as part of a birthday present.43
It was during the Song that the term kesi came into use and the fabric appears as a luxury
good of which numerous examples survive. It continued to be used for clothing, purses, shoes,
and furnishings, however a new use for kesi was developed; it was mounted on the outside of
painting and calligraphy scrolls as a decorative wrapper. Scholars assume that this practice
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See ten Grotenhuis (1985) for a thorough study of the Taima Mandala and the copies it inspired. Although the
Taima Mandala is a weaving, the copies made after it are all paintings. In this case, we see the inspiration for
painting coming from a woven composition.
42
Zhao, Zhongguo sichou tongshi (2005), pp. 297-300, gives a good summary of the objects excavated and passed
down from the Liao dynasty and Uyghur regions that preceded the imperial Song works.
43
Zhao, in Kuhn (2012), p. 288.
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began at the court of Emperor Huizong 徽宗 (r. 1101-1126), because it is recorded by Zhou Mi
周密 (1232-1308) when describing the imperial collection.44 Along with increased silk
production in general, the Song dynasty sees an increase in the production of kesi and what I will
term the “pictorial turn” of kesi.
During the Song dynasty, the medium of kesi expanded to produce not only pattern-like
textiles, but picture- or painting-like textiles as well. At this point it is necessary to define a
“picture” or a “painting.” In fact the line between patterned and pictorial kesi is not clear-cut,
but we can use kesi obejcts themselves to serve as examples. Early Song-dynasty kesi, such as
the purple-ground panel (Fig. I.6) follow a stylized pattern. The interest of the designer and
weaver of this piece was not to create a view of the world, but rather to repeat images and shapes
to create a pleasing, vibrant pattern. For our purposes, a pattern repeats motifs in a stylized way
and a painting does not. However, the definition of a painting differs greatly depending on the
culture in question. Therefore, in order to define a painting or picture for this dissertation, a
specific time and place should be noted. During the Song dynasty, when this shift occurred in
the production of tapestry-woven silk, a painting was an image painted in ink, often with the
addition of colors, on silk or paper, made to represent the natural world. Textiles in China had,
for the most part, always produced decorative patterns, even when techniques that could produce
asymmetrical, pictorial images, such as embroidery and tapestry weave were used. Therefore,
the shift in conception from a woven object that produces a pattern to one that produces a picture
was a major leap. A similar leap took place in embroidery at the same time. Although pictorial
images had been produced in embroidery since at least 487 CE, it was during the Song dynasty
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Zhou Mi (Qi dong ye yu 薺東野語), translated by van Gulik (1958).
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that the distinction between image and ground changed and the colored thread was used like a
painter’s colors on a blank ground.45 “This suggests a fundamental change in the way that
pictorial embroidery was conceived – no longer was it conceived in analogy to woven textiles;
rather it was conceived in relation to the art of painting.”

46

Because kesi goes through the same

transformation around the same time, it is not clear if one medium inspired the other or if a larger
shift in conception of the pictorial arts caused these developments.
Despite the existence of the four-meter-square Tang-dynasty Taima Mandala, we have no
other evidence for Buddhist pictorial kesi until after the “pictorial turn” during the Song dynasty.
A number of Buddhist kesi images from the Ming and Qing dynasties are extant (Fig. I.7), but
these lie beyond the scope of this study, which focuses instead on secular and Daoist images.
As kesi began to be used to copy the compositions, subject matters, and formats of
painting, some weavers transformed these pictorial elements into more patterned and colorful
textiles. I will terms these kesi “vernacular.” This kesi style, as described by Jean Kares,
produces a pictorial composition inspired by painting, but with little to no interest in depicting
the illusion of space. Instead, forms are piled one on top of another in a patterned, decorative
composition (Fig. I.8).47 Kares argues that once kesi was used to imitate painting, the tradition of
weaving a pictorial composition was absorbed back into the visual language of tapestry, and
pictorial compositions were conceptualized and woven without reference to either a specific
painting or, more broadly, the visual language of painting. These works were not usually
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The first pictorial embroidery is a fragment of a hanging found at the Mogao caves, Dunhuang, dated to 487. See
Gao and Bao (1986), plate 34, cited by Huang (2012), p. 82.
46
See Huang (2012), pp. 82-3.
47
Kares (2008), pp. 5-6. In her argument, Kares is discussing kesi of the seventeenth century in this style, however,
I think we can look at some of the earlier works of kesi, already influenced by the incorporation of painting
compositions and subject matter, such as the Dongfang Shuo Stealing the Peach of Immortality in Beijing, and see
the same type of aesthetic that she identifies.
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produced to function the same way paintings did, but rather were meant for more decorative use,
as valences for tables, curtains, folding or standing screens. Most of these colorful, decorative
kesi date to the seventeenth century, however some from as early as the Yuan dynasty show an
interest in producing a weaving with more graphic rather than painterly effects (Fig. 4.17). This
dissertation will not deal with vernacular kesi except as occasional comparison for composition
or iconography.
It is unclear at what date kesi was first used to reproduce works of calligraphy. A few
Northern Song kesi reproductions of paintings by Emperor Huizong weave in his seal and
signature, therefore incorporating writing into the woven image (Figs. 3.10 and 3.11). However,
the reproduction of a work of calligraphy on its own seems not to have been undertaken in kesi
until the Ming dynasty, at the earliest. Pictorial kesi works remained more popular and
numerous; however, kesi reproductions of calligraphy became popular and one of the most
impressive, a long handscroll after Dong Qichang, copying letters from the Four Masters of the
Song dynasty, is the focus of Chapter Two.
Near the end of the timeline for production of kesi addressed in this study is the Qianlong
reign (1736-1795), when an enormous quantity of kesi was produced. During this reign, the
practice of mounting works of art with kesi wrappers was revived, often with new wrappers
woven for a specific work of art, title slip and all. Multiples of kesi were produced.
Additionally, kesi that reproduced existing works of art, such as the Dong Qichang calligraphy
scroll or a Buddhist painting by Ding Guanpeng 丁觀鵬 (ca. 1708- after 1771), and even works
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by the emperor himself (Fig. C.3).48 From the amount of extant kesi, it seems the Qianlong
period was the height of kesi production in all of Chinese history.
It was not until the medium was used to reproduce painterly compositions, starting in the
twelfth century, that kesi were mounted as art objects in their own right, in formats similar to
those of paintings – hanging scrolls, handscrolls, album leaves, fans, and even folding screens.

49

Light-sensitive, structurally fragile, and understudied, these works remain in private collections
and storage facilities and are rarely exhibited. However, the art market has recently brought to
light a number of these objects, and they are attracting the attention of collectors, curators, and
scholars.50

Intermediality of Kesi
The process of making a pictorial kesi involves copying an original design, a sketch, a
painting, or even another tapestry. The tradition of copying within the history of Chinese art is
long and complicated. Although copying painting and calligraphy has been widely studied, little
has been written about copying in the history of tapestry production.

48

51

The material used to

See Chapter Two for a study on the Dong Qichang calligraphy scroll. See Berger (2003), pp. 82-3, for the Ding
Guanpeng painting that was copied four times in kesi.
49
Zhao Feng, in Kuhn (2012), pp. 290-293, has made the point that while no examples of Song-dynasty kesi clothing
have been found archaeologically, kesi paintings and calligraphy have survived because they were treasured as
works of art.
50
In the year 2005, a large number of kesi were publicly sold. See Christie’s Hong Kong The Imperial Sale, 30 May
2005, lot 1229 for a kesi album, including a scene of West Lake and Emperor Qianlong’s poems on the site;
Christie’s New York, Fine Chinese Ceramics and Works of Art, 30 March 2005, lots 204, 205 for examples of
decorative figures in landscape, and lot 220 for a 12-panel trompe-l’oeil screen of birds and flowers. See also China
Guardian (2005) for the Geng Zhi Tang sale in Beijing, which focused exclusively on embroidered and woven
objects.
51
See Pearce and Steuber (2012) for recent scholarship on the idea of the original and copying in China. See Harrist
(1999 and 2004) for the tradition of copying in calligraphy. Paintings were reproduced through woodblock print
and rubbings, and during the Qianlong period, paintings were even copied in three-dimensional reliefs using
precious materials such as jade, ivory, and semi-precious stones. See Steuber (2012), p. 178, fig. 4.39, for a
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weave kesi, silk, was often used for painting. Furthermore, the formats, size, and appearance of a
tapestry weave could be the same as those of a painting, though weaving involves a completely
different method of production. However, the terms “copy” and “reproduction” do not seem
applicable in the same way to textile replication. Because a tapestry-woven version of a
composition uses completely different techniques and skills than those of a painter or
calligrapher, the final product might look similar, however the object itself is completely
different – structured differently, produced differently, with specific skills and techniques
developed to turn the visual language of painting into a tapestry weave. Instead of applying an
ink-charged brush to a prepared piece of silk, the silk threads of kesi are woven, row after row, to
emulate shapes made by the artist’s brush. Therefore, I will use the term “intermedial” to discuss
the relationship between kesi and painting, calligraphy, woodblock prints, and other arts. Leena
Eilittä has noted that intermediality happens through absorptions and transformations of other
media.52 “It is relevant to pay more attention to how different media combinations,
transformations and references to other media change our reception of a work of art.” She
writes, “intermedial coexistence introduces an awareness of the aesthetics of another medium not
only in combinations of other media but also in those transformations of and references to other
media in which these media are no longer materially present.”53
Throughout the history of Chinese painting and calligraphy, close copies of pre-existing
works were often passed off as originals. In the tapestry reproduction of painting and
calligraphy, however, the concept of forgery is not relevant, as the medium itself reveals its

discussion of an album painted by Leng Mei 冷枚 (active 1677-1742) and reproduced in painted version as well as
in relief.
52
Eilittä (2012), p. vii.
53
Ibid, p.viii.
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means of production, and a tapestry-woven reproduction cannot be mistaken for an original
painting or calligraphy. The weaving, which declares itself a weaving through texture and
material, still provides reference to painting and calligraphy, despite the lack of any trace of an
inked brush. As with the media of painting and calligraphy, however, reproducing a work can
change its and the artist’s reputation. Robert E. Harrist, Jr. notes that copying a work of art
shows that it is treasured, and copies, in turn, increase the stature of an artist through the
disseminated knowledge of his work.

54

Silk-woven copies could achieve the same effect of

enhancing the status of reproduced originals. A copy of a painting or painting-like composition,
could serve as a luxury object produced as a kind of visual pun. As Jonathan Hay writes, kesi
functioned in late Imperial China as a “fictive surface,” a visual trick that delighted the viewer
with its close similarity to another medium. He argues that because of the culture of forgery in
the late Ming and early Qing, the “theatrical experience of the ‘double take’” created a
“pleasurable confusion.”

55

A kesi produced to look like a painting succeeds in producing this

effect because the viewer understands that the simulation of naturalistic brushstrokes and the
visual language of painting in the medium of silk weaving was difficult to achieve, possible only
for a skilled craftsman.

56

The kesi fascinates because it resembles a painting while clearly

remaining something very different.
The boundary between woven and painted objects is permeable. Not only have paintings
been executed on textile surfaces since the Bronze Age, techniques of painting, weaving, and

54

Harrist (2004), p. 49.
Hay (2010), pp. 215-235.
56
Dutton (1983) argues that aesthetic appreciation is based upon understanding the limits of a medium or a time
period. In the case of kesi, the medium of silk threads strung on a loom is quite restrictive compared to a painter’s
brush and ink on paper. Therefore the reproduction of painterly compositions in kesi is remarkable in the eye of
the beholder.
55
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embroidery have been combined in individual artifacts.57 Interestingly, most late Qing kesi
incorporate painted touches for small details instead of relying on the more costly and timeconsuming technique of weaving. The initial impetus to reference painting through the
completely different medium of weaving adjusted to the demand created for such objects; instead
of referencing painted marks with woven threads, the weaving workshops wove the main
compostion and painters added in the details. However, the production of kesi is exactly what
has kept this medium separate from paintings in modern histories of art. Loom-woven objects
have been lumped together under textile studies, relegated to the inferior status of craft rather
than that of high art accorded painting done by an individual with a brush on silk or paper. As
Ledderose has argued, many objects we consider Chinese art objects were produced in a factorylike setting.58 Our Western art historical interest in attribution to an author needs adjusting in
favor of understanding a division of labor and modular system that produced objects that were
treasured from the time they were produced until today.
As an object of scholarly research, kesi has been addressed in studies of the history of
Chinese textiles. However, the technology for producing kesi was relatively simple and did not
change significantly over time, remaining remarkably labor-intensive, therefore this form of
weaving is given relatively little attention in general histories of textiles that focus on looms and
processes of mechanical reproduction.59 Also, because the kesi focused on in this study are
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Two well-known paintings of tomb occupants, A Woman, a Phoenix, and a Dragon and A Gentleman Riding a
Dragon both date to the third century BCE and were produced in ink on silk. See Barnhart et al (1997) Figs. 11 and
12 for images. An example entitled The Three Stars (Sanxing tu 三星圖), in the collection of the Palace Museum,
Beijing, is dated to the Qianlong period, see Fig. 4.27 of this dissertation. The kesi depicts the three gods of
longevity. Details such as their beards are painted, while the patterns on their robes are embroidered. A
remarkably similar, unpublished kesi is in the Peabody Essex Museum, Salem, MA. It bears seals of the Jiaqing
Emperor 嘉慶帝 (r. 1796-1820) and probably dates to the 18th or 19th century.
58
Ledderose (2000), p. 4.
59
Zhao Feng, (2005), pp. 60-62. Only Chen Juanjuan (1979), p. 143, writes about the “development of kesi
technology” and compares Song-dynasty technology with today’s looms in Suzhou.
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closely related to painting, an extensive knowledge of this art is essential for understanding the
objects.
Kesi has been trapped between studies of pictorial art (painting, embroidery, woodblock
prints, etc.) and technological studies. A dichotomy between kesi-as-art-form and kesi-astechnology appears again and again in the study of this medium. Textile studies explore the
technology of making a kesi tapestry weave, however they do not acknowledge the artistic value
and impact a pictorial kesi carried in Chinese culture of the time. On the other hand, art
historians who have studied kesi almost always liken it to painting, yet do not embrace the
technology and materials, except on a superficial level. A major goal of this dissertation is to
embrace both aspects of kesi, acknowledging how the techniques and technology of weaving
contribute to kesi as an art form, as well as how solving artistic problems led to new weaving
techniques. Through this analysis of a number of different pictorial kesi, I will identify craft
techniques that endured though decades and even centuries of practice, while at the same time
these techniques, like techniques of painting and calligraphy, were used in different ways to
reflect contemporary styles and conceptions of the natural world.
Studying the history of kesi presents a number of challenges. Few textual records
describe the process of making or commissioning kesi in China, and no systematic inventories of
kesi based on careful technical examination have been made. The current state of kesi studies is
somewhat like that of Chinese painting studies in the early twentieth century: although rough
chronologies and stylistic affiliations have been worked out, problems of dating and attribution
are rife. Complexities addressed by scholars of painting, such as the revival of Song styles
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during the Ming, have scarcely been addressed.

60

In part, because of the relatively simple

technology of kesi, attempts to date pieces that seem to copy paintings have tended to rely on
style alone without much concern for weaving techniques and materials.

61

Therefore we have a

body of woven pictures produced since the Song dynasty erratically and often erroneously dated.
The study of kesi has been limited because of lack of documentation and textual
evidence, therefore it is important to defer to the objects themselves. Through close examination
and study, I will attempt to understand and recreate the techniques and workshop practices of
weavers through examination of the objects they have left us. Scholars such as Lothar Ledderose
and Anthony Barbieri-Low have produced important studies on the process of making works of
art and the artisans who made them, adding an understanding of the conceptional process of
many crafts in China, as well as adding a personal and human element to the objects that are
treasured today.62 My goal is to show that kesi weaving had its own stylistic tendencies that
shifted through time, just as painting, embroidery, and other arts did.
Because of the confusion produced by different terminology for kesi, and the lack of
vocabulary for weaving techniques used in Chinese kesi, the first chapter is an introduction to
tapestry weave in China. The following three chapters position kesi within the larger history of
images in China, relating them especially to paintings and calligraphy. Issues such as
iconography, format, connoisseurship and collection practices are addressed. Focusing on one
principal example in each chapter, I will bring together other tapestries, paintings, and works of
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Barnhart (1993), for example, studies the Zhe School of painting and identifies numerous works that use the
Southern Song style of painting as a model.
61
Certainly there are exceptions, most notably the scholar Chen Juanjuan, who sets forth a preliminary guide to
color-blending techniques and their dates of inception. See Chen (1979), pp. 145-150.
62
Ledderose (2000) and Barbieri-Low (2007).
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art, textual sources, and art historical and textile scholarship, with visual and technical analyses
for which the works of kesi themselves are the most important sources of evidence.
Chapter One will explore the teminology and technology of kesi. I will examine
terminology used to discuss kesi in texts from the Song to the Qing dynasties. Kesi technology,
as recorded in textual sources and observed in contemporary practice, will be explored. As
Chinese weavers began to imitate the visual language of painting, they faced new challenges,
such as color blending and the suggestion of textures and shading that, in turn, inspired new
weaving techniques. Chinese scholars have developed a rich, yet unstandardized, vocabulary to
describe the different techniques in weaving kesi. Translating, standardizing, and incorporating
this vocabulary will deepen our understanding of the complexities of weaving kesi and improve
our tools for comparing and dating individual examples. Lastly, the view of the history of
weaving technology as a linear improvement of mechanical devices will be challenged. In fact,
kesi itself, a technique of weaving that changes very little over time challenges this notion. The
next three chapters focus on one or two main objects that become case studies for larger issues.
The case-study objects were chosen because they represented different time periods, artisans,
subject matters, and issues.63
Chapter Two will focus on two woven versions of a calligraphy scroll by Dong Qichang
董其昌 (1555-1636) imitating the styles of the Four Masters of the Song. These scrolls
produced during the reign of Emperor Qianlong 乾隆 (r. 1736-1796) reproduce a now-lost, inkwritten original. In order to address issues of materiality, the history and legends of woven
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This format was inspired by Laurel Thatcher Ulrich’s study of American objects, such as a basket or tablecloth,
and how the author allowed the objects of study to be the support and center for the history of the early United
States she wrote. See Ulrich (2001).
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writing will be explored. Situating the scrolls within the long history of reproducing calligraphy
by different means, I will show that woven reproductions of calligraphy were produced in a
process similar to that employed for tracing copies and yielded comparably accurate
reproductions of a master’s style. The reproduction of calligraphy at the Qianlong court takes on
a playful note in kesi, inspired by a trompe l’oeil aesthetic, while at the same time representing
Qianlong’s political uses of calligraphy.
Chapter Three examines a tapestry, Butterfly and Camellia, attributed to a twelfthcentury woman weaver, Zhu Kerou 朱克柔 (active 12th century), and the collection history and
connoisseurship practices that shaped its reception for later viewers. Although biographical
information for Zhu does not appear until the 1500s, a number of works that include her woven
seal are extant and have been dated to the Song dynasty. I will argue that the historical
intersection of the rise of kesi as wrappers for paintings, the production of painting-like
compositions in tapestry weave, and the supposed dates of activity of Zhu Kerou was not a
coincidence. It was Ming and Qing connoisseurs who declared the Song dynasty the height of
kesi production and created a demand for weavings of this period. The Ming interest in talented
women, I will show, also affected the connoisseurship of Zhu Kerou’s works.
Chapter Four focuses on kesi that depict Dongfang Shuo 東方朔 (b. 160 BCE), a Handynasty (206 BCE – 220 CE) courtier-cum-Daoist immortal, stealing the fabled peaches of
immortality. These weavings raise complex issues of authorship and the use of a famous
painter’s name in kesi compositions. Unlike the examples explored in Chapter Two, where the
work of a calligrapher was copied in tapestry weave, some kesi images incorporate signatures of
artists who did not produce the image to which their name is attached. One of the Dongfang
Shuo kesi includes a large inscription and signature of the famous Ming-dynasty painter, Shen
22

Zhou 沈周 (1427-1509), while the other, almost identical depiction includes neither an
inscription nor a signature. Comparing these with other works of kesi, embroidery, jade carving,
and paintings, the iconography of the Daoist immortal will be clarified. Additionally, another
Shen Zhou inscription was woven into two very similar kesi depictions of peaches, a subject
associated with Dongfang Shuo and immortality. This inscription acknowledges the medium of
silk weaving and was almost certainly produced in order to be woven. A close study of these
four kesi helps to elucidate how names could be added to or deleted from weavings. By
examining how the name of another artist, Cui Bo 崔白 (active ca. 1050-80), who lived during
the Song dynasty, was added to Ming-dynasty bird-and-flower kesi produced for the market, I
will expand our understanding of image production in the Ming dynasty.
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CHAPTER 1

Kesi Tapestry Weave: Terminology and Technology

Kesi 緙絲, which means literally “weft-woven silk,” is usually translated as “tapestry
weave.” The term is used exclusively for Chinese tapestry woven in silk that utilizes
discontinuous wefts and blocks of colored threads to create clearly defined shapes. Allowing for
extensive creativity on the part of the weaver, kesi is a laborious and time-intensive process.
In this chapter, I will examine the terminology used to refer to kesi, noting that the
characters used to write the term differed over time. I will also describe the technology of
weaving tapestry in general and unique features of Chinese tapestries in comparison with
weaving in other parts of the world. Examining contemporary weaving practices and historical
sources, I will analyze how tapestry weaving technology in China has changed over the
centuries. In the hope of bringing a more extensive vocabulary to Western study of kesi, I will
explore in depth techniques used by Chinese weavers to join color blocks and blend colors,
translating Chinese terms into English. Following a formal analysis of how tapestry weave can
produce pictorial compositions and calligraphy, the ways in which kesi creates a distinct visual
language formed by the weaving process and by choices made by the weaver will be clarified.
Finally, I will show that although it shares many traits with painting and other pictorial arts, kesi
has its own visual conventions. Understanding these conventions and how they relate to
changing tastes and styles can lead to more discerning connoisseurship of kesi.
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Kesi Terminology
Romanized as kesi (or sometimes k’o-ssu), the Chinese characters used to write this term
changed through history and seemingly at the whim of different writers. Historically, four
different characters have been used to write the syllable ke: 刻, 剋, 克, and 緙. These are all
pronounced “ke,” but their meanings are different. The second syllable, si, was almost always
written 絲, a standard term for silk. In modern Chinese kesi 緙絲 (weft-woven silk) is the
preferred usage.
The character ke 緙 appears on bamboo slips excavated from tombs in the Chu Kingdom
1

of the Warring States period (453-222 BCE) and seems to refer to clothing or cloth. Previously,
the character ge 革 had been used without the silk radical to mean leather. From the context of
the bamboo strips, scholars have deduced that ke referred to a type of textile and that it was also
used along with the word for belt (dai 帶). It is therefore tempting to relate the early use of ke 緙
to kesi and the excavated Tang-dynasty belts (Figs. I.2 and I.3). However, in the tombs where
we find these characters on bamboo slips, there is no evidence of kesi. According to Malagò, by
the Liang period (502-557), ke 緙 came to mean “to mend” and did not acquire the meaning “to
weave wefts” until the Song or Ming and was not used in the binome kesi until the Ming period.2
The table in the Appendix provides a chronological study of the characters used to write
“tapestry” or “tapestry woven.” Although, as discussed in the Introduction, the earliest extant
examples of Chinese tapestry weave date to the seventh century, a specific term for this type of

1

They were excavated from Tomb 1 of Xinyang Changtaiguan and Tomb 2 of Jiangling, Wangshan. See Malagò
(1997/8), p. 50, for a discussion of the use of the character ke in the bamboo slips.
2
Amina Malagò (1997/8), pp. 50-51.
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textile does not appear in Chinese texts until the twelfth century. The first written source to use
the term is a text by Zhuang Chuo 莊綽 (b. 1078), a government official active during the late
Northern Song dynasty (960-1127) and the early Southern Song (1127-1279). His text, Ji lei
bian 鷄肋編, (literally The Chicken’s Ribs, translated as Miscellany), is dated 1133, about four
hundred and fifty years later than the earliest dated example of this form of textile. (I will return
to Zhuang’s text below when discussing documentation of the kesi technique.)
The characters Zhuang used to refer to tapestry weaving specifically were kesi 刻絲, or
“carved silk.” This term reflects the slits between color blocks on the surface of silk tapestry
weave. However, a contemporaneous writer, Hong Hao 洪皓 (1088-1155), whose text is only a
few years later than that of Zhuang Chuo, writes about the tapestry-woven robes of the Uyghur
3

tribe using a different character, kesi 剋絲. Hong Hao was an emissary to the Jurchen, but was
taken captive when he was offered a position under this foreign regime and disrespectfully
rejected it. He took notes while he was captive in the northern city of Longshan 龍山. When he
was released, his notes were burned and he wrote his text, Song mo ji wen 松漠紀聞 (Records
4

from the Pine Wilderness), from memory once back at the Song court. It is clear, since he used
a different character, that he was not familiar with Zhuang Chuo’s work. Most likely, since he
was writing in the north, he used a character that worked phonetically to convey the sound of the
5

word used by those around him.

3

Malagò (1991), p. 233, citing Hong Hao, Song mo ji wen, in Jingyin Yuan Ming shanben congshu shizong, Lidai
xiaoshi, 19, juan 63.
4
Giles (1898), pp. 344-345.
5
Cammann (1948) p. 68. Malagò (1991) puts forth three theories on his use of the character, pp. 233-4.
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Hong Hao’s text, although much less informative about kesi than Zhuang Chuo’s, seems
to have been better known and more influential. When writing about kesi, many later authors
used the same character Hong Hao used or a variant of it: ke 剋 or 克. It is possible that the
character ke 克, often used for its phonetic rather than its semantic properties, was used by
authors who knew the sound for kesi, but not necessarily the characters for the term. Tao Zongyi
陶宗儀 (1329-1410), writing his Zhuo geng lu 叕耕錄 (Notes Taken During Farming Breaks),
6

probably quotes Zhou Mi who wrote decades earlier about using kesi to mount paintings. Many
later writers quote Tao Zongyi directly, adopting his character usage for kesi 克絲.
Cao Zhao 曹昭 (active 1388), writing circa 1368, used the characters kesi 刻絲 (carved
silk). Cao Zhao is famous for stating that kesi can also be called kese 刻色 or “carved colors.”
This beautiful re-naming of kesi excludes its material and indicates only its visual appearance.
However, Amina Malagò has shown that different editions of Cao Zhao’s text use different
characters. She believes that the first edition of his text uses the characters yanse 顏色, which
7

simply mean “colors”. This also must refer to the visual appearance of kesi and the brilliant,
pure colors that the weft-woven technique creates. She theorizes that Cao Zhao himself might
have changed his text to kese 刻色 (carved colors) in subsequent editions.
Zhang Xizhi 張習志 (fl. 1496), an otherwise unknown Ming author, wrote a lengthy
inscription that is now mounted next to an actual kesi, Peony attributed to Zhu Kerou (Figs. 3.2
8

and 3.2a) (See Chapter 3 for a translation of the inscription). Zhang uses the characters kesi 克

6

Malagò (1991), pp. 237-238, cites Van Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art, Rome, 1958, p. 224.
Malagò (1991), p. 259.
8
See Liaoning Sheng Bowuguan (2009), p. 56, for a discussion of the piece and transcription of the inscription.
7
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絲, implying familiarity with earlier works by Zhou Mi or Tao Zongyi. Malagò notes that some
of his wording is “almost exactly the same as [that] written by Tao Zongyi,” concluding that
Zhang was quoting Tao.

9

Zhou Qi 周祈 (fl. 1583) was the first to discuss the terminology of kesi. He writes in the
Ming yi kao 名義考 (Examination and Interpretation of Names), that, when writing kesi, ke 刻
(carved) is incorrect and should be written ke 緙 (weft-woven).

10

He seems to want to correct the

interpretation of the Zhou li 周禮 (Rites of the Zhou) that uses the term ke (carved) to describe
robes as “ke [carved] and painted with pheasant motifs,” clarifying that instead these robes are
woven with a weft-faced pattern rather than actually carved.
The Appendix shows that in the Ming and the Qing periods, most authors used the term
kesi 刻絲 “carved silk” despite Zhou Qi’s assertion that this term is incorrect. What is notable
about these authors, among whom were connoisseurs and collectors such as An Qi 安岐 (1683–
c. 1746), is their tendency to treat kesi as a form of art. They are writing about kesi objects that
are in their collections or those of their friends. Zhang Zhao 張照 (1691-1745), the main editor
of Shiqu baoji 石渠寶笈 (Treasured Boxes within the Stony Moat), the inventory of the imperial
collection written in 1744 during the reign of Emperor Qianlong, used the term kesi hua 刻絲畫
or “carved silk painting” for the first time.

11

This term is still used today and stresses the status

of kesi as a form of art, even placing it within the medium of hua, or picture/painting. The

9

Malagò (1991), p. 245.
Malagò (1991), p. 248; Zhu Qiqian, SXBJ, juan 1, p. 36.
11
Shiqu Baoji, p. 321. Although in modern Chinese hua is translated as “painting,” Craig Clunas has argued that in
the Ming hua referred to a broader group of images than just paintings and he argues that hua should mean
something closer to picture during the Ming. See Clunas (1997).
10
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writers using this term are not as interested in the technique of tapestry weaving but in the way
this form of textile relates to painting.
On the other hand, Gu Yingtai 谷應泰 (1620-1690) and Chen Yuanlong 陳元龍 (16521736) use the term kesi 克絲 in their texts on techniques of weaving. Apparently quoting Tao
Zongyi, these authors were concerned not with the history of art but with the history of
technology. Instead of appreciating the finished product as an object worthy of treasuring, they
saw tapestry weave as a product of a technological process worthy of mention. Although the
distinction between art and technology I am drawing was often ambiguous, the views of Ming
and Qing authors can definitely be divided into two main groups: those writing about pieces of
kesi as art objects and those writing about technology and natural science who discuss kesi as a
technical process.
The esteemed scholar and collector of Chinese textiles Zhu Qiqian used the characters
kesi 刻絲 (carved silk) in his writings. Although he notes all the different terms, when Zhu
writes about kesi, he chooses “carved silk.”

12

This term not only reveals the materiality of the

object – silk – but it also alludes to the distinctive slits on the surface of the weave which create a
"carved" effect. Thus, kesi 刻絲 evokes the visual appearance, materiality, and surface texture of
the textile, or more simply, the visual and tactile experience of it. And yet, during the twentieth
century, this poetic term came to be considered old-fashioned. Kesi 緙絲 “weft-woven silk,” the
preferred modern term, is technically more accurate: obviously the weaving is not carved. The
modern terminology reflects the weave structure rather than the visual effect of the finished

12

Zhu Qiqian, NFKS, SXBJ, CST, NGFZL. In SXBJ, pp. 36-37, Zhu lists all the different terms used historically for kesi,
with a number of the sources.
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product. The current term acknowledges the technological process of weaving tapestry, while
leaving the aesthetic effect to the “old” term. Both aspects of kesi, however, are integral to the
understanding of kesi in early modern China.

The Technology of Kesi
In the current practice of Chinese tapestry weaving, a modern horizontal or upright loom
is used (Fig. 1.1). Although no twelfth-century looms are extant, the Zhuang Chuo text has been
interpreted by Cammann to describe a small, vertical loom (Fig. 1.2).13 Vertical looms were
used in China, but there is no evidence they were used to weave tapestry.

14

Both horizontal and

vertical looms hold threads under even tension, keeping them organized so that the weaver can
work efficiently. The horizontal loom holds the threads parallel with the floor, while the vertical
loom holds threads perpendicular to the floor. The invention of the treadle loom, which uses a
foot pedal or cord to change sheds, is often attributed to China because of the suitability of this
loom for silk.

15

It is thought that the delicate silk threads could not withstand a more primitive

loom and that fragments of twill found on Shang bronzes imply the use of a complicated loom.

16

If this is correct, the earliest kesi looms could have been horizontal treadle looms rather than
vertical looms.

13

Cammann, p. 90, fn 3. Vertical looms were used to produce tapestry weaves in Europe. Broudy (1979), pp. 6062, discusses the tapestry loom in Europe. The term haute lisse, or high-warp loom, first appears in the year 1302.
14
See Zhao, Zhongguo sichou tongshi (2005), fig. 4-2-5 for a small painted image of a vertical loom dated to the
Five Dynasties period in Gansu Province, and 5-2-17 for a wall painting showing a vertical treadle loom from a
temple in Shanxi, dated to the Northern Song dynasty. See Sheng (1998 “Innovations”), p. 134, fn 40, for the
argument that both vertical and horizontal looms were in use in Turfan, ca. 500-700 CE).
15
See Broudy (1979), Chapter 6, for a discussion of the treadle loom. Han-dynasty ceramic models of treadle looms
have been excavated. For an example, see Zhao (1999), figure 00.09.
16
Broudy, (1979), p. 20.
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The following description of tapestry weave in China is based on my research and
observation of contemporary weaving practices.17 Before setting up the loom, a design is
chosen. It is unclear how this happens in Chinese kesi weave. In European tapestry weave, a
cartoon is produced that is then woven as a tapestry. It seems very likely that a similar approach
was used in China. A fenben 粉本, or preliminary sketch, would be produced by a draughtsman.
Once the preliminary design and its shape and size are decided upon, the horizontal treadle loom
is strung with warp threads.18 In Chinese tapestry weaving, the warp threads are almost always
undyed silk, as dyeing weakens the structure of the fiber.

19

Often the warp threads are twisted,

which increases their strength and elasticity (see Fig. 1.3).20 Once the warps are threaded onto
the loom, a design, based on an original painting or fenben is sketched onto them with brush and
ink. Next the weft threads are woven between the warp threads.
In tapestry weave, the most basic weave, called tabby or plain weave, is used. Generally,
one weft thread runs over one warp and under the next, over one, under the next. The next weft
thread runs under the first warp and over the next, etc. (Fig. 1.4). However, in tapestry weave,
the dyed weft threads are beaten or packed down tightly, hiding the undyed warp threads.
Therefore tapestry weave is called a weft-faced plain weave (Fig. 1.5). While most tapestry
weave wefts are woven in even rows, perpendicular to the warps (called ping ke 平緙 in

I am indebted to the master weaver Li Ronggen 李荣根 of the Suzhou Embroidery Institute 蘇州刺繡研究所
who patiently answered my questions and enthusiastically showed me his work. If there are any errors in my
description of how tapestry weave is produced today, they certainly stem from my own mistakes or
misunderstanding of Mr. Li’s explanations.
18
On Chinese looms the warp threads run vertically on the loom as well as in the finished textile. However, there
are always exceptions. See Chapter 2 for an in-depth discussion of two calligraphy scrolls in which the warps run
horizontally. For one interesting example of a European-inspired tapestry produced in China that also has warp
threads running horizontally, see Brown (2000), cat. 16.
19
Malagò (1991), p. 231. She states that warp threads are usually unboiled, undyed silk because this retains a layer
of sericin on the thread that makes the silk thread stronger and more durable.
20
Warps can be twisted “Z” or “S”. The letter refers to the diagonal lines formed by the twisted thread. “Z”
twisted warps are twisted to the left, while “S” are twisted to the right.
17
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Chinese), occasionally the weaver will pull a weft on a diagonal or weave more wefts in one area
than another. This is called “eccentric weave” or rao ke 繞緙 in Chinese. Areas of eccentric
weave often have a different texture than those areas of plain tapestry weave (Fig. 1.6).
Instead of running each weft color from one edge of the textile to the other, as in weaves
such as polychrome jin, tapestry weave contains each color thread only where it is used within
the design of the textile. This is called discontinuous wefts, in Chinese tong jing duan wei 通經
斷緯 (continuous warp, discontinuous wefts). As summarized by Emery, “[t]apestry weave
generally involves two fundamental principles: hiding the warp with closely packed wefts to
secure solid color, and weaving independent wefts back and forth each in its own pattern area.”

21

Once the specific color is no longer needed, the thread is cut, its end is left loose or
tucked under another thread and another color weft thread is introduced. This creates clear
boundaries between colors and sometimes a slit in the surface of the fabric where two color
blocks meet. Every thread is integral to the structure of the fabric. Unlike other weaves where
extra thread, a supplemental weft, might run along the back of the fabric, kesi is completely
reversible and depends upon each color and each thread for the integrity of the textile.
Kesi is woven from the bottom of the pictorial composition to the top. As a portion of the
textile is completed, it is rolled up to allow the weaver access to the next portion of the design.
This is also a protective measure, as the rolled woven tapestry is protected from the oils of the
weaver’s hands and other possible sources of damage, such as light or water. Tapestries are
often woven from the back, so the weaver must check his or her progress on the front of the work
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Emery (1980), p. 78.
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(which is the underside of the horizontal loom) with a mirror.22 Working from the back of a
composition allows the weaver to leave loose threads on their side of the weaving for later
alterations (Figs. 1.7, 1.8, and 1.8a).
Because kesi is woven with thin silk threads, even a small composition can be extremely
intricate and time-consuming. A contemporary weaver in Suzhou, Mr. Li Ronggen, who
reproduces Song-dynasty kesi weavings for a living, spends an entire year weaving a
composition measuring 107.5 by 108.8 cm.23 When I met him, Mr. Li was reproducing Zhu
Kerou’s Ducks by a Lotus Pond, a detailed composition of ducks, lotus leaves, an egret and
swooping swallow, along with a complex rock, water insects, and plants (Fig. 3.3). Interestingly,
Zhuang Chuo’s Song-dynasty assertion that it takes a year to weave a woman’s robe in tapestry
weave is consistent with the amount of time spent by a contemporary weaver on a detailed
tapestry-woven composition.24

Documentation of Kesi Technique
In order to examine Song-dynasty tapestry technology, let us return to Zhuang Chuo and
his text, Ji lei bian, our first documentation of kesi. In this text, Zhuang gives us factual and
technical information about kesi in the Song dynasty:
At Dingzhou they weave kesi. They do not employ big looms, and they use
boiled and colored silk. The warp is strung on wooden pins. Following their own
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If the weaving is done on a vertical loom, then the weaver must constantly check the reverse side.
Personal communication with Li Ronggen of the Suzhou Embroidery Institute, 2005.
24
Zhuang Chuo, Ji lei bian, (The Chicken’s Ribs, also translated as Miscellany). I have used Zhu Qiqian’s
transcription of the text in SXBJ, juan 1, p. 30.
23
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desires, they create pictures of flowers, plants, birds and animals. When they use
small shuttles to weave the weft, they begin by setting the areas on which they are
to work; then, with different colored threads, they weave them on the warps. As
for the wefts, they combine to form a finished pattern yet [look] as if they were
not connected. Looking at these spaces, they appear as if engraved, therefore it is
called kesi, [‘carved silk’]. It takes a whole year to make a woman’s robe.
Although one hundred flowers are created, they are all different from one another,
because [the weaver] can change the weft threads, they do not pass throughout the
whole width of the cloth, and the bobbins weave them.25

定州織刻絲。不用大機以熟色絲。經於木棦上。随所欲作花草禽獸狀。以小
梭織緯時先留其處方以雜色綫缀於經。緯之上合以成文若不相連承。空視之
如雕鏤之象故名刻絲。如婦人衣終歲可就。雖作百花使不相類亦可葢緯綫非
通梭所織也。

Zhuang’s text is the first to give us any idea of how kesi was produced in the Song dynasty.
Zhuang Chuo describes a loom set-up, although his language is vague and he does not describe
in detail much of the loom. He states, “They do not employ big looms.” Cammann has
theorized that Zhuang Chuo refers to a small vertical loom.26 Malagò questions whether Zhuang

25

Zhuang Chuo, Ji lei bian. I have translated parts of the text differently from other scholars, using a more direct
translation. I also think the character “gai” 葢 is mistakenly written instead of another character “gai” 改, to
change. The text is translated by Malagò (1991), p. 228. See also Cammann’s translation, p. 90. Zhuang’s text is
also translated in TTYH, English section, p. 5. It is reproduced in Chinese in Zhu Qiqian, SXBJ, juan 1. See Malagò
(1991), pp. 228-232, for an in-depth discussion of this text.
26
Cammann, p. 90, footnote 3.
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Chuo is comparing the tapestry looms in Dingzhou to tapestry looms in other locations or if he is
comparing the tapestry loom in Dingzhou to other types of looms.27 My inference would be that
Zhuang Chuo is comparing the tapestry loom to other types of looms, such as a drawloom, which
is much taller and longer than a typical tapestry loom.
Zhuang then describes the silk threads used to weave kesi. “They use boiled and colored
silk.” It is assumed by most scholars that he is describing the silk used for weft threads, while
undyed silk, which is stronger, is usually used for the warp threads. Almost every example of
kesi uses undyed silk as the warp threads because so much stress is placed on these throughout
the weaving process (Fig. 1.3). Therefore, it is likely that the “boiled and colored silk” Zhuang
refers to is only silk for weaving the pictorial design or pattern, which is woven in wefts, and that
he does not specify the kind of silk used for the warps.
The next sentence, “Following their own desires, they create pictures of flowers, plants,
birds and animals,” shows that, according to Zhuang Chuo, the weaver is given quite a bit of
creative freedom in creating the design. Zhuang says nothing of following a sketch or drawing.
It is possible that Zhuang Chuo did not know where the designs came from and that the weavers
followed a sketch by someone else. It is also possible that “following their own desires” means
rather than following a repetitive pattern, the weaver could work in any kind of composition.
Zhuang Chuo mentions the bobbins (suo 梭) that are used to weave the weft threads.
Instead of a long shuttle wound with colored thread, a number of small bobbins are wound with
different colored threads needed for the pictorial design. Zhuang's mention of various colors
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Malagò (1991), p. 230.
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“decorating” the warps gives the reader a sense of the colorful bobbins that bounce as the weaver
works and fills in the off-white spaces of the warps with the pure, vibrant color of the wefts.
According to Zhuang, “[a]s for the wefts, they combine to form a finished pattern yet
[look] as if they were not connected.” This refers to the quality that connoisseurs will admire
when viewing kesi for centuries to come – the slits on the surface of the fabric that break up the
design and create the distinctive surface and texture of this type of weaving. In the next
sentence, Zhuang Chuo describes the appearance of such a surface that does not look joined
together, “Looking at these spaces, they appear as if engraved, therefore [the weaving] is called
kesi [carved silk].”
Through one simple example of a woman’s robe, he conveys to the reader how timeconsuming the weaving of kesi was. “It takes a whole year to make a woman’s robe.” As a
comparison, Angela Sheng explores the amount of plain, tabby weave silk one woman could
weave in a certain period of time. In the Ming dynasty, one woman could weave an estimated 60
bolts of fabric in a year. A Song-dynasty source states that one woman could weave one bolt in
three days of hard work. 28 A bolt is equivalent to 12 meters. Taking an entire year to weave one
kesi robe, when approximately 720 meters of plain silk could be woven in the same amount of
time, vividly indicates how labor-intensive and expensive this form of weaving was.
The last passage of Zhuang Chuo’s description of kesi discusses the reason that one can
weave asymmetrical, irregular designs instead of symmetrical patterns. He writes, “Although
one hundred flowers are created, they are all different from one another, because [the weaver]
can change the weft threads, they do not pass throughout the whole width of the cloth, and the
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Sheng, (1990), pp. 53-4.
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bobbins weave them.”

29

He refers back to the bobbins he mentioned earlier and emphasizes the

fact that they weave the wefts in sections, not across the width of the textile.
The techniques described in Zhuang Chuo’s text are very similar to those of tapestry
weaving today, which remains unmechanized. In essence, the technology has not changed much
since 1133 in terms of weaving a tapestry on a simple loom. What Zhuang did not mention is
how the weaver chose colors and fixed details in a complicated composition. Today, the weaver
works from a color reproduction of the original and refers to that reproduction when choosing
and placing colored threads and color blocks. Li Ronggen, the contemporary kesi weaver in
Suzhou, used a life-size color photocopy (actually a number of color photocopies pieced
together) when reproducing Zhu Kerou’s Ducks on Lotus Pond. However, his photocopy of the
original in the Shanghai Museum was old and faded. Therefore, he used a color photocopy of
one of his own copies of Ducks on a Lotus Pond for color-matching and used the large color
photocopy of the original to guide his work on details. Although Mr. Li had seen the original in
the Shanghai Museum once, he told me it was a long time ago, and joked that it must be faded
too. Therefore, he worked from reproductions, including a photocopied reproduction of his own
woven reproduction of the original.

Color Block Transitions and Color Joining
There are many ways weavers in China have dealt with joining one section of woven
colored thread to another in order to create a readable, aesthetically pleasing composition on a
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See Chapter 3 for a discussion of the pattern of “Hundred Flowers” produced in kesi at the time that I believe
Zhuang Chuo refers to in this passage.
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continuous piece of fabric. For the weaver, the central challenge is to join blocks of separately
woven color. Scholars use different terms to describe this process. In English, this process is
termed “color-block transitions," of which four types have been cited: slit tapestry, single and
double interlock, and dove-tailing (see Figs. 1.9-1.12).

30

Slit tapestry is the simplest way to

transition between color blocks (Fig. 1.9). In this type of tapestry weave, one color ends
wrapped around one warp, and the next color block begins at the next warp thread, creating a
small slit in the fabric. In single and double interlock, the weft threads are interlocked with each
other rather than with the warp threads (Fig. 1.10, 1.11). This technique, however, is more timeconsuming and gives a less clear delineation between colors. Dovetailing is a technique whereby
the wefts of two or more different colors wrap around a common warp thread (Fig. 1.12). This
technique strengthens the surface of the fabric, but it requires that the wefts of different colors be
carefully matched, forcing the weaver to work in a number of colors at once. It is the slit
tapestry technique that gives the weaver the most freedom to work on one section of the
composition at a time and to manipulate each weft as desired without having to consider how the
next color will fit into the overall composition.
At the same time that slit tapestry gives the weaver creative freedom, it structurally
weakens the fabric by leaving breaks, or slits, on the surface between color blocks. This, of
course, gave Chinese tapestry weave its poetic name, kesi 刻絲 ‘carved silk.’ The effect of slits
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Harris (1993), p. 27, and Burnham (1980), pp. 144-146, are just two examples of the Western scholarship that
gives very clear-cut and straightforward examples of how the weaver deals with two different colored weft threads
when they meet at a warp. Emery (1980), pp. 79-82, notes two additional options for outlining color blocks: using
an outline weft that is laced in between the color blocks or one that is wound around the warp threads.
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on the surface of textile work is manipulated as a compositional element, in Chinese as well as
Peruvian and Middle Eastern tapestry weave.31
The categorization adopted by Western scholars makes tapestry weave easier to
understand, but it obscures much of the complexity of the choices made by the weaver. The term
“color-block transition” is limited to the idea of moving from one block of color to another. It
leaves out the complex ways that color blocks can intertwine, interlock, or break apart. Chinese
scholars, on the other hand, do not use a standardized term for color-block transition. Chen
Juanjuan uses the term qiang se 戧色 or “buttressed colors” as a description of the interaction
between color blocks. The term qiang 戧 can mean to abut, and carries the implication of
mutually supporting or propping up. It certainly contains a sense of the structural importance of
the color blocks in tapestry weave; how each color block abuts another and, at the same time,
stabilizes it. While qiang is a useful term in Chinese, it does not have a clear, direct translation
into English and I will therefore use the term “technique” when Chen has used “qiang” in order
to create a more readable and useable vocabulary of kesi techniques.

32

Chen discusses in detail

different color-block transitions, identifying a number of weaving techniques used exclusively in
kesi at different historical periods.

33

Her analysis is insightful and clarifies an array of different
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For an example of Peruvian tapestry that incorporates slits within the pattern of the tapestry, see Harris (1993),
no. 21, p. 26; in the same volume, no. 19, p. 24, illustrates a slit tapestry kelim from Iran.
32
Tong (2009), p. 61, translates qiang as “propping.”
33
Chen Juanjuan (1979), pp. 143-150. She, however, notes only techniques of the Tang, Song, Ming and Qing
dynasties, completely excluding the Five Dynasties, Ten Kingdoms and Liao dynasty as well as the Mongol Yuan
dynasty. Her complete exclusion of all foreign dynasties except the Qing leaves hundreds of years out of her study.
There are other scholars, such as Zhao Feng and Suo Yuming who have written about kesi technology and color
block transitions. However, their analyses are not as in-depth or as specific as those of Chen. Zhao Feng, Zhongguo
sichou yishu shi (2005), pp. 60-61, whose scholarship fills in many of the gaps of that of Chen with archaeologically
excavated textiles as well as Liao and Yuan textiles, does not analyze kesi techniques with the same rigor as Chen
Juanjuan. His explanations are short and lack visual examples, which are often necessary with the technical and
detailed explanations. Suo Yuming (1989), p. 49, also does not illustrate the techniques he discusses, nor does he
identify as many color blending techniques as Chen, listing five instead of the over ten she mentions in her study.
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techniques for weaving and color-blending within the kesi tradition. Her chronological approach
is destabilized, however, by the questionable dating of some of the objects she chooses. She also
fails to note the title or collection information of the pieces she illustrates. Her illustrations and
descriptions provide a wealth of information about techniques, but they cannot yet be used
confidently as a chronological tool for dating kesi by technique. Because there has not been a
thorough study of the dating and connoisseurship of kesi across collections and time periods,
there are a number of misdated works that continue to be published with incorrect information.
Zhao Feng calls the transition between color blocks “yun 暈” which can be translated as
“halo,” such as the circle of light around the sun or moon caused by refraction of that light
through particles in the air.

34

This poetic naming of a technical process incorporates the idea of

light that shines through the open spaces between color blocks. His term yunfa 暈法 has been
translated by Angela Sheng as “shading method.”

35

The term qiang seems to focus on the

structure of color-block transition, while “halo” focuses on the resultant visual appearance of the
color-block transition chosen by the weaver. The Western term “transition” or Chen’s “qiang,”
however, do not take into account the spaces between colors. Zhao characterizes slit tapestry as
“weft halo” wei yun 緯暈 in which the weaver changes colors by separating and discontinuing
the wefts. While Chen Juanjuan’s scholarship and terminology focus on techniques and the
structural properties of kesi, Zhao Feng’s terminology focuses on the resultant visual effects.
Once again, we find a dichotomy in discussing silk tapestry weave in China – a focus on the
process (technology) versus a focus on the final product (art).

34
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Zhao Feng, Sichou yishu shi (2005), pp. 60-61.
Personal correspondence on November 25, 2013.
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Outlining and Structural Design Techniques
Although silk tapestry weaving has been made in China at least since the Tang dynasty,
until the Song dynasty it was used exclusively to produce repeating patterns, including geometric
shapes, floral motifs, and even dragon forms. Colors were clear and color blocks were separate.
There was no interest in color blending. Some techniques of kesi weaving in use since the Tang
dynasty can still be seen in Qing dynasty works. One of these called gou ke 構緙 can be
translated as “outline weave” (Fig. 1.13)

36

Although the term gou means “structure” or

“completion,” the actual technique uses weft threads to outline shapes in the kesi composition,
separating color blocks and creating a visual scaffolding throughout the image. One or two
threads thick, these outlines are wrapped around each warp thread, rather than being simply
woven in between them, creating a thin, consistent line of color that actually pulls the textile
together structurally.
Another structural technique is called da suo 搭梭 or “passing bobbins.” In this
technique two bobbins weave separate color blocks next to each other, creating a slit between
them. At coordinated intervals, each bobbin is wound around the warp thread in the other color
37

block, passing each other just once.

The “passing bobbins” technique, a version of dovetailing

in which the wefts share a warp thread, is used simply to create a clear break between colors
while keeping the structure of the fabric intact. In Handscroll after Dong Qichang, “passing
bobbins” is used along the top and bottom edges of one of Dong Qichang’s seals. The technique
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See Chen (1979), p. 143, for a description of the term in Chinese. Suo Yuming (1989), p. 49, also discusses this
technique in a more cursory manner. Emery (1980), pp. 79-82, discusses this technique in English.
37
Chen (1979), p. 143, discusses this term in Chinese.
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allows for clear, thin lines of red to represent the impression of his seal, but it connects the thin
lines to the wheat-colored silk at intervals in order to keep the textile from pulling apart (Fig.
1.14). This technique could also be used to create slits as part of a design.

Color Blending Techniques
In the early twelfth century Chinese weavers began to use tapestry weave to reproduce
pictorial compositions, changing the way colors and the transitions between them were treated.
(See Chapter Three for an in-depth discussion of this development.) Because of the wish to
reproduce the visual effects of painting, weavers used a number of new techniques to blend and
mix colors that joined threads and color blocks in ways unique to tapestry weave. Although the
dating of many pieces of kesi is still questionable, it is possible to map out, at least in broad
outline, the development of these techniques.
A kesi color-blending technique used in the Southern Song period is called mu shu qiang
木梳戧 “wooden comb technique.”

38

Mu shu qiang uses horizontal lines that step down in

increments to modulate from a lighter to a darker color (or vice versa). It is called “wooden
comb” technique because the resultant patterns of light and dark lines look like the teeth of a
wooden comb. Evident in a Ming-dynasty kesi fan depicting a peony at the Freer Gallery (Figs.
1.15 and 1.15a), this technique also helped to minimize slits in the surface of the fabric without
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See Chen Juanjuan (1979), pp. 145-146, for a description of mu shu qiang in Chinese. She dates its inception to
the Southern Song dynasty. European tapestry artists often used hachure, a similar technique incorporating
triangular areas of one color wedged into another color block, to create a sense of color blending and modeling.
This technique can be seen throughout Northern European tapestries of the Renaissance, as one example. For a
wonderful overview of Renaissance tapestries, see Campbell (2002).
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time-consuming dovetailing of the wefts.

39

Mixing the dark and light colors through thin lines

creates a sense of color blending and lends a texture to the image depicted.
Similar to “wooden comb technique” is chang duan qiang 長短戧 or “long and short
technique.”

40

Instead of forming a regular pattern of comb’s teeth, the chang duan qiang creates

a more random area of long and short lines of one color that blends into the color block next to it
(Fig. 1.16). Not only does this blend the two color blocks, creating a sense of shading, but the
resultant boundary between the two color blocks is stronger than a straight line between them.
Yet another technique for blending colors is can he qiang 參和戧 “blended technique.”

41

This technique moves from top to bottom in blending an area by starting with a block of a light
color, then weaving one row of a darker color, followed by three rows of the lighter color, then
one row of dark, two rows of light, until the weaver is alternating rows of dark and light for a
number of rows. The entire process is repeated in reverse until it is the light color that is used
more sparsely and the color block has become entirely the darker color. A version of this
technique is used in Tapestry of Peonies and Other Flowers, a kesi weaving at the Freer Gallery
(Fig. 1.17). The “blended technique” was used to dramatic effect when blending colors in the
petals of the large peonies. When viewed up close, one can see the striations created by this
technique.
Produced with alternating threads of two different colors to give an effect of blending
from one color block to another, hatching is yet another technique used in Chinese kesi (Fig.
39

Some Qing-dynasty tapestry weavings of peonies exhibit this method of shading the petals, yet the weavers used
the technique in a more stylized fashion, as if mu shu qiang had become the standard for depicting peonies in kesi.
For an example, see Shan (2005), no. 90.
40
Chen (1979), pp. 145-146, dates the inception of this technique to the Southern Song dynasty. Suo (1989), p. 49.
41
Chen (1979), pp. 145-146, explains this technique, giving one example, and dates its beginnings to the Southern
Song dynasty. Suo (1989), p. 49.
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1.18). In Immortal Stealing a Peach (discussed further in Chapter 4), the weaver alternates
flesh-colored thread with a dark blue thread to give the effect of a beard on the immortal’s chin.
This technique is often used to depict hair. The weaver alternates fine lines of flesh color and
darker color in order to suggest combed back hair (often used for women’s hair) or a beard, as in
the case of the immortal depicted.
Feng wei qiang 鳳尾戧 or “phoenix-tail technique,” is similar to hatching and “wooden
comb technique” in that it alternates rows of contrasting colors, but in this method, semi-circles
are woven into the pattern of alternating colors in which the lines taper and curve at the ends,
creating a point. According to Chen Juanjuan, this technique began in the Ming dynasty and was
used mostly for depicting the texture of rocks.
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Usually this technique appears as a pattern of a

convex semi-circle of a dark color, then three thin, sideways triangles of the same dark color cut
into the light color block, next a concave semi-circle (the light color is now the semi-circle
slicing into the dark color block), and then three more thin sideways triangles before the pattern
repeats. "Phoenix-tail technique" is so named because of the feathery texture it gives the line
between color blocks. One example is Phoenixes Calling in Harmony in the Palace Museum,
Taipei, (Figs. 1.19 and 1.19a). Here, the phoenix-tail technique is used on the rocks, giving them
texture, as well as echoing the actual feathery texture of the phoenix tail, hanging gracefully
nearby.
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In Landscape: A Palace among Mountains, a Qing-dynasty kesi in the Freer Gallery of

Art, phoenix-tail technique was used not on garden rocks but on mountain tops as a way to create
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Chen (1979), p. 147.
This kesi is dated to the Song dynasty in the most recent Palace Museum publication, see National Palace
Museum (2009), cat. 15. I am not able to re-date this kesi based on the phoenix-tail technique alone, nor could I
re-date this weaving simply from reproductions. However, along with other kesi that incorporate specific weaving
techniques, it can now come under renewed scrutiny. Through a case-by-case examination of works of kesi, their
composition, colors, techniques, and thread count, among other factors, we can move closer to a more accurate
way to date and study kesi.
43
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texture and shading on the rocky peaks (Figs. 1.20, 1.20a). What this suggests is that this
particular weaving technique became a kind of visual shorthand that indicated rounded textures
and three-dimensional shading no matter where within a composition it appeared.
Although weaving cannot create the variety of colors possible in painting, the techniques
described above enabled weavers to create a rich variety of pictorial effects. All of the colorblending techniques mentioned above can be categorized under the main five categories of
structural terms used by Western scholars, yet the Chinese terms for different techniques of
color-blending give the study of kesi a richness and complexity, as well as a vocabulary, absent
in Western scholarship.
While all of the above techniques mentioned have a structural function within the final
woven product, there are two techniques for color blending in kesi that exist solely within the
thread itself. One important technique that appears to have originated in the Song dynasty was
he hua xian 合花綫, or “joined-pattern threads,” or simply, “joined threads.”44 In this technique,
the weaver splits two threads of different colors into thinner fibers and twists them together to
form a bi-color thread the exact same thickness as the other silk threads used in the tapestry. An
example of this technique can be seen in Butterfly and Camellia (Fig. 3.1, 3.1b). Here, the
weaver combined blue and light green threads in an area where she desired an effect of color
blending. However, since the new thread retains both original colors, it does not create a bluegreen, but rather it gives the woven area a mottled effect, visible on the calyx of each blossom
and bud. When viewed at arm’s length, this does give the effect of color blending, but when

I am grateful to Piao Wenying 朴文英 of the Liaoning Provincial Museum for introducing me to this term and to
Angela Sheng for helping me to translate it correctly. As I will attempt to build a vocabulary, in English, for
discerning between techniques, I will translate some terms into more fluent ones for use in English. For example,
“joined-pattern threads” could more easily be called “joined threads” in English.
44
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viewing the album leaf more intimately, which one is invited to do simply by the size of the
object, the mottled effect is clear to the naked eye. This refined technique creates a sense of
texture while still maintaining the smooth surface of the fabric. The precision required to do this
can be judged from the subtle effect the technique creates in the small calyxes of the camellia
blossoms, where a potentially uninteresting area of the composition – the leaves protecting the
base of the blossom – acquire great visual interest. The technique here creates the appearance of
a rougher texture next to the smooth, soft petals of the camellia. Another example of this
technique can be seen in Landscape: A Palace among Mountains (Figs. 1.20 and 1.20b), where
“joined threads” are used to suggest the texture of wooden beams supporting a palace roof.
Although this technique is dated by scholars to the Song dynasty, it was certainly used thereafter,
and its use within a tapestry cannot determine the work’s date of production without taking other
factors into account.
Another technique for mixing colors on the thread level involves using a single thread
that has been dyed multiple colors or dyed unevenly. Through using a multi-colored thread, the
weaver can create subtle variations of color within one color block, without changing threads.
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An example of this can be found in leaves in the Tapestry of Peonies and Other Flowers kesi at
the Freer Gallery (Fig. 1.21). In this case, the use of one thread dyed multiple colors gives the
leaf a sense of natural color variation.
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I have not yet found a reference to this technique in any English-language or Chinese-language scholarship on
textiles. The process is similar to ikat dying, where the thread is dyed different colors in order to weave a specific
design, however in the case of the technique used in Chinese kesi, the dying seems intentionally irregular, rather
than planned out beforehand. Dyeing a thread irregularly is a technique of a dyer, however, the use of such a
thread within kesi becomes a weaving technique.
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From techniques that focus on the textile structure and integrity to those that are
conceptualized through the use of a single thread, kesi weavers approached aesthetic and
structural concerns as a single problem: that of producing a successful pictorial kesi.

Weaving a Painting
Weaving a pictorial tapestry requires that the weaver approximate the visual language of
painting.

46

This process requires multiple departures from techniques of weaving other kinds of

textiles. Unlike a patterned design spread over the surface of a fabric, a pictorial composition
usually requires areas of negative space that the weaver must find the means to represent. And
while a painter blends and mixes colors, adding darker hues or ink to an area to give a sense of
shading or shadow, or adding water to pigments or ink to suggest gradations of light and the
volume of forms, the weaver achieves these effects only through the manipulation of colored
threads. Suo Yuming makes an analogy between the painter’s materials and those of the weaver,
“The warp threads act as the paper, the bobbins are the brushes, and the colored threads are the
ink and colors.”
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This beautiful analogy recalls a sixteenth-century painter’s comment on a

weaving, “Her skill is so extraordinary: she handled the silk as if handling a brush.”
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Again and

again pictorial kesi are likened to painting, yet the technique of weaving a picture is completely
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Jean Kares calls this “translation” from one medium to the other, see Kares (2008) and (2010), p. 69. However,
“translation” seems too simple a term as it implies that the weaver only copies a painting, rather than studying the
visual language of painting, making large-scale as well as minute decisions about how to weave a pictorial
composition, then producing works of art that have been sketched or designed in order to be woven, and were
possibly never originally paintings. Instead I use the term “intermediality” to acknowledge the numerous
inspirations drawn upon by weavers, as well as the fact that inspiration rarely goes in one direction, but instead is
more complex and interconnected.
47
Suo Yuming (1989), p. 48.
48
Wen Congjian 文從簡 (1574-1648), inscription mounted next to Camellia and Butterfly (Fig. 3.1c), see Chapter
Three for a translation of the entire inscription.
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different. Instead of handling threads and bobbins as brushes, weavers manipulated their craft,
weaving so adeptly that viewers could not help but liken a woven object to one produced with
brush and ink.
However, the relationship between pictorial kesi and paintings is not directly parallel:
images and compositions did not all originate in painting, with weavers copying them in kesi. In
fact, many other media are involved, from woodblock prints, embroidery, jade carving, lacquer,
porcelain, etc. Painting-like images appeared on many media, yet the craftsmen were always
concerned with the properties of their material and how best to manipulate those in order to
produce an attractive and meaningful object.49
The production of painting-like compositions in tapestry weave requires areas of
“negative” space that become the ground against which forms appear. Although filling in a
background in a single color is not the best use of the weaver’s skill and time, these areas of
negative space were important – woven carefully so as to appear exactly the same as the rest of
the weaving.
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In the case of Butterfly and Camellia, the ground is a deep but not uniform blue

(Fig. 3.1). The subtle stripes that one can see in the blue ground are due to the subtle variation in
dying the weft threads. When the viewer looks closely, she can also discern subtle shapes in the
composition of the blue ground. The weaver, for example, filled in the space between the
uppermost bud and the leaf to the left of it in a thin, triangular section, most likely to stabilize
that part of the composition and keep the threads evenly spaced from the bud to the leaf (Fig.
3.1b). Because of the refinement of this composition, one cannot see many other transitions

49

Jan Stuart notes that in the twelfth century, when we also see an interest in reproducing painting in embroidery
and kesi, a brushy aesthetic appears on Cizhou pottery, however the technology for producing bright colors in
porcelain glazes was not available until the eighteenth century. See Stuart (1995).
50
Kares (2008), p. 4.
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between the areas where the ground was filled in. But small areas like the one by the bud allow
today’s viewer to trace the progress of the weaver working hundreds of years ago.
Certain representational conventions through which pictorial compositions were woven
appear again and again in kesi. Edmund Capon argues that many of these were taken directly
from painting.
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He asserts that it was above all the paintings of the Song Academy that

provided the conventions seen most often in kesi. Certainly, as I have discussed above (and will
again in Chapter 3), the Song Academy was the model for some of the first painting-like kesi.
However, just as painting changed, representational conventions changed, and the way the world
was depicted by Chinese artists and artisans changed through time. Kesi also reflected new ways
of viewing art and interpreting the natural world.
Let us take, as Capon does, depictions of rocks as an example of pictorial conventions.
One way to depict a rock in Chinese painting as well as in weaving is to define contours and
outlines with strong, dark lines. In painting, dark ink and modulations of the brush strokes create
this effect. These outlining techniques were codified in Northern Song dynasty monumental
landscape painting (Fig. 1.22). During the Southern Song, brushwork in landscape painting
became broader and more simplified (Fig. 1.23). The Yuan-dynasty (1279-1368) literati painters
embraced a freer, more calligraphic landscape style marked by greater freedom of the brush
stroke and a monochromatic palette (Fig. 1.24). Ming painters of the Zhe School who worked in
the style of the Southern Song artists used dashing brushstrokes to depict rocks that oscillate
between their representational function and their independent existence as calligraphic marks on
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Capon (1976), pp. 124-128.
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the surface of the painting.
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An example from the Zhe school artist Dai Jin 戴进 (1388-1462)

shows the brushy, calligraphic marks that depict foreground rocks (Fig. 1.25). The same
technique from painting is reproduced in the kesi, Immortal Holding a Peach, complete with
woven “brushstrokes” giving the rock texture, yet still readable as brushstrokes on the surface of
the rock (Fig. 4.1).
For many Ming artists, rocks provided a subject matter that gave texture and depth to the
pictorial space. Garden rocks, such as Taihu 太湖 (Lake Tai) rocks, are perforated, patterned,
and often offer a view of something through their holes, even if it is just a leaf growing behind.
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Garden rocks are often used like screens in a composition – hiding and showing, even framing
areas for the viewer.
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Especially in mid-Ming Jiangnan painting, the garden rock becomes a

convention for playing with visibility. In the painting by Wen Shu 文俶 (1595-1634), the rock
anchors the composition with its solidity and weight, yet the holes in the rock afford views of the
flowers and leaves behind it (Fig. 1.26). We can see the same convention in Ming-dynasty kesi
as well as embroidery (Fig. 1.27).
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Hay (1985), pp. 116-117, discusses this in the painting of Xia Gui 夏珪 (active early thirteenth century) during the
Southern Song dynasty. He notes especially that the addition of calligraphy to the surface of a painting flattens
space that is so beautifully crafted by the artist with subtle ink washes. The Zhe school artists are less subtle and
their brushstrokes become more calligraphic and dramatic, while still remaining representational. See Barnhart
(1993) for a study of the Zhe school painters.
53
For just a few examples of this trend in depicting rocks in Mid-Ming Jiangnan area especially, see Zhongguo
meishu quanji, vol. 7, no. 42, Guanmu congtiao tu 灌木叢條圖 (Shrub and Thicket) attributed to Tang Yin 唐寅
(1470-1524); no. 78, Jushi yetu tu 菊石野兔圖 (Chrysanthemum, Rock and Wild Rabbit) by Xu Lin 徐霖.
54
See Wu Hung (1996) for a discussion of how screens can be used in pictorial compositions. The role of rocks in
the Ming is much more important than we would assume in the West. See Zeitlin (1991) for a study of the special
place rocks held in the hearts of some collectors.
55
See Huang I-Fen (2012), p. 83, for a discussion of the relationship between embroidery and painting.
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As Capon notes, the convention of adding moss dots to rocks in paintings is echoed in
kesi; the perforated garden rocks can be speckled with dots of green, blue and yellow.
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What

Capon fails to note is that these speckles in kesi become a flat pattern. Such dots do not appear
in painting the same way. In kesi, they represent moss dots on rocks in paintings, which were
painted in ink or color in a final step, giving the appearance of sitting on the surface of the rock.
However, in kesi the dots are woven at the same time as the rock, an integral part of the design of
the textile. In some instances, they take on a life of their own, creating a multi-colored dance of
abstract dots that resemble a patterned textile as much as moss dots on a rock.
In Winter Flowers, After Cui Bo (Fig. 1.28), a kesi in the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, the composition is elegant and decorative, made lively with a sense of patterning.
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The moss dots pepper the rocks with light blue, green, and brown ovals. The variation on
“phoenix-tail technique” used to texture the rocks echoes the oval moss dots (Figs. 1.28a, 1.28b).
All of these circular shapes echo those of the nandina berries, clumps of which spill from the thin
branches. Although the signature woven into the silk tapestry reads “Cui Bo,” an artist of the
Song dynasty known for his careful and realistic depictions of the natural world, this work has an
undeniable Ming flavor. We do not see “brushwork” in this kesi, we see a playfulness with
representation characteristic of the Ming dynasty.
Ming artists often depicted an element of nature in a way that refers to the tools used to
create the depiction.
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I will term this a “self-referential convention.” We can see it in painting
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Capon (1976), p. 124.
See Chapter Four for further discussion of this kesi and the name of Cui Bo on kesi weavings produced during the
Ming dynasty.
58
James Cahill calls for such a study of woodblock prints, where “the best woodblock prints achieve a degree of
independence from painting, exploiting the special nature of the medium.” See Cahill (2010), p. 232, fn 50.
57
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when brushstrokes depict rocks, yet remind the viewer that they are a product of an animal-hair
brush dipped in ink – their calligraphic appearance is as important as their representational
function. In kesi weaving, the weaver creates his or her own play of self-referential conventions:
an element in nature is depicted in a way that refers to textiles and textile patterning. The weaver
of Winter Flowers creates such a pattern through the moss dots and repetition of circular shapes
across the surface of the weaving. The artist refers to his own medium and manipulates the
compositional elements in order to create a tension between representation and abstraction. The
groupings of moss dots become a pattern of overlapping circles, resembling more a textile than
any painted moss dots or examples of moss one would find in nature (Fig. 1.28b). By
understanding that developments we see in painting were also used in textile weaving, but
through the manipulation of a different medium, we are able to form expectations for kesi of a
certain date, and therefore begin a more thorough connoisseurship of tapestry-woven works in
China. In addition, acknowledging the artistic ability of a weaver to solve aesthetic problems
with a similar attitude as painters working at the same time, can expand our larger understanding
of craft production in China.

Kesi “Carved Silk”
The manipulation of the slits between color blocks as elements of the composition is
another example of self-referential convention: the process of making the work of art is left
visible and embraced as part of its visual form. While weavers could easily sew up slits in the
surface of a tapestry, they kept or even purposefully produced these breaks in the surfaces of the
fabric. One of the earliest examples of kesi uses such a technique (Fig I.4). In the kesi fragment
excavated from Dulan, Qinghai, the central blue rectangle of each quatrefoil was woven with
52

slits on either side of it to define it as a rectangle. Red or blue leaf-forms were woven on either
side of it (Fig. I.4a). Even when the same color blue was woven next to the central rectangle, in
other words, even when leaving the slit required extra work, the weaver chose to create a break
as part of the pattern.
The weaver often used these slits at the edge of a color block to function in a way that
painted colors could not. Instead of weaving in a “boneless” (mogu 没骨) method, a method
treasured in Chinese painting, the weaver uses the technique of discontinuous wefts to create an
actual break in the surface of the fabric, crafting a division between colors that is neither an
outline nor a “boneless” transition, but a mode of pictorial definition specific to tapestry
weaving.59 The visual effect is emphasized as a textile ages: the surface contracts and pulls apart
at such gaps. Some weavers seemed to use the space between color blocks as part of the
composition, allowing slits to function as outlines, in some cases darker than the silk, in some
cases allowing light to shine through.60 However, the space created by the slits inhabits a
different space than the woven surface – a space that can be seen as being behind the weaving,
breaking apart the composition, bringing air and space into the composition, or as a regular part
of the surface pattern.
The transition between color blocks that leaves slits in the surface reveals the scaffolding
structure of the warp threads underneath the weft-face of the textile. Slits between color blocks
provide a sense of structure (although they actually weaken the integrity of the textile) and reveal
the strong lines of the warp, the textile’s “backbone.” Gaps are left on the fabric surface held

59

The mogu or “boneless” style of painting in China was a technique that first began in the tenth century, using
color washes placed next to each other, without any outline, to define shapes. See Silbergeld (1982), p. 25.
60
This technique can be seen clearly in some Qing-dynasty kesi. See Xu Huping (1999), no. 23, Landscape of the
Yingxinshi Studio, where the boat sails are almost the same color as the water, therefore the slits between color
blocks help to define their shape and distinguish the sails from the water around them.
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together by thin, silk wefts running above and below such breaks. Verticality is emphasized with
this weaving technique. A ribbed texture, for example, can be seen in the Tang strips (Figs. I.2
and I.3). The warp threads are unseen, but their shape dictates the surface texture.
Although weavers commanded varied techniques that approximated painterly effects,
many kesi hua or “kesi pictures” from the seventeenth century on included painted touches for
small details added after the weaving was complete. This can be seen in A Full View of Mount
Jinshan, dated to the Qianlong period (Fig. 1.29). In this work, the green areas of tree leaves are
woven in large color blocks, while the individual leaf shapes are painted (Fig. 1.29a).
Additionally, in this work, the moss dots, which we saw in Winter Flowers, a Ming work, woven
in a textile-like pattern, are painted on the surface of the rocks.61 These kesi bring together the
two media of weaving and painting, yet are often seen as less fine works of art, as the work is not
a painting, and the intricate details are not depicted in the more difficult medium of kesi.

Formats of Chinese Tapestry
The English term “tapestry” suggests an object that hangs on a wall as a decorative
pictorial work. Not all Chinese tapestries discussed in this dissertation were intended to be hung
on a wall, though all were intended to function pictorially. Therefore, the formats in which kesi
were produced, such as hanging scroll, handscroll, album leaf, fan, folding screen, etc. are
exactly the same as the formats used for Chinese painting and calligraphy. In comparison with
European tapestries, Chinese tapestries are smaller – long, thin, rectangular compositions for
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See also Landscape: A Palace among Mountains (Fig. 1.20a) for moss dots that were painted in after the weaving
was completed.
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hanging scrolls; intimate square or round compositions for album leaves; long, horizontal
compositions for handscrolls. An album leaf from the Song dynasty, Butterfly and Camellia, for
example, measures 26 cm tall by 25 cm wide (Fig. 3.1). (See Chapter Three for further
discussion of this album leaf). A kesi-woven fan now mounted as an album leaf in the Freer
collection (fig. 1.30) appears to have actually been mounted as a fan at one point. A short
vertical line of wear appears at the base of the center of the fan, most likely traces of wear from
when the fan the fan was mounted on a bamboo stick. The edges also show a border of damage
suggesting the fan mounting. Beginning in the Southern Song dynasty, the use of painted fans
became very popular. This kesi fan must have functioned the same way as a painted fan– to
provide a luxurious and beautiful image that was used as much for personal adornment as it was
used to cool the individual who held it. While painted fans often displayed a painting on one
side and a calligraphic inscription on the other, kesi fans, made of a reversible fabric, had the
same design, in mirror image, on each side.
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Conclusion
Understanding how a kesi was produced illuminates the choices weavers made in order to
create images that resembled paintings. Kesi weavers not only developed color-blending
techniques specific to tapestry weaving in China, they standardized them and continued to use
specific color-blending techniques for specific motifs, such as phoenix-tail technique for creating
texture on rocks, or wooden comb technique for the blending and texture of peony leaves. The
invention of new techniques in the Ming and Qing dynasties, as well as the combination of
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A kesi fan, Peony, in the Liaoning Provincial Museum, now remounted in a double-sided album leaf, allowing the
viewer access to both sides, is completely reversible.
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different media, expanded the range of pictorial effects. The technique of painting details on
pictorial kesi saved time, allowing tapestries to be produced more quickly and at less expense.
Ironically, the techniques that weavers developed in order to produce pictorial images were
replaced by the faster brush in these later works produced for the market.
As Francesca Bray argues, technology has many definitions that encompass both human
and social meanings. “A technology is the technique exercised in its social context, and it is this
social context that imparts meaning, both to the objects produced and to the persons producing
63

them.”

Inspired by her scholarship, we can see kesi as a technique, both physical and

intellectual, used to solve a material problem. As we have seen, the loom for tapestry weave is
remarkably simple and has changed little since its first use. The technological breakthroughs
came not from a new loom, but from new ways of conceiving the finished product. It is in the
Song dynasty that kesi weaving first reproduced the visual language of painting. However, kesi
did not remain static. The technology used to produce pictorial images in kesi developed along
with those in embroidery, ceramics, woodblock prints, and other forms of visual culture.
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Bray (1995), p. 16.
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CHAPTER 2

Tapestry Reproduction and Art Collecting:
A Calligraphy Scroll by Dong Qichang

While kesi techniques were developed to imitate the visual language of painting starting
in the Song dynasty, it is less clear when calligraphy began to be woven in tapestry weave. A
number of works dated to the Ming dynasty reproduce the stark aesthetic of calligraphy, with
rice-colored silk as the background and dark indigo blue thread as the brush-written characters.
However, it was during the Qianlong period that a large number of kesi works carefully
reproduced treasured works of calligraphy.
This chapter will focus on Handscroll of Calligraphy after Dong Qichang and the Four
Masters of the Northern Song (hereafter, Handscroll), a kesi tapestry-woven reproduction of an
original calligraphic work that is no longer extant. Dong Qichang was a dominant Ming-dynasty
connoisseur, collector, artist, and calligrapher who devoted much of his career to the study of
past styles.1 In the work on which Handscroll was based, he copied letters by four famous Songdynasty calligraphers: Cai Xiang 蔡襄 (1012-1067), Su Shi 蘇軾 (1037-1101), Huang Tingjian
黄庭堅 (1045-1105), and Mi Fu 米芾 (1052-1107); known collectively as the Four Song
Masters. Two kesi copies of his handscroll exist, one in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, (Fig.
2.1) and the other in the Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang (Fig. 2.2).2 In both, Dong

1

Dong Qichang is mentioned in almost any painting text that covers the Ming dynasty; two in-depth sources for
information about him are Wai-kam Ho (1992) and Riely (1995).
2
See Liaoning Sheng Bowuguan (2009), cat. 40, for photographs and catalogue entry on the Shenyang scroll. See
Brown (2000), cat. 18, for a reproduction and discussion of the Boston scroll while it was in the Clague collection.
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Qichang’s freehand copy of letters by four different calligraphers was painstakingly traced and
reproduced in the tapestry medium. The weavings can be dated to the Qing dynasty.3
In this chapter, I will situate the reproduction of calligraphy in woven form within the
long history of copying calligraphy in China. Woven writing has never been included in studies
of calligraphy, and yet the close reproduction of works of calligraphy in kesi make them
important objects for documenting an artist’s style. In exploring woven writing, I will touch on
some of the earliest examples and analyze the purpose of weaving characters into textiles, hoping
to shed light on the meaning in materiality of the Dong Qichang kesi. Examining the logistics of
copying a work of calligraphy into tapestry weave, I will analyze the techniques used to
reproduce the inflections of the calligrapher’s hand and will explore how copying seals differed
from copying handwriting in woven form. I will note subtle differences between the two kesi
scrolls reproducing Dong Qichang’s calligraphy and will argue that these differences reveal the
interpretation of the weaver and craftsmen involved in the process of producing the tapestrywoven writing. Finally, I will explore the meaning of a kesi-woven work of calligraphy in
comparison with copies in ink on paper and will address the question of the significance
accorded copies of calligraphy in weaving, including the political implications of copying
calligraphy at the Qing court.

Although Zhu Qiqian (CST), juan 1, pp. 16-17, attributes the scroll to the reign period of the Kangxi emperor 康熙
(r. 1661-1722), Brown (2000), p. 115, argues for a Qianlong-period date. She dates these scrolls to the Qianlong
period because of the emperor's love of the Four Song Masters.
3
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Woven Writing
Characters or inscriptions were woven into textile patterns beginning in the Han dynasty
(206 BCE- 220 CE) to augment auspicious patterns woven into the silk.4 One Han example
includes the characters chang shou ming guang 長壽明光 “longevity and brightness,” that add
meaning to a textile (Fig. 2.3). However, while ming guang can be translated as “brightness,”
Zhao Feng has shown that it refers to the Ming Guang Palace built during the reign of Han Wudi
漢武帝 (r. 140-87 BCE) and has argued that the characters allude to the ruler who occupies this
palace, wishing him longevity.5 Such a sophisticated use of writing woven into fabric reveals the
importance of words and their sounds, and the resulting wordplays form puns and homophones
that permeate Chinese culture. A few slightly later examples of silks incorporating woven
writing, produced around the time that kesi was first woven in China are Tang-dynasty works
that display the character wang 王 (king) or ji 吉 (lucky) within a geometric pattern, adding
visual complexity and auspicious meaning to the textile (Fig. 2.4).6
These works incorporate characters into the overall patterns of design. The characters or
inscriptions are repeated and interspersed with pictorial images, yet they are written words that
carry their own meaning.7 Woven in seal script, the characters do not resemble brush-written

4

Dieter Kuhn (1995), pp. 106-107, notes that complex patterns found in earlier embroidered textiles carried
specific auspicious meanings, such as the changshou 長壽 pattern found at Mawangdui. However, when pictorial
loom patterns were developed, they were unable to reproduce the embroidered patterns, and auspicious
characters were incorporated into the design instead. Eugene Wang has argued that not only do characters
become part of pictorial designs, but such designs “also assimilate... [pictorial decoration] into the textual
domain.” See Wang (2007), p. 63. Angela Sheng (1998 “Innovations”) has written about these types of textiles,
noting their rather simple designs but complicated weaves.
5
Zhao Feng in Watt (2004), cat. 19.
6
See Watt (2004), cat. 236 and fig. 69.
7
Von Falkenhausen (1999) makes the point that these phrases are designed so that each character can stand on its
own, probably because of the way textiles are used – cut and sewn, at times isolating elements of the original
textile design in the process.
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calligraphy and instead have straight lines, often bilateral symmetry, and are all the same size.
Therefore they are easily woven as graphic motifs within the overall pattern. Although there
must have been a written model for the characters woven into these patterns, we would not call
these works “woven calligraphy.” The characters are not meant to look as if they are the work of
a writer with a distinctive personal style. Instead they are a part of the repetitive design, imbuing
the fabric with a magical association between language, design, and object. The characters do
not look handwritten; they are woven according to the same aesthetic as the other design
elements, conferring on the woven writing a sense of the magical power associated with writing.8
A legendary example of woven calligraphy and poetry is at the heart of the story of Su
Hui 蘇蕙 (4th century CE), the wife of Dou Tao 竇滔, a government official. According to a
version of the story first recorded in the Tang dynasty, after having a fight with Dou Tao over his
concubine, Su Hui refused to move with her husband to his new post in Xiangyang 襄陽. He
took his concubine instead, and Su Hui bitterly regretted her decision. She wrote a palindrome
(the first ever written according to the story), entitled Xuanji tu 璇璣圖 (The Picture of the
Turning Sphere). A palindrome, or hui wen 回文, is a work of poetry that can be read in any
direction and still retain its meaning. Su Hui’s palindrome was composed in a series of squares
that made up a larger square, which she wove in silk jin and sent to her husband, who, touched
by the heartfelt words, immediately sent away his concubine and invited his wife to join him.9

8

Jonathan Chaves writes of the mythical origins of Chinese writing and how, throughout the dynasties, those
magical origins were never forgotten. See Chaves (1977).
9
This story is retold in Zhu Qiqian, (Nügong fuzheng lue), p. 1402; in English in Chang and Saussy (1999), pp. 669671, Lee and Stefanowska (2007), pp. 336-337. The palindrome itself is reproduced in textual form and analyzed in
Xie Wuliang (2011), pp. 112-157. I use Eugene Wang’s translation of the title of Xuanji tu, see Wang (2007). He
links the Su Hui story with the tale of the Weaving Maid and Ox Herd: both women were separated from their
lovers, grieved about their separation, and occupied their time by weaving. He points out that the stories were
certainly linked within the Tang-dynasty imagination. Hui-shu Lee (2010), pp. 3-9, discusses Su Hui and her
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Whether or not the story of Su Hui has any basis in fact, her palindrome, known through
literature and folk tales since the Tang dynasty, lingered in Chinese cultural memory. 10 Her
work of writing, poetry, calligraphy, and weaving served as an object of devotion presented to a
loved one. The jin version of Xuanji tu no longer exists, but the text of the poem has survived
and was praised and analyzed by the female emperor, Wu Zetian 武則天 (624/627-705), and
many others.11 It has been studied extensively by scholars since the Tang and over 7,000 poems
have been discovered by reading its lines in different directions. Because the text was woven, it
was part of the history of textiles as well as a work of literature. According to early records, it
was woven in jin, in an eight by eight inch square, about the size of an album leaf.
The immense time and effort presumably required to weave her writing demonstrated Su
Hui’s devotion. Simply composing the palindrome would be time consuming, yet setting up a
loom and subsequently weaving the twenty-nine by twenty-nine character poem into silk jin
expressed her wish to communicate on more than a written level. The time spent alone weaving,
implied by the story, adds to the mournful nature of the work, and the image of a woman alone in
her boudoir, embroidering, writing, or weaving, occurs often in Chinese literature.12 Turning her
poem into a woven object gave the written characters a permanence and a magical nature. The
textile was imbued with the meaning of the characters and poems, and silk jin, itself, was a
luxury material; therefore Su Hui not only demonstrated an investment of time, talent, and
emotion but one of capital as well. When some readers attempted to read the palindrome, but

palindrome from the perspective of gender, noting that Empress Wu Zetian was the one who re-told this story,
seemingly to promote the creativity and perserverance of a once-forgotten woman.
10
Wang (2007), p. 80-83. See also National Palace Museum (2003), pp. 140-141, for a Ming-dynasty painted
handscroll with the palindrome of Su Hui and a painting of her story, including a scene at her loom.
11
See Chang and Saussy (1999), pp. 669-670 for a translation of Wu Zetian’s commentary.
12
See Grace Fong (2004) for a study of women’s poetry about embroidery and weaving.
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could not understand it, she responded, “No one but my beloved can be sure of comprehending
it,”13 showing that this intimate gift was for the eyes of her husband only.
Another astounding example of woven writing, made for a different devotional purpose,
is the Vajracchedika Prajnaparamita Sutra (Diamond Sutra). Dated to 916, the entire sutra is
woven in samite, a weft-faced compound weave.14 The work from the Liao dynasty (907-1125)
is woven in yellow characters with a dark blue background, imitating sutras written in gold ink
on indigo paper. Here, the investment of time, talent, and capital creates a devotional object for
religious purposes. Because the text was a sutra, there was a “reverence for the process – the
sustained effort and the painstaking technique added to the religious merit achieved by
reproducing a text.”15 The patron as well as the craftsmen who spent their time creating it were
all thought to have acquired karmic merit through the production of this object. Such woven
monuments of writing were rare, as evidenced by the dearth of extant objects.
During the Ming and Qing dynasties, clothing and textiles designed with one stylized
character included in the design, such as shou 壽 (longevity) were popular. As characters such
as wang or ji were used in the Tang dynasty to add meaning to a textile, characters such as shou
or fu 福 (good fortune) became popular. They were used to imbue the design of a garment with
auspicious meaning, which resonated every time it was seen by the wearer or another viewer.
Later, in the Qing dynasty, one large character (such as shou or ji), emblematic of auspicious
wishes, was ornamented with woven or embroidered images inside it.16 While the popular
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Chang and Saussy (1999), p. 670.
Zhao Feng (1999), cat. 10.07.
15
Brown (2000), p. 116.
16
For a large shou character comprised of embroidered peony blossoms, as if the flowers had grown into such an
auspicious shape, see Zhao Feng (1999), p. 250. A large shou seemingly formed by a group of immortals, was sold
at the Gengzhi Tang sale in Beijing, 2005, no. 1818.
14
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textiles emblazoned with large auspicious characters seemed to use the “magic” of writing to the
same effect as early Han and Tang textiles, kesi-woven calligraphy was not intended to have the
same significance. Most of the kesi tapestry-woven writing extant today are reproductions of
calligraphic works. Monochromatic and small in format, they are treasured for their aesthetic
value and link to an individual’s hand over all else.

Copying Calligraphy
Copying has been an integral part of the practice of calligraphy (shufa 書法 or “the way
of writing” in Chinese) since the invention of writing. The earliest extant writing appeared on ox
scapula and other bones and on turtle plastrons used in divination.17 The writing was used to
record questions that were asked of the ancestors and answered in the form of cracks made by
applying heat to the bones. Carefully planned and carved into the bone, oracle bone writing (jia
gu wen 甲骨文) is certainly a copy of the original text drafted by the writer. Angular and
geometric, oracle bone writing looks as if it were carved into hard bone with a knife, and the
materials used affected the angular appearance of the writing.18 Although early divination bones
also are marked by brush written characters, most early brush writing known to us dates from the
Spring and Autumn period (fifth century BCE) and the Warring States period (fourth century
BCE).19 These brush-written texts, often written on bamboo or wooden slips, were records kept
by scribes recording, for example, peace treaties or the contents of tombs. Characters written
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See Keightly (1978) for a thorough introduction to oracle bones and the earliest known writing in China.
J. Keith Wilson (2000) discusses the appearance of early writing and materiality, noting a change in bronze
inscriptions that begin to emulate brush-written inscriptions.
19
Ouyang Zhongshi and Wen Fong (2008), pp. 92-96.
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with a brush on these artifacts display modulation, fluidity, and an element of spontaneity, which
suggest visually a connection to the hand, body, and mind of individual writers.
The first calligraphers whose works were treasured as art objects were those of the
Eastern Han dynasty (25-220 CE), such as Cai Yong 蔡邕 (132-192). Because hand-copied
versions of the Confucian classics began to contain numerous mistakes, Cai Yong and other
scholars were commissioned to carefully copy correct versions of Confucian classics, which
were then carved into stone steles for public reading and copying.20 As calligraphy became an
art form and a collectable object, calligraphers grew in number, creating what Robert E. Harrist,
Jr. has called a “calligraphy boom” during the Six Dynasties period (220-589).21 In Harrist’s
study of Six Dynasties calligraphy and the connoisseurship that developed around it, he notes
that the terms zhen 真 “authentic” and wei 偽 “false” were used for the first time to refer to
works of calligraphy.22 The concept of authentic and fake, or works of art that were what they
purported to be or were not, arose around the development of calligraphy as an art form in China.
Once calligraphy was established as an art form, copies of valued works were made to
disseminate or preserve a personal style. Writing was considered a mirror of the person who
wrote it. As Wen Fong writes, “Because the signifying practice of a written character as image
and sign originates in the body and mind of the artist as the image maker, the ancient Chinese
perceived calligraphy as having at once a representational and a presentational function – that
is, the meaning of the image as sign resides not only in the image, but also in the body of the

Fan Ye, Cai Yong liezhuan 蔡邕列傳 in Hou Han shu 後漢書 tells the story of how students rushed to the site of
the stones, copying them and emulating the style of writing. Cited in Ouyang Zhongshi and Wen Fong, p. 119.
21
Harrist (2004), p. 33. See Ledderose (1979) for a study of how calligraphy developed as an art form.
22
Harrist (2004), pp. 34-35.
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artist as the sign maker.”23 Personal letters, drafts, and notes in which one could view the
writer’s thought process through crossed out characters and others added in the margins, were
prized and were reproduced, not to preserve their texts but to preserve the spontaneity and beauty
of the handwriting.24
Calligraphy has been reproduced in several ways, each designated by a specialized
Chinese term.25 A freehand copy, or one done while looking at the original, is called lin 臨,
meaning "to lean over" [the original]. A more exact form of copying is mo 摹, which means
“tracing.” One type of tracing copy is the shuanggou kuotian 雙鉤廓填 (outline and fill-in)
process, whereby paper is laid over the original and the characters are painstakingly traced and
filled in with tiny strokes. Tracing copies reproduce the scale, appearance, and materials of the
original, and, because they were placed on top of the original in the process of copying, they
represented a physical link to the original (through touch) in a way that no other copy could.26 A
much less exact form of copying is fang 仿 “to imitate.” In calligraphy this term has usually
implied that the calligrapher did not have a work in front of him that he was copying, but instead
was using his knowledge of another writer’s style to inform his own work.
In addition to copies made from paper and ink in the presence of the original calligraphy,
works were also carved into stone, from which rubbings (taben 拓本) were taken. Made by
smoothing paper over the carved surface and patting it with an inked pounce, rubbings reproduce
the text and calligraphic style of an original. Rubbings taken from stone steles reveal cracks,
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Wen Fong in Ouyang Zhongshi and Wen Fong (2008), pp. 2-3.
Harrist (1999), p. 4.
25
Fu Shen (1977), pp. 3-5.
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Harrist (2004), p. 48-49.
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fissures, and chips that index the age of the artifact.27 Wooden blocks and stone slabs also were
used. A Ming-dynasty connoisseur, Sun Kuang 孫鑛 (1543-1613), described the five steps
involved in making ketie 刻帖, rubbings from stone or wood, calling them the “Five Barriers”
between the original and ketie: tracing the original in outline, filling in with red, transferring the
red pigment used for the outlines to the wood or stone, carving the characters, and lastly, making
the rubbing.28 Each step is subject to the interpretation or error of the craftsman, who might or
might not be literate, might or might not know the stroke order for a character. “If, subsequently,
a re-carving was made from a ketie reproduction, then the resultant image would be ten steps
removed from the original.”29 This meant that rubbings of all kinds were subject to the same
exacting connoisseurship as original ink-written works.

Copying Calligraphy in Tapestry Weave
The process of copying a work of calligraphy in weaving is closest to the process of
making a tracing copy. It begins with brush and ink. As with a tracing copy, the outlines of the
characters are traced onto the warp threads in ink, but instead of filling them in with small
brushstrokes, they are filled in with black or blue silk thread on small bobbins. This first step in
the copying process was done with extreme care, as the final product evidences. Tiny ligaments
connecting characters are woven with a single thread, with the result that cursive characters
retain a sense of speed, their complicated shapes folding over on each other.
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See Wu Hung (2003).
Fu Shen (1977), p. 4, citing Sun Kuang, Shuhua baba 書畫跋跋.
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Fu Shen (1977), p. 4.
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A composition such as Handscroll has only three colors of silk: a wheat-colored silk
thread for the background, a dark indigo thread to represent the ink, and red thread to represent
the seal paste for the two seals at the end of the scroll, which are also woven into the
composition. The silk threads were dyed in one batch, avoiding any color differences. In fact,
thread selection would have been a very important part of the beginning stages of the work. The
weaver would have chosen only those threads that were exactly the same color without any
variation.
As there are no seams, the composition must have been woven in one long piece of
tapestry, approximately 300 centimeters long. The only way to do this was to weave the piece
sideways. The weaver sat perpendicular to the direction of the calligraphy, weaving row by row,
producing negative and positive forms at the same time, color block by color block. Characters
were not approached as if the weaver were writing, but instead the weaver wove a series of
horizontal rows that made up the shape of the traced character on its side. Compared to copying
with ink and paper in a freehand copy or a tracing copy, the copyist-weaver reproduced the entire
scroll in a completely different orientation, starting with the seals and signature of Dong Qichang
at the end of the scroll and continuing backwards and sideways to the beginning.
In creating a woven copy of calligraphy, the weaver not only produced the characters
written by the calligrapher, but also the negative spaces formed by the brushstrokes, which were
filled in with wheat-colored silk to represent the blank paper or silk of the original work of
calligraphy. The weaver thus built the object from scratch, without a pre-made surface (of paper,
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silk, or stone) upon which to work.30 This is the only kind of copy of calligraphy (or painting,
for that matter) in which the artist creates both positive and negative space at the same time.
Unlike rubbings, which are time-consuming and expensive to produce at first (because of
the carving of the stone slabs or wooden blocks), but then can be produced in great numbers at
little expense, each tapestry weaving is a unique work requiring immense amounts of time and
skilled labor. According to estimates made by weavers and scholars, a woven composition of
about 100 square centimeters takes one year to produce.31 Handscroll has an area of about 8,500
cm, 1,500 cm less than the 100 square centimeter work, making it about 85% as big. Therefore,
if the Qing-dynasty weaver worked at about the same pace as a contemporary weaver, it would
take about 10 months to produce a kesi such as Handscroll.32 Once one tapestry weaving has
been produced, it cannot be reproduced unless the whole process, from threading the warps,
tracing the original design onto the warps, and weaving each thin, silk weft across its color
block, is completed all over again.33
Like a tracing copy, the size and format of the kesi copy can be exactly the same as the
original. However, the appearance, when viewed closely, is clearly different. Because of the
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Kares (2008), p. 2, uses the term “built” to describe how an image is produced in kesi.
See Chapter 1 for an estimate by Li Ronggen, a contemporary weaver in Suzhou, that it takes him about a year to
produce a 100 square cm pictorial tapestry weave.
32
There is no reason to assume that a contemporary weaver would work any more quickly or slowly than a weaver
in Qing-dynasty China, since the technology of a tapestry loom has not changed significantly and the process of
tapestry weave, by definition, is that it is hand-produced. It cannot be mechanically woven. The calligraphy kesi
uses many fewer colors than a pictorial composition; therefore it would take the weaver less time to choose
colors, wind bobbins, and switch between colors. However, the detail in the calligraphy kesi is so fine, I would
suspect the weaver would take slightly longer because of the extreme care they took to make the kesi appear
similar to hand-written calligraphy.
33
Throughout the history of Chinese art, the production of seemingly identical objects, produced the hard way, one
at a time by hand rather than from the same mold or mechanically reproduced, has come to light. This gives two
objects that appear identical a special status. It is more difficult to produce two almost identical objects than to
produce two different ones. One example are paired ritual bronze vessels that appear identical, but, in fact, are
not exactly identical because each one was made by casting into a ceramic mold that was broken in order to
remove the bronze. Fu Hao’s tomb, Shang dynasty, is one good example of this. See Rawson (1996), pp. 90-110.
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nature of weaving, with vertical and horizontal threads only, any curved or diagonal lines have a
serrated edge (Fig. 2.1b). It is obvious the kesi is woven rather than written.
The kesi reproduction does not attempt to be an exact copy. A woven work of
calligraphy is obviously just that – it cannot be taken for a brush-written work of calligraphy
except at a quick glance or from a distance. Questions of authentic and fake, zhen and wei,
become moot. The kesi weaving, therefore, is a luxury object prized as an astonishing technical
feat, not as a substitute for a brush-written original.

Kesi Calligraphy
34

Kesi-woven writing appears to have gained popularity during the Ming period.

The

reasons for this phenomenon are complex. A growing merchant class accumulated wealth and
wished to emulate the upper classes.35 The resultant authorship of manuals of taste that listed
proper objects to own, as well as those that were gaudy and vulgar and should be avoided, aimed
to exclude the merchant class, or more specifically, those who did not have the knowledge of
such manuals. Therefore, anyone who was literate and could afford an expensive manual or two
could follow fashionable tastes in collecting and furnishing.36 The taste of a gentleman’s studio
was reserved, often monochromatic, excluding objects such as cloisonné or brightly colored
textiles. It is possible that a work of kesi-woven calligraphy, monochromatic and subtle, became
a way to show wealth and culture in an acceptable format to the scholar class and those who
wished to emulate it.
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There are no Song-dynasty examples, but it is quite possible that they are simply no longer extant.
See Clunas Superfluous Things (2004) and Brook (1998).
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Brook (1998), p. 78.
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Compared to works of calligraphy written in ink on paper or silk, the number of kesiwoven works of calligraphy is very small. However, of the extant works that have been
published (twenty nine), seven reproduce the calligraphy of Mi Fu (see Fig. 2.5 for one
example).37 Another three kesi reproduce calligraphy in his style written by others.38 It seems
that Mi Fu’s calligraphy, which makes up almost a third of extant kesi works of calligraphy, was
remarkably popular during the late Ming and Qing periods, when Mi Fu was well-known for his
calligraphy, monochromatic paintings of foggy, misty mountains, and his obsessive love of
rocks. As Judith Zeitlin argues, Mi Fu and his passion for rocks embodied the seventeenthcentury interest in self-cultivation through obsession with objects.39 Hanging a kesi-woven
example of Mi Fu’s calligraphy on one’s wall evoked his eccentric personality and his lofty
status in literati culture. These traits, in turn, were implicitly shared by the owner of the woven
writing.
Other extant works of calligraphy reproduced in tapestry weave include works by Wen
Zhengming 文徵明 (1470-1559), his great grandson, Wen Zhenmeng 文震孟 (1574-1636), and
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I am counting only works of calligraphy reproduced in kesi that are not sutras and are not one single character. I
am also counting works of calligraphy that are not an inscription for a painting. The following are the published
works of kesi calligraphy that I have found: From the Gengzhi Tang sale in Beijing, 2005, see lots. 1813, A Pair of
Vertical Kesi with Calligraphy, Qianlong period; 1818, Vertical Kesi with Wen Zhengming’s Calligraphy; 1819,
Vertical Kesi with Calligraphy of Wen Zhenmeng; 1820, Vertical Kesi with Zhang Zhao’s Calligraphy. A total of
sixteen examples of kesi woven calligraphy are in the collection of the Taipei National Palace Museum, see
National Palace Museum (1970), vols. 1 and 2. The Beijing National Palace Museum houses at least six examples of
kesi-woven calligraphy, all of which are Qianlong period, see cats. 116-121 in Shan Guoqiang (2005). Brown
(2000), cat. 17, for an album of Qianlong’s poetry on West Lake written in clerical script and woven in kesi. A
poetic calligraphic couplet, dated to the Qianlong period, woven in gold-wrapped thread on blue background, a
palette usually used for Buddhist texts, is in the Freer collection, F1986.28a-b. See Oriental Ceramic Society of
Hong Kong (2006) for A Kesi Calligraphy Scroll which reproduces Qianlong’s calligraphy, dated 1746, no. 125.
Certainly as more collections are photographed and published, this number will increase.
38
The two Dong Qichang scrolls, cited above, and one hanging scroll of Qianlong copying the hand of Mi Fu, see
Shan Guoqiang (2005), cat. 117.
39
Zeitlin (1991), discusses the notion of “obsession” or pi 癖 in Chinese, focusing on rocks as an object of obsession
during the late Ming and early Qing periods.
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Zhang Zhao.40 The younger brother of Wen Zhenmeng, Wen Zhenheng 文震亨 (1585-1645)
wrote Zhang wu zhi 長物志 (Treatise on Superfluous Things) one of the above-mentioned
manuals of taste.41 Zhang Zhao, as mentioned in Chapter 1, was the compiler of the Shiqu baoji,
the inventory of the imperial collection under Qianlong’s reign. He was “a scholar who shared
the emperor’s interest in calligraphy, particularly that of the Song dynasty masters and Dong
Qichang.”42 In fact, an extant ink-written work by Zhang Zhao is a copy of Dong Qichang’s
own copy of two poems by Su Shi.43 These men embodied a high level of cultural capital, a
wealth of cultural knowledge and talent that, in turn, was represented by their calligraphy.44
Woven reproductions of their writing were not only luxury objects, but also vehicles for the
display of taste and cultural aspiration.45

Handscroll after Dong Qichang Copying the Four Song Masters, Boston Scroll
Although we know little about the production of kesi calligraphy for patrons of the late
Ming and early Qing periods, it is possible to reconstruct in some detail the production of woven
writing at the court of the Qianlong emperor, for whom the two replicas of Dong Qichang’s
calligraphy were made.
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Craig Clunas Elegant Debts (2004) has demonstrated through close reading of Wen’s letters, painting inscriptions,
and writings that Wen Zhengming’s calligraphy served not only a communicative function but also a social and
cultural one.
41
Clunas, Superfluous Things (2004).
42
Sensabaugh (2008), p. 23.
43
See Willow Chang (2008), catalogue 19 for a brief description and reproduction.
44
See Clunas Superfluous Things (2004), for a discussion of cultural capital.
45
The calligraphy of the Qianlong emperor also was reproduced in kesi a number of times. However, Qianlong
himself controlled the production of the imperial workshops, while the men whose calligraphy was copied after
their deaths had no control over the tapestry weave replicas of their works.
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Let us first examine and compare the kesi scrolls in Boston and Shenyang. Although I
have viewed both works in person, I was able to spend more time with the scroll in Boston and to
take detailed photographs of it. Following a formal analysis of the Boston scroll, a comparison
of it with the scroll in Shenyang will illuminate both the extreme accuracy of Qing imperial
weavers as well as different understandings of the original by the craftsmen who produced them.
The Boston scroll is mounted with a jin wrapper, often used to wrap calligraphy or
painting scrolls (Fig. 2.1a).46 Measuring 29.5 cm high and 289.5 cm long (very similar to the
Shenyang scroll, which measures 28.2 cm by 300.9 cm), it reproduces brush-written calligraphy
and two artist’s seals in red. The ink-written characters are reproduced with dark blue-black
dyed thread and the paper is represented by wheat-colored silk threads. A number of works of
calligraphy reproduced in kesi use dark blue for the color of the characters.47 Claudia Brown
mentions that blue “is used for the calligraphy on many kesi textiles associated with the Qing
court;” however the blue she refers to is a brighter hue.48 The blue-black color used in
Handscroll creates a rich contrast with the beige silk ground.
The scroll opens with a title written by Dong Qichang: Cai, Su, Huang, Mi: Four
Calligraphy Masters 蔡蘇黃米四家書. Following are four sections, one for each Song master,
which Dong Qichang copied freehand, letting his own calligraphic style be inspired by the styles
of each calligrapher. The calligraphers appear in chronological order by birth, and Dong
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See Chapter 3 for a discussion of kesi wrappers for paintings. Interestingly, here the kesi work itself has a
wrapper.
47
Liaoningsheng bowuguan (2009), cat. 40, calls the thread used to weave the calligraphy “blue” 藍色 lanse. It is,
as in the Boston scroll, a very dark blue-black.
48
Brown (2000), p. 113, fn 4. Brown is discussing an album of poems about scenes of West Lake in Hangzhou,
written by the Qianlong emperor, transcribed in clerical script, and woven in kesi, using blue thread. The scrolls
after Dong Qichang do not use the rich blue color to which Brown refers. However, a number of kesi scrolls do use
a royal blue for characters. See Shan Guoqiang (2005), cats. 103, for a title in large, brushy, blue calligraphy; 114,
for an inscription on a painting written by Qianlong reproduced in blue thread.
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Qichang chose one letter from each to copy, except for Huang Tingjian, from whom Dong
Qichang copied two letters. After the last letter, the one by Mi Fu, Dong Qichang writes in his
own calligraphic hand about the wonderful spirit and freedom of the ancients.49 Although each
letter resembles to a certain extent the styles of the four Song masters, their writing has been
interpreted through the lens of Dong Qichang’s own personal style. At the very end of the scroll,
Dong Qichang signed his name, “Dong Qichang shu 董其昌書” and impressed two red artist’s
seals. All of the above was subsequently woven in tapestry weave.

Weaving Calligraphy: How to Represent Ink Effects with Thread
The characters were traced exactly and then filled in with dark thread so carefully that,
from a distance, Handscroll appears to be brush-written. The richness of color and fineness of
the threads used are the main reasons that this and other copies in tapestry weave appear so
convincing. Details such as ligaments between characters that approximate the appearance of
these brush forms also greatly enhance the resemblance between woven and brush-written
characters.
The tiny ligaments between characters seen in ink-written calligraphy reveal how the
calligrapher's brush moved from one character to the next. When representing a ligament, the
weaver used varying techniques for depicting the ink traces of the calligrapher’s hand (Figs. 2.1c
and 2.1d). The thinnest line a weaver could produce was the width of a single thread.50
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See Brown (2000), pp. 116-117, for translations of each letter and Dong Qichang’s inscription.
Although threads are split in embroidery in order to produce thinner lines and a more painterly appearance, this
does not seem to happen in kesi weaving. See Huang (2012), pp. 84-85, for a discussion of splitting threads in Gu
Family Embroidery. As noted in Chapter 1, using the technique of “joined threads” a weaver will split a thread and
combine it with another color of split thread, making the thread uniform in size to the others in the weaving, in
order to blend colors. However, split threads on their own were not used in Chinese kesi weaving.
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Reproducing the ligament from the character ru 如 to ci 此, the weaver used a single blue-black
thread and traced the line of the ligament, weaving the dark weft thread over and under the
undyed warp, giving the appearance of a dotted line (Fig. 2.1c). (Remember, this weaving was
woven sideways, so the warps run horizontally). This was certainly intentional. Using another
technique, such as wrapping the warps with the dark weft (“outline weave” or gou ke), the
weaver could have created a solid dark line. Although a thin, ink-written ligament is not evenly
dotted, this technique of weaving a single thread through the warps created a lighter line that
approximates a stroke created by a very light touch of inked brush to paper. Allowing the
background color to break up the dark blue line gives the viewer versed in the visual language of
calligraphy a sense of dry brush – the blank paper showing through the ink.
Another ligament, between the characters feng 風 and ri 日, is depicted as thick and inky
(Fig. 2.1d). Here the weaver gradually decreased the threads in the color block to two threads at
the thinnest point and combed the weft threads tightly down, not allowing any of the
background-colored thread to break up the line. He then built the line back up, where the brush
would start to press back down on the paper to begin the character ri, adding threads gradually to
craft a thicker line between characters that gives the visual impression of a rich, inky brush
stroke.51 Using the medium of tapestry weave, the weaver manipulated the warp and weft
threads, in two colors, to depict the numerous different ways a calligrapher moved his brush. It
cannot be stressed enough how finely and expertly woven the two kesi of Handscroll are (Fig.
2.1e). While the dark threads of the characters wind and twist around with seeming freedom, the
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“background” of wheat-colored silk is completely regulated and seemingly without any
imperfections or bumps.

Dong Qichang Scroll: Documentation
The original Dong Qichang scroll from which the two kesi were produced cannot be
identified. However, there are two scrolls by Dong Qichang in the Palace Museum, Beijing,
dated 1607 and ca. 1632, also based on the styles of the Four Song Masters.52 Neither is the
model for the kesi weavings in question. Claudia Brown has noted that a calligraphy scroll titled
Dong Qichang Copies the Four Song Masters is recorded in the Shiqu baoji.53 There is a work
listed in the Yangxin Dian 養心殿 (Hall of Cultivating the Mind) inventory as “Dong Qichang of
the Ming Copies the Four Great Masters of Calligraphy, one handscroll, 明董其昌臨四大家書
一卷.”54 However, the entry for this handscroll makes it clear that it is not the original for the
Boston and Shenyang kesi, nor is it either of the ink-written handscrolls extant today. In this
scroll, as in the two in the Palace Museum, Dong Qichang lists the calligraphers beginning with
Su Shi and ending with Cai Xiang. The inventoried work was on Korean writing paper (朝鮮箋
chao xian jian), while the two ink-written scrolls in the Palace Museum are on silk. Most
obviously, the measurements given for the handscroll in the SQBJ, approximately 19.8 cm tall
and 165 cm long, are much smaller than any of the extant scrolls or kesi reproductions.55
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See Wai-kam Ho (1992), cat nos. 10 and 64.
Brown (2000), p. 117, fn 3.
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Zhang Zhao (1744) Shiqu baoji (hereafter SQBJ), juan 13, p. 368.
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The Boston scroll measures 29.5 cm high and 289.5 cm long and the Shenyang scroll measures 28.2 cm by
300.9cm. The two handscrolls in Beijing measure 29.3cm by 258.7cm, see Running Script in the Manner of the Four
Song Masters, dated 1607, Wai-Kam Ho (1992), cat. 10; and 28.6cm by 422.2cm, see Running Script in the Manner
of the Four Song Masters, ca. 1632, Wai-kam Ho (1992), cat. 64. I should note that the length of a handscroll is
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Therefore, the entry in the SQBJ lists a different work from the two handscrolls in Beijing and
from the original work that was reproduced as the Boston and Shenyang kesi.
From these varied sources, we do know that Dong Qichang produced at least four
different handscrolls copying works by the Four Song Masters. It is often assumed that the kesi
after Dong Qichang reproduced a work in the Qing imperial collection. If this is true, the work
most likely entered the collection after the compilation of the Shiqu baoji in 1744, at the
beginning of Qianlong’s reign. Copies then could have been made to celebrate such an
acquisition.

Handscroll after Dong Qichang: The Four Masters
In order to determine the relationship between Dong Qichang’s calligraphy after the Four
Song Masters, as interpreted by the craftsmen who copied it, and works from the Four Masters’
own hands, I will compare the kesi scrolls with examples by each choosing, when possible,
calligraphy Dong had viewed himself. Cai Xiang, the earliest of the Four Song Masters, was
known for his running and standard script in the style of Yan Zhenqing 顏真卿 (709-785) and
Yu Shinan 虞世南 (558-638).56 His calligraphy was balanced and deliberate, with some of the
bluntness of Yan Zhenqing in his strokes. His characters tilt upward to the right, unlike those of
Yan Zhenqing, and his running and cursive scripts feature dramatic contrasts of thick and thin
strokes. This letter, no longer extant, is a personal note from Cai Xiang to a Mr. Gongjin 公謹
complaining of the summer heat and asking after the recipient’s health. In the last sentence, Cai

often changing throughout the life of the work, with colophons added or removed, however, the height of a
handscroll is much less flexible.
56
See Amy McNair (1998) for a thorough study of Yan Zhenqing’s calligraphy.
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Xiang asks, ““Do you have some fine tea?”57 Cai Xiang wrote a text on tea, entitled Record of
Tea 茶錄 (Cha lu), was famous as a tea connoisseur, and it is likely that many of Cai Xiang’s
letters contained references to tea. However it is also intriguing to think about Dong Qichang
curating this selection of texts by Song masters, choosing letters that spoke to him about their
personalities and interests, purposefully choosing a letter that referenced his status as a tea
connoisseur.
We can compare two consecutive characters in the tapestry weaving with the same
characters in an ink-written work by Cai Xiang, Letter to Officer-Gentleman Du, now in the
Taipei Palace Museum (Figs. 2.6, 2.6a). The two characters, bu ji 不及, do not appear all that
similar in style when placed side by side. Although the method for writing the character bu 不 is
similar, the version from the kesi after Dong Qichang is more cursive, less balanced as a single
character. The three strokes under the horizontal heng stroke are connected and off-center
toward the left of the column. The bu in the Cai Xiang letter has a straight, dark vertical stroke
down the center that creates an axis for the character, on either side of which two strokes sit,
placed rather far apart, yet equally spaced from the central vertical element, giving the character
stability in its triangular appearance. The second character, ji 及, appears very different in the
two works. In the Cai Xiang letter, it has an acute angle at the top of the character, the stroke
continues down to curve inward toward the center of the character, the na stroke, or the stroke
that points down to the lower right, is quickly written with a convex curve, and balances the
character, which is slightly off-center on the column compared to the bu above it. The same
character written by the hand of Dong Qichang (then traced and woven) has a rounded top, the
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na stroke at the bottom right, is thick and modulated with a concave curve coming to a flat foot.
Although the characters are different, the ligament joining them shows a similar motion and
momentum between characters. In addition, in the Cai Xiang section of the kesi, the characters
tip up to the right more than in any other section. It seems that Dong Qichang purposefully
imitated this trait of Cai Xiang, possibly with more emphasis than in Cai Xiang’s own
calligraphy, yet, at the same time, Dong Qichang did not painstakingly copy the early
calligrapher’s style.
The next section of the kesi scroll is the copied letter written by Su Shi. Su Shi, also
known as Su Dongpo 蘇東坡, was famous as an official, a writer, a calligrapher, and a painter.
This letter, a personal note that does not give the recipient’s name, discusses a mutual friend. Su
Shi also sends news of his own son and that a new governor in his area has arrived. He
comments “Bureaucrats all follow the custom of feigning busyness; they dare not keep
messengers waiting for long.”58 Su Shi was exiled for his political leanings during the Song
dynasty, and this phrase certainly shows a contempt for certain types of government leaders.
His calligraphy is known for its naturalness, rich dark ink, and long, trailing vertical
strokes that take up the space of another character or sometimes two within a line, adding a sense
of drama to his calligraphy. His most famous work, Poems Written at Huangzhou on the Cold
Food Festival 在黃州寒食二首 (Fig. 2.7), in the National Palace Museum, Taipei, bears a
colophon by Dong Qichang, stating that he has viewed, “more than thirty examples of Su Shi’s
calligraphy, and that this ranks at the top.”59 Therefore Poems Written at Huangzhou on the
Cold Food Festival can serve as an example of Su Shi’s calligraphy that Dong Qichang had seen
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Translated by An-yi Pan in Brown (2001), p. 116.
Marilyn Wong Gleysteen, in Ho (1992), vol. 2, pp. 17-18.
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and admired. Yet, how much of his style does Dong Qichang imitate or absorb? When looking
at a section of Cold Food Festival in comparison with a section of the Su Shi letter copied by
Dong Qichang, it is clear that Su Shi’s use of ink is quite different. Most of his characters were
written with a thickly inked brush. We can see a few such characters in the Handscroll, scattered
throughout the composition to create a sense of drama and balance, but without the same
consistent use of dark ink throughout (Fig. 2.1g). Su Shi also brushed rather densely-packed
characters – thick lines with little space between elements. Overall, Dong Qichang’s hand was
lighter: he used less ink, there is more space between each of his characters, and there is more
negative space within each character. In this section, Dong Qichang did incorporate long vertical
lines, in the character ji 即, for example. However, Dong used more long, dramatic vertical lines
in the sections where he copied Huang Tingjian and Mi Fu. He either continued to be inspired
by Su Shi’s style throughout his composition or else had incorporated the long vertical as part of
his own style.
Despite the difference in overall effect between Su Shi’s writing and Dong Qichang’s
interpretation of it, when we look closely at a few characters, we can see similarities. The
character guo 過, for example, appears similar in all three scrolls (Fig. 2.7a). The upper element
of the character is structured in the same way by both Su Shi and Dong Qichang, however in Su
Shi’s work, it sits directly on the running radical (辶) below it, whereas in Dong Qichang’s work,
the element floats above the running radical, creating a well-balanced but lighter composition.
Dong Qichang used heavy ink at the top of the character, then again at the base in the radical,
thereby balancing the character. Su Shi, on the other hand, used modulation to create thinner
lines, but used heavy ink throughout the character.
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The third and fourth letters copied by Dong Qichang in Handscroll are those of Huang
Tingjian, known for his running and cursive scripts. In his running script, he used dark ink, often
combined with dry brush effects, and long, tremulous diagonal and horizontal strokes.60 These
two letters, to the same recipient, Mr. Jiming 濟明, are quite different in tone. The first discusses
the situation with a mutual acquaintance Wuqi 五奇, who, it seems, did not do well on the
examination at the capital, but Su Shi assures the recipient that he will eventually succeed. The
second letter takes a certain Zhixing 治行 as its subject and describes in poetic detail this
gentleman’s new location – far from the “dusty world”, in an empty forest, near a pure stream,
listening to the “sound of woodcutting.”61 An interesting dichotomy is set up in these two letters,
the first discussing the desire to succeed at the examination in the capital and become an
important official in the government, while the second glorifies leaving the busy life of an
official behind and finding peace in hermitism. Despite the different tones of the letters, they do
not appear different in style when copied by Dong Qichang.
Dong Qichang did not copy the obvious stylistic habits of Huang Tingjian; his characters
have more space between them and look airier than those of the Song master. Huang wrote a
colophon for Poems Written at Huangzhou on the Cold Food Festival (Fig. 2.8). As we know
that Dong Qichang viewed Su Shi’s work, he must also have viewed the colophon by Huang
Tingjian. The character ye 也, a simple character, yet written differently by many calligraphers,
shows a true correspondence between Huang Tingjian’s ink-written version and the woven
scrolls after Dong Qichang (Fig. 2.8a). Huang Tingjian pulled the upper elements of the

These tremulous strokes, called zhanbi 顫筆 (trembling brush), come from Huang’s study of Yiheming 瘞鶴銘, or
Eulogy on Burying a Crane, a sixth-century text carved into a cliff face. For a thorough study of Yiheming itself and
Huang’s use of its formal characteristics for his own personal style, see Xue (2009).
61
Translated by An-yi Pan in Brown (2001), p. 116.
60
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character to the left and wrote the bottom stroke as an elongated horizontal line with a sharp
upward ending. Dong Qichang wrote his version of this character in a very similar way,
grouping the top elements to the left and extending the bottom stroke horizontally, though less
extremely than Huang Tingjian.
However, if we compare one character from Huang’s, Windy Pavilion of the Pines (Zishu
songfeng ge shi 自書松風閣詩 Fig. 2.9), with a similar one in Handscroll, we see two very
different approaches (Fig. 2.9a). The character han 寒 (cold) when written by Huang Tingjian,
has a hint of his cursive style, connecting the dot on top of the roof radical with the edge of the
roof and making a squared-off turn of the brush. Dong Qichang, on the other hand when writing
a similar character, sai 塞 (to fill in), gave a flick of the brush at the end of the dot, creating a
crescent-shaped form. The most noticeable difference is the long diagonal na stroke at the lower
right of the character. While Huang Tingjian extended such diagonals to extremes, often using a
quavering stroke, Dong Qichang cut this stroke short. His character rises to the right and
remains open to the right with the short na stroke, while Huang Tingjian’s character seems to
rest more firmly on its more balanced base. Among the styles of the Four Song Masters, it seems
Dong Qichang adopted the least from that of Huang Tingjian.
The letter from Mi Fu is more dramatic in tone than the previous ones. He writes to the
unnamed recipient that soon they will be far away from each other and he cannot control his
tears about it. He longs to write poetry, but dares not “conjure up fond memories of the past.”
He closes by letting the recipient know that he will write again when he arrives at his new post.62
The emotions in the letter are complimented by the larger, darker, bolder characters used by
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Dong Qichang in this section. However, Dong Qichang’s own habits and style temper the
calligraphy and relate it to the other letters in the scroll. For example, the character for person,
ren 人, in the section by Su Shi is remarkably similar to the character jiu 久 in the section by Mi
Fu (Fig. 2.1f). The short diagonal stroke at the lower right of the character is at exactly the same
obtuse angle to the longer stroke in both examples, and the end of that stroke, a small hook,
which shows how the calligrapher moved on to the next character in the column, is also exactly
the same, showing an habitual manner of writing a character written over and over again in Dong
Qichang’s own hand.
The style of Mi Fu, one that Dong Qichang copied often, seemed to resonate with the
Ming dynasty calligrapher. It is here in the scroll, where the Mi Fu letter begins, that one can
observe a dramatic change in the calligraphy. The characters are larger, five or six to a column,
rather than seven or eight per column as in the previous three sections. Not only are the
characters larger, the lines used to write them are thicker and darker. Dong Qichang owned a
famous work by Mi Fu, Poems on Sichuan Silk (Shusu tie 蜀素帖, Fig. 2.10).63 When we
compare that work with the weaving of Dong Qichang’s interpretation of Mi Fu’s hand, we can
see similarities. Mi Fu tended to overextend some vertical strokes – instead of creating a straight
vertical line, his lines bowed slightly, creating a sense of flexibility and freedom in his
calligraphy. Mi Fu’s characters tilt up to the right, a trait also found in Dong Qichang’s
calligraphy.
Comparing the character xiang 相 from the two woven scrolls and Mi Fu’s Poems on
Sichuan Silk, we see similar structure used in each character (Fig. 2.10a). When writing the
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xiang character, Dong Qichang and Mi Fu both skipped the last stroke of the mu 木 (tree)
radical, while allowing the brush to touch the paper as their hands began to write the mu 目 (eye)
radical. However, Dong Qichang’s tree radical is much taller than the eye radical, creating an
imbalance in the character, while Mi Fu’s character is much more uniform in size.
Telling evidence of how much Dong Qichang found inspiration in Mi Fu’s calligraphy
can be seen in a comparison of the sai character from the Huang Tingjian section and the
character han written by Mi Fu (Fig. 2.11). As I noted above, Dong Qichang did not write this
character in the style of Huang Tingjian, with long extended diagonal strokes. Instead, he
stopped his na stroke short, leaving the character pulled up to the right, just as Mi Fu has done in
this character. Therefore, in the section where he “copied” Huang Tingjian, Dong Qichang
showed the inspiration he had taken from Mi Fu’s calligraphy in his own personal style.
As Marilyn Wong Gleysteen writes, Dong Qichang, who states in his title he is “copying
(lin) the four Song masters, most likely had a different interpretation of lin and fang than we do
today.” Instead of attempting to produce a close copy, “it was the process (as much as the final
product) and the discipline obtained in training one’s mind, eye, and hand while in the presence
of the original that counted.”64 It seems that Dong Qichang did not attempt to copy the styles of
the Four Masters stroke by stroke as he copied their letters character by character. Instead he
was inspired by their calligraphy and, drawing from each calligrapher, created a style of his own.
Although we can certainly find ways that Dong Qichang absorbed influence from the Four Song
Masters, his copies of their work seem to embody a dialogue between past and present rather
than an attempt to replicate earlier works of art.
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While Dong Qichang borrowed elements of Song master calligraphy to use in his own
style, his association with the Four Song Masters through his numerous copies of their works, as
well as ownership of some, bolstered his argument for the Great Synthesis. Taking the brilliance
of the past masters and incorporating it into his own work, made certain that his own work
become part of the continuity of the history of calligraphy and painting in China.
Through patronage, Qianlong manages to similarly posit himself squarely within the
intersection of the greatness of the past and the glory of the present. While works of art are
copied into different media in order to preserve and disseminate the past, Qianlong’s focus is
more on the multiplication of magnificent objects as a way to show the power and glory of his
reign rather than his own attention to the style and individual characters of the ancients.
However, the kesi scrolls were produced in such accurate detail that it is clear that Qianlong
certainly cared about careful reproduction between media. While Qianlong placed himself, like
Dong Qichang, as the natural inheritor of Song cultural values and capital, his insistence on
intermediality is where he departs from Dong Qichang.

Comparing the Boston and Shenyang Scrolls
At first glance, the two kesi scrolls after Dong Qichang (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2) look identical.
It seems clear they were based on a tracing copy of the original work. The comparisons made
above between the two kesi scrolls and works by the Four Song Masters demonstrate the
amazing similarities between the scrolls (Figs. 2.6a, 2.7a, 2.8a, 2.9a, 2.10a). Looking first at the
title of each kesi, it becomes clear that not only are the characters copied closely from the same
original, but the spaces between them are as well (Fig. 2.12). For example, the first two
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characters in the title, “Cai, Su,” have a rather wide space between each other and the next
characters “Huang,” then “Mi” follows rather closely. This irregular spacing lends a sense of
spontaneity to the tapestry, which was anything but spontaneous in production. The uneven
spacing in both scrolls is a clear indication that the calligraphy was copied from the same
original and with great attention to detail.
Although it is obvious that the weavers of the two tapestry scrolls followed the same
model, there are subtle differences between them. The first differences are the collector seals of
Zhu Qiqian impressed on the surface of the Shenyang scroll. They read “Lou jiang Zhu shi 婁江
朱氏” and “Cun su tang cang 存素堂藏” (see Fig. 2.12). The Boston scroll has no collector
seals on the surface of the weaving. Small, hardly noticeable differences also abound throughout
the two scrolls. One example from the section in the style of Su Shi are the characters shou dao
守到 (Fig. 2.13). The first element in the character shou, the dot to the left, is thinner in the
Boston scroll, while the tiny trace of “ink” that comes off that dot toward the next element of the
character is shown at a more oblique angle in the Shenyang scroll. The long vertical stroke in
the character dao is less modulated and longer in the Boston scroll than the corresponding stroke
in the Shenyang scroll.
As noted earlier, the weavers of the two scrolls showed remarkable sensitivity in
depicting changes in ink tone and thickness of strokes. However, differences in interpretation
created differences between the two scrolls. In the Boston scroll, there are two ligaments that
almost connect the characters ri 日 and ye 也 (Fig. 2.14). A long, tapering ligament stretches
from the ri character, then an area of blank silk indicates the space where the calligrapher’s brush
left the paper; following this a single-thread ligament begins the character ye. The long, thin
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ligament connected to ye is not included in the Shenyang scroll, and the ligament from ri is
woven with a rather blunt end, as if the calligrapher stopped, rather than lifting the brush.
Although this small difference in tracing and weaving the two scrolls does not change the style
or composition much, it does show that the two scrolls are not identical and that small mistakes
were made in the reproduction of the hand-written scroll. The Boston scroll must show the two
characters, ri and ye, in a more accurate copy of the original hand-written characters. The rather
blunt end of the ligament in the Shenyang scroll appears a less natural hand motion in running
script, lifting the brush less quickly than one is moving one’s hand toward the next character. It
is also much more likely that a copyist or weaver would miss a line in the copying process rather
than add to an original.
But before assuming the Boston scroll is a more accurate copy, we must examine the
signature of Dong Qichang. It reads, “Dong Qichang shu 董其昌書” or “written by Dong
Qichang.” The last character, shu 書, written in cursive script, shows a fluid movement of two
strokes in the Shenyang scroll. The Boston scroll, on the other hand, clearly shows three strokes
(Fig. 2.15). The character, shu, on the Boston scroll looks as if the calligrapher wrote one curve
of the stroke, paused, then wrote the second curve, which is not how a calligrapher writing his
own signature in cursive script would proceed. The Shenyang scroll makes the stroke look like
one fluid movement of the calligrapher’s hand.
Therefore in the last two lines of the woven scrolls we see two misunderstandings of the
calligraphy, one in each scroll. Comparing the two scrolls that are meant to be identical, shows
the viewer that the copying process, though extremely accurate, was not infallible. In fact, Sun
Kuang and his “Five Barriers” come to mind. The process of transferring the calligraphy
composition from paper to tapestry involved so many steps that somewhere along the way,
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strokes were added to a character or ligaments between characters were lost. This leads me to
make the following assumptions: the weaver was not looking directly at the original work and
checking it while working, and the weavers were not familiar with cursive script, if indeed they
were literate. Because the weaver’s was the final hand in the creation of the calligraphic
reproduction, even if a draughtsman had traced the original inaccurately, had the weaver been
given access to the original, he could have corrected either mistake by checking the original
before completing the weaving.

Woven Seals
The seals of Dong Qichang, which are part of the woven composition placed directly
under his signature, read “Zong bo xue shi 宗伯學士” and “Dong shi xuan zai 董氏玄宰” (Fig.
2.16). These two seals in combination have been recorded by Celia Carrington Riely and were
placed on a number of Dong’s works from later in his life, between 1623 and 1635.65 The woven
seals do not exactly match seal impressions from his paintings and works of calligraphy. While
every nuance and ligament seems to be depicted in the woven calligraphy, the seals appear to
have been altered and simplified. No tiny cracks or chips normally seen in seal impressions are
included in the woven versions. However, the seals are close enough to originals that they merit
close comparison with actual seal impressions.
In the first seal (Zong bo xue shi), the most noticeable difference between the kesi and
actual seal impressions is the ren 亻 radical in character bo 伯, which is simply a down-turned ushape in the seal impression; in the woven version, however, the down-turned “u” has a short
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horizontal line coming off the curved part of the upside-down “u” to the right. In the same seal,
the upper part of the xue 學 character is very strange. Instead of the two “x” forms that usually
sit one on top of the other in the character, they have been combined with a circle to the right of
the double-x. It seems likely that the differences in the seals do not stem from the weaver
working from a forgery, but rather from a misunderstanding of the seal script, and likely a lack
of understanding of how important imperfections in a seal impression can be for connoisseurs.
Somewhere in the process of copying, either owing to the draughtsman who traced the original
work or the weaver who interpreted the draughtsman’s tracing, or both, the integrity of the seal
impression was lost.
In the seal below, Dong shi xuan zai, there are more minor misunderstandings of the
characters. The Dong 董 character (the very character from Dong Qichang’s name!) is missing a
horizontal line. However, more interestingly, the seal, which was intaglio (white characters on a
red ground) as recorded by Riely, has been transformed into relief (red characters on a white
ground). It is conceivable that a Dong shi xuan zai relief seal existed, but such a seal does not
appear on any of Dong’s works. Perhaps the weaver or draughtsman decided the seal would be
easier to read if transformed into relief, or else felt that the red characters against the blank
ground would create an attractive contrast with the intaglio seal above it. It is also possible that a
relief seal was easier to weave.
The upper seal on the Boston scroll also has a curious feature. It appears the seal was at
one point cut out of the weaving and then sewn back in. There is a seam that runs around the
seal that does not correspond with its border, and there are tiny stitches visible around this seam.
This seam has nothing to do with the weaving techniques used on the scroll. Gaps do appear
between warp threads when weft threads wrap around them, but that is not the case here. The
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seam suggests that the seal was altered in some way; however, the seal corresponds to the color
and texture of the rest of the Boston scroll and corresponds almost exactly to that on the
Shenyang scroll.
More generally, because the seals were not copied with the same attention to detail as
was the calligraphy, it is likely that they were considered less important than the ink-written
calligraphy and not worth the time and effort to copy them exactly. In addition, I believe that
because one seal was “reversed” from intaglio to relief, the craftsmen used the seals as a way to
add color and design interest to that section of the scroll. Instead of incorporating the seals as
part of the documentation of the scroll, which is the way they were used by connoisseurs and
collectors, the craftsmen saw these woven seals as a design element. Because of mistakes such
as mis-writing Dong Qichang’s surname, it seems clear that while the craftsmen might have been
familiar with written characters, they were not familiar with seal script.

Replication and Materiality in Qianlong’s Collections
The kesi scrolls, products of the Qianlong court, were two of many that were produced in
Qianlong’s desire to collect and replicate works of Chinese art. He treasured old and important
works of Chinese calligraphy and, during his reign, numerous examples were copied and
disseminated. Qianlong especially loved works by Wang Xizhi 王羲之 (303–361), the famous
Six Dynasties calligrapher, and modeled his own calligraphic style after Wang's. The greatest
prizes of his collection were a letter by Wang Xizhi, titled Sudden Clearing after Snow (Kuaixue
shiqing tie 快雪時晴帖), and two other works by Wang's son, Wang Xianzhi 王獻之 (344-386),
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and another member of their family, Wang Xun 王珣 (350-401).66 After acquiring a collection
of blocks (from which rubbings, ke tie, could be made) carved with calligraphic texts titled
Kuaixuetang fashu 快雪堂法書, Qianlong had the whole collection recarved and new rubbings
made. He also named a studio in the Forbidden City the Sanxi Tang 三稀堂 (Three Rarities
Hall) in honor of the three masterpieces. Soon after, Qianlong decided to have selections from
the imperial collection of calligraphy carved in stone and reproduced in rubbings, called Sanxi
Tang fa tie 三稀堂法帖 (The Hall of Three Rarities Anthology).67 This pattern of obtaining,
producing, and re-producing his collection, as actual objects as well as names, titles, and
calligraphic inscriptions, yielded copies and copies of copies. It also demonstrates Qianlong’s
interest in intermediality. Through naming an architectural structure after his favorite works of
calligraphy, he imbues that hall with the cultural power of calligraphy by early masters.
Qianlong could lay claim not only to the original Sudden Clearing after Snow, for example, but
to all the copies produced at his courtas well as all the spaces in his palace, many of which
resonated with cultural meaning. He was not simply amassing but also producing a collection of
Chinese cultural artifacts and placing himself at the center of the calligraphic tradition these
works embodied.
Qianlong’s light, airy calligraphy is well known to most historians of Chinese art, as he
inscribed poems and texts of appreciation on many famous works. On one such work, Ritual to
Pray for Good Harvest (Xingrang tie 行穰帖), which had been in the Song imperial collection,
later in the collection of Dong Qichang, and is now in the collection of The Art Museum,
Princeton University, Qianlong wrote in his own hand right next to the calligraphy of Wang
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Xizhi (Fig. 2.17).68 The Xingrang tie, now considered a Tang tracing copy of Wang Xizhi’s
calligraphy, is flanked by Qianlong’s inscriptions. To the right of the Wang Xizhi calligraphy,
Qianlong wrote in large characters placing his writing in direct comparison with that of Wang
Xizhi.
Until 1980 the scroll retained its kesi wrapper, now in very poor condition and mounted
on its own (Fig. 2.17a).69 Although the kesi has never been dated, it looks to be a Ming-dynasty
kesi that probably replaced the Song-dynasty one with which the scroll most likely was mounted
when in the Song imperial collection.70 We can be certain, therefore, that Qianlong saw this kesi
wrapper each time he unrolled and viewed the scroll, adding his seals or words to its surface, like
previous owners such as Dong Qichang. In this object, the calligraphy of an early master (in this
case Wang Xizhi), that of Dong Qichang, and Qianlong, come together, wrapped by a work of
kesi, to a different effect than in Handscroll, yet the object embodies another part of the dialogue
Qianlong created between himself and China’s cultural past.
Not only did Qianlong have works of art copied, he also wrote directly on countless art
objects of almost any material. As Jan Stuart notes, Qianlong had inscriptions carved into the
surfaces of ceramic pillows, jades, and lacquer.71 Many of the inscriptions were rubbed with a
red paste, to make the imperial handwriting more legible. By cataloguing his collection,
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See Liu (2008) for a concise discussion of the collection history of the scroll and Harrist (1999) for a study of
Ritual to Pray for a Good Harvest, showing the entire scroll with seals, colophons, etc.
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The wrapper has never definitively been dated. It is in poor condition from being rolled and unrolled so many
times, but it seems to be a Ming-dynasty kesi in the style of earlier Song-dynasty kesi of the Hundred Flowers type,
such as the one at the Freer, F1915.4; see Chapter 3 for a discussion of this type of kesi.
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During his reign, Huizong had many works remounted with kesi wrappers. See Chapter 3 for further discussion of
kesi wrappers and Huizong mounting practices. My guess is that Qianlong also thought the wrapper was Songdynasty or else he would have replaced it with a fancier one.
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reproducing works in it in many different formats, and by writing on many of the objects he
owned, Qianlong left his mark all over the imperial collection.
As well as inscribing objects, Qianlong also had numerous objects, apart from
calligraphy, copied in the same medium or often into a different one. Jason Steuber writes about
replication at the Qianlong court, noting the example of lacquer dishes in the shape of a
chrysanthemum blossom, inscribed, of course, with Qianlong’s calligraphy, that were
subsequently reproduced in porcelain.72 Qianlong had paintings reproduced in relief ivory
carving, copperplate prints reproduced in lacquer carving, and, as we know, calligraphy and
painting reproduced in silk tapestry weave.73 Steuber also argues, quoting Laozi, that Qianlong
was influenced by Daoist thought and the notion of the ten thousand things bringing harmony to
the world.74 Therefore, producing multiples and replicas was, according to this argument,
harmonious and helpful. It is also clear that producing replicas of one medium in another
medium was a rather common practice in Qianlong’s imperial workshops and he seemed to take
pleasure in seeing something he treasured in multiple.
The reproduction of Dong Qichang’s calligraphy in kesi is neither zhen nor wei, neither
authentic nor fake. It is not a reproduction meant to deceive, nor is it a work by the artist Dong
Qichang. The technique and material that give the kesi its luxury value can be easily identified.
Qianlong did not “release into the stream of calligraphy” another copy that could be taken for an
original.75 Unlike the Wang Xizhi rubbings that were made under Qianlong, the Dong Qichang
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Steuber (2012), pp. 172-175.
Steuber (2012), see Fig. 4.27 for a lacquer replica of a copperplate print depicting the Battle Scene from the
Pacification of Taiwan; Fig. 4.39 for an inlaid ivory carving reproducing a painting by Leng Mei.
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kesi scrolls were not made simply to preserve or disseminate a work of calligraphy. He instead
ordered the creation of two new artifacts, both based on a treasured work of calligraphy in a
medium much more expensive and labor-intensive than any other used to reproduce writing.
The final works produced were feats of technical skill that required dyeing the threads to the
perfect tones to imitate ink on paper, weaving facsimiles of the most minute movements of an
ink-soaked brush, and creating a perfectly even and seemingly plain background for the
characters. The two kesi scrolls were not identical because they were made by hand. As
Jonathan Hay has argued, multiples were treasured as a rarity because mechanical reproduction
did not exist.76 The slight differences between the two show the choices made by the
draughtsman and weaver who made the objects and their understanding of the original.
However, the discovery of differences between the two scrolls and mistakes in the
weaving of the seals can lead to further assumptions about these two works. It seems clear that
the Qianlong emperor did not closely inspect both kesi copies in the presence of the original
scroll, or in the presence of each other. According to Yang Boda’s study of the imperial painting
academy, Qianlong sent orders for paintings to be produced. The preliminary sketch would be
sent to the throne for approval, then once finished, the final product was sent for inspection and
approval again.77 If the process for the production of kesi at the imperial workshops was similar,
which is likely since works from the imperial collection or works produced by Qianlong himself
were often reproduced in silk tapestry, we now know that close inspection to minor details was
not the main focus.
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Instead, what was important was the close likeness of the kesi to Dong Qichang’s actual
handwriting, the link with China’s cultural past in the Four Masters of the Song, and the
similarity in appearance to an actual handscroll of calligraphy. In fact, imagine a colorful jin
silk-wrapped handscroll, titled “Dong Qichang Copies the Four Song Masters” and, upon
opening it, instead of finding a work of calligraphy brushed with ink on paper, one sees a silktapestry reproduction, evenly and beautifully woven from beginning to end. The element of
surprise and delight at such a discovery, as well as awe as one continues to unroll the 300 cm
scroll, must have been a part of the impetus to produce such a lengthy scroll in kesi.
It is possible the scrolls were woven as gifts. As Alfred Gell has argued, objects can take
on the agency of persons by affecting others who experience them.78 These scrolls,
commissioned by the emperor, demonstrated his wealth and majesty through material and
technological prowess while acting as a representative of Chinese cultural knowledge
synthesized by Dong Qichang. These scrolls embody cultural heritage of the Song, Ming, and
Qing dynasties, making a seamless transition between them (conveniently excluding the Yuan,
which could remind a viewer of an ugly foreign takeover) and creating a continuity of culture in
one object.
While the Dong Qichang kesi scrolls can be seen as frivolous tapestry-woven luxuries,
the reproduction of calligraphy in silk kesi should be understood as part of Qianlong’s other
projects to replicate and control calligraphy of past masters. In a novel material he has
manipulated calligraphy the way it has been used by Chinese scholars throughout history, to
speak to the literati and government through the cultural authority of writing.
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Postscript
Even in death Qianlong was surrounded by calligraphy woven into silk – he and all the
Qing rulers were buried wrapped in silk shrouds woven with Buddhist prayers in Sanskrit,
prayers that were protective of the chakravartin, or universal benevolent ruler as defined in
Buddhism.79 The power of writing, used so effectively throughout Qianlong’s reign to add his
presence to a location (with a stone stele) or the viewing of a work of art (with a brushed
inscription), returns, at the end of his life, to the magical associations seen in the Han textiles
imbued with meaning through characters.
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CHAPTER 3

The Construction and Circulation of a
Woman’s Woven Painting in Literati Circles:
Zhu Kerou’s Butterfly and Camellia

The Song dynasty witnessed the rise of silk production on a grand scale. Not only was
more silk produced than ever before, new luxury weaves were invented for the imperial court.
At the same time, a shift in thinking about loom-produced textiles occurred. Kesi, previously
used only for patterned weaves, became a medium for pictorial compositions. On many of these
pictorial tapestry weavings, currently dated to the twelfth century, we find “signatures” of artists
woven into the fabric. One of the most famous names is that of Zhu Kerou, a female weaver
from Songjiang 松江 in modern Jiangsu province. Focusing on Butterfly and Camellia,
attributed to Zhu Kerou and now in the collection of the Liaoning Provincial Museum in
Shenyang, this chapter explores the rise of pictorial tapestries and how they relate to painting.
(Fig. 3.1). I will also consider how the gender of the weaver affected the reception of Butterfly
and Camellia by elite male viewers of the Ming and Qing periods. As I will show, Butterfly and
Camellia came in contact with numerous important members of the Ming and Qing art worlds.
These men catalogued, commented on, and collected this album leaf and others attributed to Zhu
Kerou. They were painters, connoisseurs, collectors, and friends for whom this album leaf
embodied a technical feat of weaving, recalled the appearance of a Southern Song dynasty
painting, and was attributed to a talented woman engaged in a virtuous, womanly pastime.
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Aside from Yang Meizi 楊妹子 (1162–1232, empress to Emperor Ningzong 寧宗, (r.
1194-1224), whose measured and beautiful calligraphy appears on a number of paintings, and
who was recorded to have been a painter herself, more works are attributed to Zhu Kerou than to
any other female artist of the Song period.1 Her name figures prominently in catalogues of
Chinese kesi tapestry and her work was extremely popular during the Ming and Qing periods.
Another work also in the collection of the Liaoning Provincial Museum is Peony (Fig. 3.2). Her
only known large-scale composition, Ducks on a Lotus Pond, measuring 107.5 by 108.8 cm is in
the collection of the Shanghai Museum of Art (Fig. 3.3).2 Of the extant works attributed to Zhu
Kerou, all can be categorized as “bird and flower” images, a subset of Chinese painting that
focuses on close-up views of nature, often, but not always, including birds and flowers.
According to some scholars, Zhu herself was trained as a painter.3
A small, intimate work, less than 26 cm square, Butterfly and Camellia is mounted in the
form of an album leaf or ce 册 intended to be viewed by one or two people at a time. Album
leaves were part of a series of works by a single artist or multiple artists, collected in an album,
which one would look through leisurely much like a book, stopping to look at details when one
pleased. The tapestry depicts a butterfly and camellia blossoms on an indigo ground. Displayed
with both wings spread, the yellow butterfly swoops in from the upper left towards the flowers.
Two little legs stretch out from behind the bottom wings, which are decorated with tiny brown
dots. The blossoms open toward the butterfly, delicate pink petals revealing their yellow centers,
the same yellow color as the butterfly that approaches them. Heavy full blossoms are supported
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For more on Yang Meizi, see Lee Hui-shu (2010), chapter 4.
Other works with Zhu Kerou’s seal woven into them are Pied Wagtail on a Blooming Polygonum, Peach Blossom
and Thrush, Bird and Flower, and Wagtail, all of which are in the collection of the National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3
Piao (2001), p. 30.
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on thin branches. Lush green leaves surround the blossoms; they twist and turn in space,
showing their lighter undersides to the viewer. Buds and new leaves unfold and curl, while the
leaf in the foreground is beginning to wither and decay. Another leaf in the lower right corner
echoes the foreground leaf with its yellowing tip and brown spots. Subtle gradations of color
lend a sense of realism to the work. The branches are depicted with darker edges to give them a
sense of three-dimensionality; the buds are colored with a darker, mottled green at the base of
each calyx, created by “joined threads” technique. The decay on the two leaves is shown with
thin lines of brown around delicate holes in the leaves. The artist’s seal, rather than signature, is
placed near the lower left of the composition and reads, Zhu Kerou yin 朱克柔印 or “the seal of
Zhu Kerou” (Fig. 3.1a).

Tapestry Weave and Painting in the Song Dynasty
Although Zhu Kerou's work is a piece of kesi, it was radically different from most forms
of this craft as it was practiced in the eleventh through thirteenth centuries. Most kesi featured
patterned designs as if imitating polychrome jin silks or other types of fabric in which decorative
motifs repeat, creating symmetric or mirroring images. An example of a type seen most often in
the Song dynasty has a purple ground with birds and deer jumping amidst flowers and leaves laid
out decoratively across the surface of the fabric (Figs. I.6, 3.4 and 3.6).4 This type of kesi, based
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No polychrome jin is known using this type of pattern. However, as Jean Mailey notes, earlier embroidery in a
similar pattern does exist, see Mailey (1971), p. 17. Many examples of this early type of kesi exist. See Huang and
Chen (2002), figs. 7-109 and 7-110 for two examples. Watt and Wardwell (1997), cat. nos. 17-21 for early kesi with
repeating patterns. Other patterns that can be found on these early kesi are dragons chasing flaming pearls and
lions.
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on Central Asian textiles of similar, but less regular, patterns, was most likely woven in long
panels and used for furniture, shoes, clothing, pillows, and other items.5
Despite sharing the same type of subject matter, Butterfly and Camellia differs formally
from examples of purple-ground tapestry. The weaver of the purple-ground panel created a
beautiful pattern that spreads out over the surface of the fabric, emphasizing the surface and the
two-dimensional nature of the design. Outlines surround every shape, showing an interest in
contrast of colors and forms. In Butterfly and Camellia, on the other hand, layers of flowers and
leaves create a sense of three-dimensional space. The forms are depicted without outlines,
lending a more naturalistic appearance to the weaving.
A tapestry weaver can just as easily weave a symmetrical pattern as an asymmetrical
composition. In fact, it might be more time-consuming to replicate a symmetrical pattern in kesi
because the loom is not set up beforehand, leaving the weaver to make sure the pattern is exactly
symmetrical with her every block of color. An asymmetrical composition would give the weaver
more leeway for “mistakes” as well as more freedom for creativity.6
Butterfly and Camellia relates stylistically to paintings of the Southern Song period. After
the humiliating and devastating loss of the Northern Song capital, Kaifeng 開封, to the Jurchen
in 1127, remnants of the imperial court moved to present-day Hangzhou 杭州 and established a
new capital, Lin’an 臨安 (Temporary Peace). Unlike large, monumental landscape painting of
the Northern Song, painting of the Southern Song focused on more intimate views of nature.7
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Dubosc (1948), notes that because large panels of this pattern repeat, most likely the kesi was meant to be cut up
into pieces for various uses, p. 76. See Watt and Wardwell (1997), p. 53, for a discussion of the Central Asian style
and how it was adopted by the Chinese.
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See Chapter One for an explanation of tapestry weave techniques and technology.
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See Wen Fong (1992), pp. 71-117, for an overview of Northern Song monumental landscape painting.
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Closely observed paintings of birds and flowers were an important genre. In painting, as in
poetry and other arts, a mood of quiet introspection was dominant, and artists favored depictions
of momentary effects and transient seasonal aspects of nature, such as falling plum blossoms or a
goose in flight. Small, portable images on fans and album leaves were produced in large
numbers. It was as if leaving the large panel and screen paintings of the Northern Song created a
desire to hold, touch, and carry the works of art produced in the Southern Song.
The painting of hibiscus blossoms by Li Di 李迪 (ca. 1100 – after 1197), a Southern
Song court painter, can be compared to Butterfly and Camellia (Fig. 3.7). The large blossoms,
flushed pink with carefully blended pigment in the painting is similar to the large, full camellia
blossoms. Both compositions just barely reveal the center of the main blossom to the viewer,
while silhouetting the light edges of the petals against a darker pink color. Overall, both
compositions show an interest in realistic depiction of the natural world, on an intimate scale,
through details such as unopened buds and a variety of leaf shapes and positions.
However, while the depictions of camellias and hibiscus are very similar, the composition
of Butterfly and Camellia is more similar to Apricot Blossoms (Fig. 3.8) by the court painter Ma
Yuan 馬遠 (act. ca. 1190-1225).8 Organized in a "one-corner" composition for which Ma Yuan
was famous, the painting depicts a branch of apricot blossoms, blooming before leaves have
unfurled, decorating the bifurcated branch. The viewer’s eye is directed toward the calligraphic
inscription in the upper right corner, inscribed by Yang Meizi, the above-mentioned empress.
Her lines of poetry, meant for the eyes of her husband, the emperor, read, “Receiving the wind,
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Court painting of the Southern Song dynasty was dominated by the styles of two artists: Ma Yuan and Xia Gui,
who were known for their intimate, one-corner compositions, juxtapositions of solid and void, and interest in
depicting the natural world around them. See Lee Hui-shu (2001) and Edwards (1989) for two sensitive studies of
Southern Song painting.
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she presents her unsurpassed beauty. Moistened with dew, she reveals her hidden charms.”9 Not
only does the composition of Butterfly and Camellia, with its juxtaposition of positive and
negative space, recall the structure of Ma's painting, the relationship between the blossoms and
the butterfly, echoes that of the blossoms and calligraphy in Ma's scene. Visually, the butterfly
and blossoms face each other and create a compositional tension comparable to that in the Ma
Yuan painting, as the viewer’s eyes move from image to text and back again. The content, as
well, is similar. The suggestive lines brushed by Empress Yang add an erotic charge to the
delicate apricot blossoms. The combination of butterfly and flowers has often been used to
suggest an erotic relationship – the butterfly representing a man who visits a fragrant blossom (a
beautiful woman). The subject matter of Butterfly and Camellia evokes temporality in nature,
yet at the same time, the depiction of a butterfly and a flower can also have sensual implications.
In poetic writing, women are often likened to flowers, fragrant and beautiful.10 Therefore
flowers became feminized and could represent a woman and her charms. When flowers were
depicted surrounded by butterflies, the image had erotic implications.11
A comparison of Butterfly and Camellia with the purple-ground panel makes clear that
although the technology for producing the two weavings are the same, the conception and
appearance of Butterfly are much closer to those of Apricot Blossoms and Hibiscus. What is
remarkable about Zhu Kerou's work is the new conception of loom-produced textiles it reflects—
a conception that allowed weavers to move from weaving patterned textiles to weaving painterly
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Translation from Lee (2010), p. 170.
See Hui-shu Lee (2001), pp. 48-49 for further discussion and translation of the poem.
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See Weidner (1988), p. 134, for a discussion of beauties surrounded by butterflies. She cites a nineteenthcentury album Pictures of One Hundred Beauties of the Past and Present, which depicts a Tang courtesan, Chu
Lianxiang 楚蓮香, who was fabled to have always been surrounded by butterflies when she went outside.
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compositions. With this conceptual innovation, textiles could be used to create naturalistic views
of the world, similar to those of paintings.
One pictorial kesi that could provide a stepping stone between patterned textiles and
asymmetrical, painterly compositions is Immortals in a Mountain Pavilion in the National Palace
Museum, Taipei (Fig. 3.9).12 This tapestry weaving, usually dated to the Northern Song period,
depicts a scene of immortals feasting in a palace in the clouds, surrounded by mountain peaks
and cranes. Although the composition is arranged symmetrically, small details everywhere are
different from one side to the other, such as the subtle shape of a cloud or the color of a figure’s
robe. A work like Immortals in a Mountain Pavilion shows the beginnings of what kesi weavers
could do when asked to create pictorial images rather than patterns.
Compared with the lively, realistic images attributed to Zhu Kerou, Immortals in a
Mountain Pavilion appears symmetrical and archaic. The development of kesi into an art form
that served as a nuanced pictorial medium must have involved a number of artisans and patrons
pushing the medium toward a painting-like appearance. A few extant pictorial Song-dynasty
kesi purport to be copies of paintings by Emperor Huizong, who fostered and promoted the genre
of bird and flower painting (Figs. 3.10 and 3.11).13 These two kesi are slightly more simplistic in
composition and details compared to Butterfly and Camellia. However, what they do show is a
new attitude in kesi toward pictorial design. Unlike Hall in the Mountains of Immortals, where
the composition is full of repeated shapes and layered forms, creating a pattern-like appearance,
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See National Palace Museum (2009), cat. 22, p. 89, or Fong and Watt, plate 127, p. 249, for illustration, details,
and description.
13
At least three kesi that claim to reproduce Huizong paintings are extant. See Zhongguo zhixiu fushi quanji (2004),
for Hibiscus, cat. 276, now in the Liaoning Provincial Museum.
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the Huizong kesi show restraint and simplicity in their compositions, which leave large areas of
blank silk as background, mirroring that of paintings at the time.
These weavings, which contain the woven signature of Huizong, have led scholars to
assume that tapestry weave was first used to copy paintings. However, other names woven into
pictorial compositions from the same period (Zhu Kerou and Shen Zifan 沈子蕃, active Southern
Song dynasty) were, as far as we know, those of tapestry artists, not painters.14 Their works
might not have been reproductions of paintings, but rather pictorial compositions, inspired by
painting of the time, designed to be woven.

Kesi Wrappers and the “Pictorial Turn” of Kesi
This new trend in tapestry weave might have come about through the Song-dynasty usage
of kesi wrappers on painting scrolls. A tradition of using silk tapestry strips to wrap painting and
calligraphy scrolls developed in the Tang dynasty around the time of the rise of tapestry weave in
China. As stated above, a few early examples of scrolls decorated with kesi weave or wrapped
with kesi strips are still extant.15 These are all sutra scrolls preserved at the Dunhuang caves.
However, it was during the Song dynasty that this tradition grew especially popular. Emperor
Huizong had many scrolls in the imperial collection specially mounted and had custom-made
outer wrappers fashioned from “precious silk kesi tapestries depicting auspicious flowers,
dragons and buildings, a new luxury art of the twelfth century.”16 Therefore, tapestry woven
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Shen Zifan, another name woven into pictorial compositions like that of Zhu Kerou, was supposedly a Southern
Song dynasty weaver. Works attributed to him include Birds and Blossoms, reproduced and discussed in National
Palace Museum (2009), cat. 1; Plum Blossoms and Wintry Sparrows, reproduced in Shan (2005), cat. 82 and
Landscape, cat. 83, both in the Beijing Palace Museum.
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See Whitfield (1985), Figs. 6 and 23, for two examples.
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silks were used to protect and stabilize painting scrolls by adding an extra layer of material to the
outermost layer of the painting.
Beyond protecting scrolls, luxurious silk tapestry made them more precious and became
sources of aesthetic pleasure in their own right. When a painting scroll is taken out of storage,
the first thing the viewer sees is the lavish wrapper. The scroll is tied with a thin strip of cotton
or silk. While untying the scroll, the viewer admires the kesi wrapper. The silk cord that holds
the rolled scroll closed is wrapped around itself. The scroll is rolled open an arm’s length and,
after a frontispiece, the viewing of the painting or calligraphy finally begins. After viewing the
scroll from one end to the other, the process is repeated in reverse. Wu Hung has described the
visual effect of viewing a handscroll in person, as opposed to looking at photographed sections
of it.17 The visual language and rhythms of a work of art in such a specific format can only be
understood through such an analysis. He omits, however, discussion of the sensual effect of
touching, unrolling, viewing, and even smelling a handscroll. These layers of sensory
information work together when viewing any work of art, especially those meant to be touched,
turned, and opened by the viewer, beginning with the kesi wrapper, which engages not only the
sense of sight but also that of touch. In the case of many handscrolls, the wrapper is the most
sensuous part of the object: bright, colorful, and textured, it contrasts dramatically with the ink
monochrome and flat surfaces of the painting or calligraphy that follows, surfaces that are
experienced only optically. The viewer views the painting or work of calligraphy with his eyes,
and, although he can re-enact the process of writing or painting, engaging a corporeal knowledge
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See Wu (1996), pp. 57-68.
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of how the artist performed the work of art, that re-enactment is through the brain.18 The surface
of the painting almost never gives the viewer a tactile experience.
Many paintings that had been mounted with kesi wrappers have since been separated
from them, and the weavings have been mounted separately as works of art in their own right.
One very famous painting still attached to its kesi wrapper is the Admonitions Scroll after Gu
Kaizhi 顧愷之 (ca. 345-ca. 406), now in the British Museum, believed to have been mounted
during the reign of Emperor Huizong (Fig. 3.12). It has subsequently been mounted flat on long
wooden boards to keep the scroll from suffering damage when rolled and unrolled. The kesi
wrapper features a design of a multitude of flowers. The lush and verdant textile contrasts with
the rather stark painting in the style of Gu Kaizhi, whose figures, drawn in the austere iron-wire
line technique, have no background or setting. Although the tapestry wrapper lends a sense of
luxury to the painting as a material object, it does not prepare the viewer for the didactic content
of the images and accompanying texts. However, peonies can symbolize nobility as well as
feminine beauty and therefore might have been deemed suitable for a scroll depicting palace
women.19 The purple-ground kesi was a wrapper for a painting scroll attributed to the Northern
Song painter Guo Xi 郭熙 (ca. 1001-ca. 1090) (Fig. 3.5). It has since been removed from its
position as a protective and decorative wrapper and is exhibited on its own. Because the painting
depicts a landscape, the subject matter of the kesi wrapper – deer leaping and birds flying amid
foliage – relates only in an indirect way to the landscape depicted. The monochromatic
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landscape is depicted at a distance from the viewer, while the colorful animals that could inhabit
the painted landscape frolic on the tapestry-woven wrapper, much closer to the viewer.
It is likely that the use of kesi-woven textiles as decorative wrappers for painting scrolls
inspired the use of the medium to reproduce paintings and pictorial compositions. Watt and
Wardwell, in their catalogue When Silk Was Gold, identify two classes of Song-dynasty kesi:
Northern and Southern Song kesi.20 The Northern Song class consists of the Central-Asian
inspired, decorative kesi (Figs. 3.4 and 3.6, for example), while the Southern Song class
“faithfully reproduces court paintings of the period.”21 Interestingly, a certain type of decorative
kesi used for painting wrappers does not reflect this dichotomy. What I will call the “Hundred
Flowers” design does not seem to be inspired by Central Asian types, yet it is not a composition
like any painting of the time. The “Hundred Flowers” design can be seen on the kesi mounted
with the Admonitions Scroll (Fig. 3.12).22 Panels in the Freer Gallery of Art, Washington D. C.,
and the National Palace Museum, Taipei, can also serve as examples of this type (Figs. 3.13 and
3.14). The design is comprised only of flowers and foliage crowded together, with very little
space between them. The little bits of negative space are dark indigo blue. A very shallow sense
of space is depicted in these weavings, where two leaves overlap or the petals in the peony, for
example, curl, showing their undersides. The kesi attached to the Admonitions Scroll is generally
dated to the Song dynasty and assumed to be the mounting from Huizong’s court.23 This type of
kesi reflects a Chinese love of peonies and seasonal flowers, a more native subject matter than
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kesi design. See Liaoning Provincial Museum (2009), p. 42-43.
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The Freer and Taipei versions have traditionally been dated to the Song dynasty, although recently the curators
at the Freer have questioned that dating and are positing a Ming-dynasty date for the work. See object file
F1915.4 for comments.
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the animals of the steppe depicted in purple-ground kesi. We can also link this design to the first
text written about kesi by Zhuang Chuo who states, “Although one hundred flowers (bai hua 百
花) are created, they are all different from one another, because [the weaver] can change the weft
threads, they do not pass throughout the whole width of the cloth, and the bobbins weave
them.”24 Rather than writing theoretically, it is likely that Zhuang Chuo is referring to an actual
design, popular at the time, that was not symmetrical, showing the versatility of kesi weave. If
we connect this particular floral design to Zhuang Chuo’s text, then we can date the production
of this design to, at latest, the year 1133.25 Now, it is likely that the design was produced earlier
at Huizong’s court and continued to be produced through the Ming dynasty, therefore leaving us
with later versions of this particular motif. However, for our purposes in this chapter, defining
not a linear pictorial development of kesi but a shift in thinking about what a loom-woven textile
could take on in terms of its pictorial content, the “Hundred Flowers” design uses an
asymmetrical composition that attempts to depict the natural world in a more realistic manner,
without adopting the visual language of painting.
It is clear that by the early twelfth century, luxury weaves were becoming more popular
at the court of the Southern Song dynasty and among those who wanted to emulate the court
taste. In her dissertation, Angela Sheng proves that technological changes in silk production had
a direct effect on the urban production of fancy silks.26 She brings together evidence of how
increased production of mulberry leaves and silk cocoons, for example, allowed more silk to be
produced during the Song dynasty than at any other time previously. This, in turn, allowed for
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Zhuang Chuo, Ji lei bian, translated in Chapter One of this dissertation.
Zhou Mi, writing later than Zhuang Chuo, also uses the term “hundred flowers (bai hua)” when describing types
of kesi wrappers, Qidong yeyu, juan 6.
26
Sheng (1990).
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the dramatic increase in textile consumption. We can thus see the new interest in pictorial kesi as
part of the larger interest in new, complicated weaves during the Song dynasty.
At the same time that kesi began to be produced in larger numbers, the court found uses
for the newly popular tapestry weave, using it as part of the complicated mounting for paintings.
This tradition, seemingly begun by Emperor Huizong and continued by his son, Emperor
Gaozong 高宗 (r. 1127-1162), the first emperor of the Southern Song, does not seem to continue
throughout each dynasty as an imperial tradition. While Song-dynasty scroll wrappers are not
plentiful, there are a number of extant ones. However, there is a dearth of Yuan and Ming
dynasty kesi wrappers, which does not prove, but certainly helps to support, the theory that
mounting scrolls with kesi wrappers was not popular during the Yuan and Ming dynasties.27 It is
quite possible that scraps of Song kesi were still used for mounting scrolls; however, it is more
likely that the tradition of such lavish mountings changed and scrolls were mounted with satins
and polychrome jin silks, still luxurious fabrics that were less expensive and less fragile than
kesi.
Yet, in the Qing dynasty, the Qianlong emperor had paintings and works of calligraphy
reproduced in kesi weave as well as wrappers for paintings made from kesi. Qianlong also had a
piece of his writing, Yubi chuangye shoucheng nanyi shuo 御筆創業守城難易說 (Imperially
Written Essay on the Difficulty and Ease of Founding and Maintaining a Dynasty) mounted with
a kesi wrapper (Fig. 3.15).28 Earlier works that were mounted with kesi wrappers might have had
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There are some sources that state the medium of kesi was banned in the beginning of the Ming dynasty,
although the Ming histories contain no mention of such a prohibition. Malagò (1991), pp. 242-243, 246-247,
discusses the decrease in kesi production during the Yuan and beginning of the Ming.
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See the Metropolitan Museum of Art website for an image and short description of this wrapper.
http://www.metmuseum.org/Collections/search-thecollections/44078?rpp=40&pg=1&ao=on&ft=kesi+tapestry&pos=18 (accessed 1/8/2014), accession number
41.123.2.
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a title slip glued to the edge of the wrapper upon which the name of the artist and title of the
work were written. The wrapper for Imperially Written Essay has a title slip woven into the
composition in trompe-l’oeil fashion. While the woven title slip adds an element of surprise at
the realization it is part of the kesi, this practice also makes the luxurious nature of the weaving
evident, as the wrapper was clearly not a recycled textile, nor could it be re-used as a wrapper for
any other work in the future. Unlike the Song-dynasty wrappers, which were made from kesi
fragments, cut from a larger cloth or else salvaged from a robe or bag that was damaged, during
the Qianlong period we see custom kesi wrappers produced specifically for a particular work of
art.
An interesting Qing-dynasty example of a kesi pictorial composition mounted with its
own kesi wrapper is Sparrows in the Liaoning Provincial Museum (Fig. 3.16 and 3.16a). The
wrapper for Sparrows has a title, which reads, “Imperially Brushed Picture of Young Sparrows
Waiting for Food (Yubi quechu daisi tu 御筆雀雛待飼圖).” The wrapper itself is decorated by a
gold dragon chasing a flaming pearl amid stylized blue and red clouds. Although the subject
matter of the wrapper has no relationship with the subject matter of the kesi composition, the
five-clawed dragon was a decoration reserved only for the emperor. Like the imperial edict
written by Qianlong, also mounted with a five-clawed dragon kesi wrapper (Fig. 3.15), the
subject matter of the wrapper refers to the imperial person as author rather than any particular
subject matter in the mounted work of art.
Imperial patronage starting in the Song dynasty pushed kesi into new realms, including
that of a pictorial art form. The work in question, Butterfly and Camellia, was produced to be
enjoyed and consumed like a painting because of the ways in which the art of kesi had expanded
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during the Song dynasty. Indeed, the small album leaf became a part of a number of important
collections during the Ming and Qing dynasties.

Documentation
The transmission of Butterfly and Camellia has been documented in texts since circa
1600. The late Ming painter Wen Congjian wrote a laudatory inscription about the weaving that
is now mounted next to it (Fig. 3.1c). His inscription provides the earliest known biographical
information about Zhu Kerou:
Zhu Kerou was a native of Yunjian [Songjiang] and she lived during the Southern
Song dynasty. She was famous for women’s work [weaving]. The exquisite skill
shown in her works with figures, trees, rocks, flowers, and birds, is almost
supernatural. She was highly esteemed during a certain period and her pieces that
survive are very rare. This small picture is full of quiet elegance and expresses
the taste and culture of a famous artist of the past. It has essential and natural
beauty [lit: she has done away with feminine artifice]. Her skill is so
extraordinary; she handled the silk as if handling a brush. Her technique was such
that people today cannot even dream of seeing [such skill]. This work should be
treasured. Written by Wen Congjian of Yanmen.29
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The calligraphic inscription is reproduced in Liaoning Sheng Bowuguan (2009), p. 52. This translation is based on
the translation in TTYH, p. 19, and the slightly different translation in Malagò (1991), p. 224, with numerous small
changes made by me. Zhu Qiqian transcribes the inscription in CST, juan 1, p. 2.
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朱克柔 雲間人, 宋思陵時以女紅行世。人物樹石花鳥精巧疑鬼工。品價高一
時。流傳至今尤成罕覯。此尺幅古澹清雅，有勝國諸名家風韻。 洗去脂粉
至其運絲如運筆。是其絕技非今人所得夢見也。 宜寶之。雁門文從簡書

Wen Congjian was a descendant of the famous painter Wen Zhengming.30 It is not surprising
that he should be viewing works of art in an important collection and commenting on them.
However, it is most unusual to find a calligraphic inscription next to a tapestry weaving.31
Interestingly, Wen Congjian was father to a well-known woman painter, Wen Shu (see Fig. 1.26
for an example of her work). Little is known about Wen Shu’s career, but it is likely that she
was taught painting by her father or other male family members, most of whom were painters. 32
It seems fitting that a painter who fostered his daughter’s talent and career would also praise the
skill of a woman who practiced her art hundreds of years earlier. By writing about Zhu Kerou's
weaving, Wen Congjian embedded it within the same apparatus of textual commentary and
appreciation normally associated with the high literati arts of painting, calligraphy, and poetry.33
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See Clunas (2004), for a study of Wen Zhengming’s art and its function in social circles, as objects that create and
strengthen social relationships, as well as objects that fulfill obligations and therefore sever connections.
31
In fact, the only kesi album leaves I know of with calligraphic inscriptions mounted facing them are two leaves
attributed to Zhu Kerou: Butterfly and Camellia and Peony (Fig. 3.2), mounted next to an inscription dated 1496 by
a certain Zhang Xizhi, discussed later in this chapter. See Zhu Qiqian (1935), p. 1, for the inscription in Chinese and
Malagò (1991), pp. 244-245, for an English translation of the inscription. One of the kesi assumed to be a copy of a
Huizong painting has an inscription (attributed to Huizong himself by a couple of scholars) mounted with it. See
Chapter Four in this dissertation for examples of inscriptions for paintings that were woven in kesi to accompany
an image.
32
See Weidner (1988), pp. 31-35 and 88-91, for more information on Wen Shu, as well as pp. 31-39 for a study of
gentry women painters and their study of art through their family members.
33
Fong and Widmer (2010), see Grace Fong’s Introduction and Wei Hua, “From private life to public performances:
the constituted memory and (re)writings of the early-Qing woman Wu Zongai,” pp. 141-175, for discussions of how
“paratexts” by male writers framed poetry and writings by women for their own purposes. By framing the
women’s writings with their own, these male scholars put forth historical women as moral examples for their own
time.
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The technique of framing a work with words, common in painting and literary circles, has been
extended here to include a tapestry weaving.
Employing words and phrases such as “supernatural” to describe her skill and naming her
“a famous artist of the past,” that ...“people today cannot even dream of seeing [such skill],”
Wen creates an aura around Zhu Kerou and her work. He likens her to painters by stating that
“she handled the silk as if handling a brush.” Writing about the weaving in this way and
asserting that it is a work of the Song period, Wen enhanced the value of Butterfly and
Camellia.34 He also demonstrates that he knows very little about the technique of weaving and
instead chooses to write about this kesi as if it were a painting.
We do not know for whom Wen Congjian wrote his inscription. However, from the early
Qing period onward the collection history of the album leaf is well documented. Butterfly and
Camellia was in the collection of the famous connoisseur Bian Yongyu 卞永誉 (1645-1712).
(Bian’s daughter, Bian Shuyuan 卞淑媛 was also a painter.)35 In the early eighteenth century it
passed into the hands of the notable Qing-dynasty collector An Qi 安岐 (ca. 1683-ca. 1744), who
recorded the work in his collection. The catalogue of An Qi's collection, Mo yuan hui guan 墨緣
彙觀 (Record of Works I was Destined to See, 1742), records that the tapestry served as a
frontispiece for an album of paintings entitled Collected Works of the Tang, Five Dynasties, and
Northern and Southern Song (Tang wudai beinansong ji 唐五代北南宋集).36 This clever
allusion to the fashion of wrapping paintings in kesi by using a textile to serve as the frontispiece
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Clunas (2004) discusses how calligraphic inscriptions or even a quick note to a friend by painters and
calligraphers were considered works of art. Accordingly, the addition of a work of calligraphy adds value to a work
of art.
35
Fang Chao-ying in Hummel (1944), p. 626.
36
Zhu Qiqian (Cun su tang si xiu lu) juan 1, p. 2.
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of an album of treasured paintings demonstrated An Qi’s erudition. It was also an ingenious way
to incorporate the work into another album, allowing the collector to display of his art historical
knowledge.37 At the same time, An Qi did not segregate Zhu Kerou’s work from painting – it
was incorporated into an album of paintings and, rather than being grouped with other textiles,
was included in his painting catalogue.
Although An Qi included Butterfly and Camellia in what was principally a catalogue of
painting and calligraphy, when it entered the Qing imperial collection it was included in an
album entitled Song Kesi and Embroidery, Side by Side (Song kesi xiu xian he bi 宋刻絲繡線合
璧).38 In this album, Song-dynasty kesi and embroidery were arranged in alternating order and
the only two works with inscriptions were Butterfly and Camellia and another kesi attributed to
Zhu Kerou, Peony (Fig. 3.2).39
After the fall of the Qing dynasty in 1911, many textiles from the imperial collection
made their way into the collection of Zhu Qiqian, the foremost Chinese textile collector of the
early twentieth century. Zhu recorded the work in his catalogue, Cunsutang sixiu lu. He noted
the size and subject matter of Butterfly and Camellia, Wen Congjian’s inscription, as well as An
Qi’s ownership of the work.40 In Zhu’s collection, Butterfly and Camellia was the second page
of an album of textiles, the first page being the above-mentioned Peony. The third work was a
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Methods of “using” tapestry-woven images will be more widely understood when entire albums are published or
displayed as a unit. An album at the Freer Gallery of Art, entitled Album of Tang and Song Painters (F16.571)
incorporates eight paintings and two kesi album leaves into one album of works attributed to the Tang and Song
dynasties. The two kesi were placed at either side of the album, framing the viewing of paintings with textiles.
Currently it is unclear when this became a curatorial practice of Chinese art collectors or dealers.
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Zhu Qiqian (NFKS), p. 141.
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Hong Kong Museum of Art, p. 312. Zhu Qiqian (NFKS), p. 141, lists the album and each leaf in it. Zhu Kerou’s
Peony appears first, then a Song embroidery piece, next Butterfly and Camellia, then another work of embroidery,
next a kesi of a camellia with a gourd-shaped seal reading “yu shu” seemingly a reference to a kesi of a work by
Emperor Huizong, and lastly, another work of embroidery.
40
Zhu (1935), p. 2.
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kesi of a Huizong painting. The fourth, fifth, and sixth works were embroidered pictorial works,
all dated by Zhu to the Song dynasty. It seems that this album is the one recorded in the Qing
imperial collection, except that Zhu Qiqian rearranged the textiles to group kesi together and
embroideries together, instead of alternating them. Therefore, once Butterfly and Camellia
entered the imperial collection, it was grouped with other pictorial textiles and categorized by
time period and medium. This choice of categorization was probably made because of the
massive number of works in the imperial collection (no longer is the kesi one of a few in a
private collector’s home) and the new tendency to categorize and define in an encyclopedic
nature, at its height in the eighteenth century.41
The narrow categorization of Butterfly and Camellia has presented problems for modern
curators. In the Liaoning Provincial Museum, where it is preserved today, the piece is denied its
flexible status as a “tapestry painting.” Because of its unique status as a one-of-a-kind work, it is
not grouped with other textiles such as costumes or chair covers, and yet is not treated as a
painting in research sponsored by the museum. The work remains under-studied, underresearched, and because of its sensitivity to light, rarely displayed and difficult to access.

Ming and Qing Connoisseurs on Kesi
Ming and Qing connoisseurs created a body of knowledge about a wide range of objects
that continues to shape scholarship in our own time.42 In the case of kesi, they created the
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See Elman (2001), Chapter 5, for a discussion of how book culture of the late Ming and Qing dynasties created an
atmosphere of scholarship and categorization of knowledge.
42
Zeitlin (1991), Clunas, Superfluous Things, (2004), Li Wai-yee (1995) all discuss the nature of connoisseurship and
the self-crafted connoisseurs who wanted to emphasize their cultured-ness over that of the merchant class who
were interested in joining the elite literati with their gardens, art collections, and scholarly objects surrounding
them.
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language still used to discuss these works of art. In their view, the slits on the surface of the
tapestry weave were to be praised and appreciated as authentic signs of “carved silk,” the best of
which, they maintained, dated from the Song period.43 These writings surrounded, framed, and
encoded the objects themselves when they were encountered in society, creating certain
expectations of the object before a viewer had taken the time to examine it.
An example of Ming connoisseurship of textiles is the inscription mounted next to Peony
by an otherwise unknown Ming-dynasty gentleman named Zhang Xizhi (Fig. 3.2a):
The kesi technique flourished between the Zhenguan and the Kaiyuan periods of
the Tang dynasty. The emperors venerated the arts and elegance, and they had all
paintings and calligraphies mounted and bound in kesi; today they are called
baoshoujin. This custom continued with the Song. During the troubles in the
Jingkang period (1126), many became lost amongst the people. Art lovers saw
the brilliant colors, the beautifully fine and delicate likenesses, and although they
were not the same quality as painting and drawing, they collected them in scrolls
and albums for sheer aesthetic pleasure. In the Yuan, people also treasured them.
There were some who cut [the kesi] in pieces to make clothes and covers out of
them. The Divine Ancestor considered it an immoral craft and began the
prohibition of it. It became a rarity amongst the people. This work measures
little more than a square chi; its constitution is fine and delicate, as if it had come
from the thread of a single silkworm; it has all colors, the weaving is exceptional;
it is born of divine talent; the needlework is indeed fine. It is undoubtedly a work
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See Chapter One and Appendix for a thorough discussion of the different characters used to write the term
“kesi” and how they were used by different authors.
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of the Song. Liu Tingqi from Lianchuan managed to get a hold of it and mounted
it in a scroll, so that it could be admired. When we think of men of the past, we
cannot visualize them; [but] looking at their works, it is as if we could see them.
To so love the way of antiquity is worthy of praise! I have viewed the scroll,
written these lines and shall return it. Third day, second month, 1496. Zhang
Xizhi of Wumen.44

克絲作盛於唐貞觀開元間。主崇尚文雅書畫皆以之為票帙。今所謂包首錦者
是也。宋仍之。靖康之難多淪於民間。好事者見光彩絢爛貴縟精緻雖繪事所
不逮遂緝成卷冊以供清玩。 元人尤寶之。有裁為衣衾者。我聖祖見其似作
淫巧始禁之。人間乃為罕物矣。此幅方尺餘其體表皆纖細猶引單蠶絲。 具
五彩游綴委曲出乎天巧其鍼工之良哉。定為宋製無疑己。練川劉廷器獲而裝
潢成卷奚但供覽正。以思 古人不可得而見 見其製作猶之見古人。其好古道
類此可嘉。用書而歸之。弘治柔兆執徐如月朏。吳門張習志。

The opening of Zhang's inscription quotes almost directly Tao Zongyi’s passage
concerning the use of fine silks for scroll wrappers in Zhuogeng lu. However, while Tao
Zongyi’s text refers to “fine silks” 綾 (ling), Zhang inserts the characters for “kesi.”45 As
Malagò notes, it is possible that Zhang Xizhi somehow had access to knowledge that kesi was
used in the Tang dynasty, knowledge that we now know only through archaeological evidence.
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Translation based on Malagò (1991), pp. 244-245. Part of this passage is also translated in ZZYH, p. 5, and part of
it is translated in Cammann (1948), p. 92.
45
Malagò (1991), p. 245-246, comparing the two pieces of writing character by character, concludes that Zhang
Xizhi certainly pulled from Tao Zongyi, although he changed a few characters, such as ling 綾 to kesi 克絲.
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More likely, he interchanged the characters for fine silks and kesi in a rather careless manner,
assuming that if fine silks were used as early as the Tang to mount paintings and calligraphies,
those must have included kesi.
The second half of Zhang's inscription focuses on the kesi in front of him. Because he
does not describe the album leaf in terms of subject matter, we cannot be sure that he was
actually looking at Peony, however he clearly had seen a similar work of kesi in a friend’s
collection. Zhang does not mention the name Zhu Kerou at all. Therefore, if he was actually
viewing the work next to which his inscription is now mounted, we can assume he was not
familiar with her name. He also does not mention the gender of the weaver, unlike Wen
Congjian who gave biographical information about Zhu Kerou and stated that “she was famous
for women’s work.” Now, Zhang Xizhi was writing before Wen Congjian, and it is quite
possible that the name of Zhu Kerou did not become popular until later in the Ming.
Zhang does discuss the fineness of the weaving, likening it to the thread of a single
silkworm. Poetic and beautiful as this image is, it makes clear that Zhang views the act of
weaving as a mysterious and magical process. He was unfamiliar with technical terms and even
used the term “needlework 鍼 (zhen)” to describe a weaving, where no needles of any sort were
employed. It is quite likely that Zhang did not know how the kesi he viewed was produced.
Most importantly, it seems, Zhang’s inscription declares the work a kesi of the Song
dynasty and a work through which we can visualize the artists of antiquity. Although Zhang
Xizhi does not add to our knowledge of how Ming dynasty viewers judged kesi with specific
examples from the weaving itself, his assertion that the kesi dates to the Song certainly
demonstrates the desire to own Song-dynasty works of art.
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A Ming connoisseur, Zhang Yingwen 張應文 (active 16th century), discusses Song kesi,
saying, “each outline is carved; as a result they have an animated vitality; they do not feel the
limits imposed by the warp on the loom,”46 attributing life-like characteristics to the outlines of
the color blocks. Other Ming connoisseurs also lauded the “carved” (ke 刻) surface of Song kesi
and marveled at the way the placement of colors, not the mechanical process, dictated the breaks
in the surface. Gao Lian 高濂 (d. 1500) states that the kesi (刻絲 carved silk) of the Ming were
actually zhisi (織絲 woven silk).47 By calling Ming weavings ‘woven’ instead of ‘carved,’ he
shows a preference for earlier works and their surfaces, pulled apart by time, use, and
environment. Such a patina of age gave the piece a legitimacy that Ming kesi lacked.
These techniques of connoisseurship, such as using new terms to define kesi based upon
its appearance and perceived age, gave Ming connoisseurs ways to define kesi within their own
system of values: values centered on the object and the viewer, not the craftsman. The
connoisseurship culture of the late Ming dynasty developed along with the growing wealth of the
merchant class and focused on the individual viewer and consumer of the object.

48

As Li Wai-

yee states, “the object becomes the agent for both assertion of individuality and integration into
the elite culture; both withdrawal from and participation in the socio-political realm.”49 The
object reflects back on the connoisseur. Therefore, it would be no surprise that the slits, the
breaks, the “halos” of the color blocks were perceived as a sign of age; noticing them displayed
the knowledge of the connoisseur, rather than the conscious manipulation on the part of the
weaver who created the object. However, at the same time that connoisseurs were looking to
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Zhang Yingwen (Qing bi cang), p. 489, translated by Malagò (1991), p. 250.
Cited and translated in Malagò (1991), p. 251.
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Clunas (2004).
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demonstrate their refined tastes, names of certain craftsmen became known and their work was
sought out above the work of others. It was during the Ming that artisans began to sign their
work in great numbers and by “the 1630s at the latest, the signing of objects had become an
unsurprising practice in the urban marketplace.”50 It seems logical that as names of artisans
increased in importance, the appreciation of works with names on them would increase as well.

The Gender Difference
Zhu Kerou’s piece was included in famous collections throughout the Qing dynasty at a
time when the circulation of paintings by contemporary women was surrounded by a certain
anxiety.51 At the same time that Confucian values placed women in the home, the literati culture
of the Ming and Qing dynasties seemed to hunger for talented women and works by them.52
Butterfly and Camellia, assumed to be a work by a woman weaver of the Song dynasty, filled a
liminal space between painting and weaving, men’s art and women’s work. The work itself, as
understood by these collectors, bridged the gap of space and time between the Ming and Qing
periods and the Song dynasty. At the same time, the collectors viewed this work through their
Ming/Qing lens, which included the expectation of talented women.
During the Ming dynasty there was a passion for collecting antiques; authentic ancient
objects and even new objects made with reference to the antique were widely sought.
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Hay (2010), p. 58.
See Sheng (2012) for an in-depth discussion of gender roles, women’s work and space in traditional China.
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Courtesans were trained in painting, poetry, calligraphy, and music to be more attractive to their literati
clientele. Men who took a second or third wife often chose this wife for companionship rather than familial ties,
the reason most first marriages took place. See Weidner (1988), Ko (1994), and Zeitlin (2003), for just a few of the
studies in English on talented women, their work, and how it was treasured by men and women during the Ming
and Qing periods.
51
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Catalogues were written on how to be a connoisseur, what kind of taste was acceptable, and what
objects should be included in one’s collection. Most of these catalogues praised the “air” of
ancient works. Song textiles were so desirable that the famous manual of taste Treatise on
Superfluous Things by Wen Zhenheng (a relative of the above-mentioned Wen Congjian) refers
to kesi of no other period than the Song.53
As Craig Clunas has pointed out, elite men enjoyed compiling lists and ranking the
relative virtues of different types of objects, usually focusing on a limited number of famous
artists who are mentioned repeatedly.54 Within Ming texts of this kind, the name of Zhu Kerou
was synonymous with pictorial tapestry weaving of the Song.55 And Butterfly and Camellia
became a perfect embodiment of what Ming connoisseurs believed one of Zhu's works should
be. So perfectly did the tapestry embody these expectations that it seems possible that the work
is, in fact, a product of the Ming dynasty.
Weaving was a gendered occupation, considered a proper and desirable way for women
to contribute to the income of a household.56 It was a productive task, done indoors at home.
The fact that Butterfly and Camellia, attributed to a woman, was also a weaving might have
caused it to be seen as an embodiment of what women's work could yield. By the late Ming and
early Qing dynasties, weaving became less a domestic pastime and more an institutionalized
endeavor, taken over by men, working outside the home in large workshops.57 According to a
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Wen, p. 222.
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Just as famous early names are attached to anonymous paintings (of an early date or not), Zhu Kerou’s name is
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Jiangxi gazetteer, at the beginning of the Ming local women were working in the fields.58
Therefore gender roles were less stable and codified throughout the Ming than many scholars
have thought. Francesca Bray notes that agricultural treatises of the late Ming and Qing continue
to depict women at the loom and men in the fields, despite the reality that men were the ones
weaving silks and cotton at the time.59 This discrepancy between the illustrations and
contemporary practice can be interpreted simply as a sign that artists continued to use traditional
iconography known from the Song and Yuan dynasties. A series of images entitled Geng zhi tu
耕織圖 or Pictures of Tilling and Weaving were commissioned by the Kangxi emperor in 1689.
Based upon a Song-dynasty original attributed to Lou Shu 樓壽 (1090-1162), the seventeenthcentury version did not reflect the reality of the modern labor distribution.60 Instead, the images
seem to harken back to a time when life was simpler and gender roles were more clear-cut.
Woodblock prints depicted men tilling the fields and women inside raising silkworms, spinning
thread, and weaving cloth. While the reality was drastically changing, there seemed to be a
desire to continue representing women at this traditional work. There was an audience for
images of women spinning and weaving, promoted by the Manchu government while, at the
same time, there was an audience for works of art by talented women, promoted by the literati
families of the Jiangnan area, especially.61 In the case of Butterfly and Camellia, male
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Brook (1998), p. 66.
Bray (1995), p. 241, fn 9. Bray points out that Song Yingxing 宋應星 (1587-?) in Tian gong kai wu 天工開物,
dated 1637, used illustrations of men working in sericulture because he was interested in depicting the reality of
the production and technology of the time. Other treatises, however, used familiar images of women working silk.
60
See Hammers (2011) for an in-depth study of the Pictures of Tilling and Weaving; pp. 161-163 she discusses the
images in the Ming and Qing dynasties.
61
In fact, Yongzheng and Qianlong each also commissioned versions of Geng zhi tu during their reigns. See
Hammers (2011), p. 163.
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connoisseurs of the Jiangnan area, and later those in the capital of Beijing, found within this
object the union of womanly work and womanly talent.
Yet, as women were increasingly visible and supported as artists in their own right, male
critics praised women’s work, such as embroidery and weaving, as art. As Dorothy Ko has
pointed out, when a male scholar writes about a woman’s work, his writing becomes “the most
salient if not the only yardstick with which one could evaluate the women’s artistry.”62 With
their writing, male connoisseurs framed, defined, and judged works of art like Butterfly and
Camellia. The works by Zhu Kerou became part of literati culture, collected and used by men.
Butterfly and Camellia represents the combination of a beautiful object, a Song-dynasty
composition, a weaving attributed to a woman’s hand, with an attached inscription dating the
work to the Song dynasty by a member of the preeminent artistic family of the Ming dynasty.
Such a work of art would be irresistible to any serious collector.

Look to the Object, Again
As stated earlier, Zhu Kerou is one of the few Song-dynasty women artists from whom
we have signed works. The more her works are studied, the more questions remain about her.
Unfortunately, it is not even certain that a woman bearing this name actually lived during the
Song. Nor is anything known of her training, though some have proposed that she was trained as
a painter and created original pictorial compositions for her tapestries.63
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Ko (2012), p. 174.
Piao (2001), p. 29; Simmons (1939), p. 13; Weidner (1988), p. 21, citing Yu Jianhua, Zhongguo meishujia renming
cidian, Shanghai 1981, p. 214, who mentions nothing of her training and gives simply the information Wen
Congjian gives us in his colophon.
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One must acknowledge the possibility that Zhu Kerou was not a historical person, but
rather a fictive persona constructed during the Ming dynasty. And yet, some of the myths that
scholars of China have dismissed have been proven true by archaeological evidence. In order to
truly understand this weaving, its date of production, and its true place in history, we must return
to the object and compare it with works of the Song and Ming dynasties. It is not an easy task
because there are so many connoisseurial problems concerning Song kesi.
A comparison of a detail of Butterfly and Camellia with a detail of the purple-ground kesi
wrapper dated to the 11th or 12th century reveals few similarities (Figs. 3.17 and 3.18). Butterfly
and Camellia is woven very finely, the threads are combed down tightly, and the hand of the
weaver is almost impossible to find. The threads of the wrapper, on the other hand, were not
combed down in the same way. The viewer can see where the weaver, outlining a flower petal,
moved the silk thread diagonally through the center of the flower to continue outlining the petals
on the other side. Gaps between color blocks pull apart, revealing the paper on which the
weaving is mounted. No such gaps or traces of the threads moving from one area to another are
visible in Butterfly and Camellia. This strongly suggests that the wrapper is older and has had
more time to pull apart at the seams. Although the wrapper was repeatedly unrolled and rolled,
which could have loosened the weave, it is clearly woven in a less meticulous, less systematic
manner. These observations suggest that Butterfly and Camellia was woven by a more
experienced weaver or a weaver who spent more time and effort on their work. It is also
possible that Butterfly and Camellia was produced at a later date, when kesi weaving was more
standardized and weavers were more proficient at reproducing a pictorial design without leaving
traces of the movements of the threads and their hands.
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However, the wrapper dates to around the eleventh century, so it is probably older than
objects that Zhu Kerou could have woven, if indeed she was an historical artisan. Let us take a
detail from Hall in the Mountains of Immortals, another pictorial composition like Butterfly and
Camellia, as another comparison (Fig. 3.19). This weaving is also very tightly and finely woven,
with little or no space between rows of weft threads. However, in general, the weaving is less
regular and less fine than that of Butterfly and Camellia. The diagonal lines that create the
collars of the robes in the two figures do betray the hand of the weaver. Instead of weaving the
collars with straight lines stepping down to make up a long, diagonal rectangle, the weaver has
actually pulled the threads diagonally through the warps, creating irregular wefts (eccentric
weaving) that change direction from the regular horizontal direction of most wefts. This disrupts
the regulated surface of the weaving. Such diagonal wefts, in this case, combined with the style
of the composition, and the tightly combed, but still irregular surface, indicate that the kesi is
from the Song dynasty. Diagonal lines in Butterfly and Camellia, on the other hand, are depicted
quite differently. Diagonal veins in the leaf, for example, are created by short, horizontal lines of
weft that step down gradually, are tightly combed down, and create a more serrated, but regular,
edge. The weaving is fine and even, without a trace of an irregular weft.
Other examples of Song-inspired, Ming-dynasty kesi exist, although their dating is still
uncertain. The kesi, Fish among Aquatic Plants, at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, is just
such a work (Figs. 3.20 and 3.20a).64 The fineness and evenness of the weave, the use of the
feathery phoenix-tail technique to create a sense of color blending in the water (see Chapter
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Currently, this work is dated to the 13th century on the MFA website, however when I viewed the work in person
in 2006, the curator at the time, Hao Sheng, and I decided together that it was a work of the Ming dynasty,
probably 15th-16th century. http://www.mfa.org/collections/object/fish-among-aquatic-plants-14503, accessed
10/21/2014.
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One), as well as a self-referential convention of depicting water plants in a way that forms a
repeating pattern across the surface of the weaving, suggest that this is a work of the Ming
dynasty, probably dating to the sixteenth century. However, the subject matter and composition
come from Song-dynasty painting (Fig. 3.21). This work is a good comparison for Butterfly and
Camellia, and I believe they are similar types of kesi: inspired by works of the Southern Song
dynasty but produced later. Fish among Aquatic Plants also has a very regular, finely woven
surface that shows the weaver’s expertise and interest in creating a smooth surface.
The technical differences between authentic Song kesi and Butterfly and Camellia,
especially the fine weave of the latter, indicate that it dates from the Ming dynasty, probably
from the fifteenth century. There are four possibilities that might explain its likeness to a
Southern Song dynasty composition: it is a copy of a now-lost Song kesi; it is a Ming-dynasty
kesi copying a Song painting; it is a Ming kesi that simply took a Song painting as inspiration; or,
lastly, it is a copy of a Ming painting that either imitated or forged a Song style. The intention of
the patron or weaver and whether or not kesi imitating Song styles were intended to pass
deceptively for Song-dynasty kesi remain unanswered questions.
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CHAPTER 4

Reproduction of Famous Names: Shen Zhou and Cui Bo in Kesi

The existence of two very similar kesi, one with the calligraphy and signature of Shen
Zhou woven into the composition and one without, raises numerous questions about how and
why a famous hand was reproduced as tapestry weave during the Ming dynasty. The two kesi,
both entitled Immortal Holding a Peach, depict the Daoist immortal Dongfang Shuo, a famous
courtier who lived during the Han dynasty (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). The kesi with the inscription and
signature of Shen Zhou is housed in the National Palace Museum, Taipei, while a similar
version, without an inscription or signature, is in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of
1

Art, New York. As stated in Chapter 3, many pictorial tapestries echoed the visual language of
paintings, sometimes including woven seals, signatures, and inscriptions. In examining the two
tapestries, I will review the iconography of Dongfang Shuo, focusing on depictions of the
immortal in paintings, kesi, embroidery, and other media of the Ming dynasty. Because
Dongfang Shuo was known for stealing the peaches of immortality from Xiwangmu 西王母
(The Queen Mother of the West), and thereby becoming a Daoist immortal, he is associated with
this fruit and with the attainment of longevity. Kesi images of peaches were also produced
during the Ming, and these kesi, like the compositions including Dongfang Shuo, functioned as
luxurious birthday presents, wishing long life upon the recipient. Another inscription by Shen
Zhou written for an image of peaches woven into kesi will demonstrate how inscriptions bearing

1

The New York version is published in Mailey (1971), cat. 10; Wadsworth Atheneum (1951), cat. 126. The Taipei
version is published in National Palace Museum (1970), no. 68; (1989), no. 22; Suo Yuming (1989), p. 59.
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famous names could be highlighted or ignored. This chapter will explore how such a signature
could add value to a work in a medium a painter never used. Lastly, through exploring a number
of Ming kesi that carry woven signatures of the Song-dynasty painter Cui Bo, I will prove that
the incorporation of famous names was used by some weaving workshops as a tool to add value
and an air of antiquity to their products.

The Legend of Dongfang Shuo
Dongfang Shuo was an historical person who served at the court of Emperor Han Wudi.2
Even during his lifetime he was often called “an immortal banished [from heaven],” and a body
of legends about him took shape soon after his death.3 According to the Han Shu 漢書, in which
Ban Gu 班固 (32-92) devoted an entire chapter to the biography of Dongfang Shuo, “In later
times, men who fancy such matters have invented all sorts of odd sayings and outlandish tales
and attached Shuo’s name to them. This is the reason I have written of him in such detail.”4
By the third century, Dongfang Shuo had come to be considered an immortal, and stories
about his theft of the peaches of immortality were well known. Bowu zhi 博物志 (Monograph
on Broad Phenomena) by Zhang Hua 張華 (232-300) gives the first account of how Han Wudi
met The Queen Mother of the West, and through this text we are introduced to Dongfang Shuo in
his role as immortal:

2

See Giles (1898), pp. 792-793, for biographical information and stories about Dongfang Shuo. Also, see Kohn
(1993); Watson (1974), pp. 79-106; Giles (1948).
3
Espesset, “Dongfang Shuo” in Pregadio (2008), p. 366.
4
Watson (1974), p. 106.
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One time the Queen Mother of the West sent her messenger on a white deer to
inform the emperor that she would certainly come…Then on the seventh day of
the seventh month, at the seventh notch of the clepsydra, the Queen Mother,
riding a purple cloud chariot, arrived…The Queen Mother asked her attendants
for seven peaches. They were as big as crossbow pellets. Giving five to the
thearch, the Mother ate two. The thearch ate his peaches, then immediately took
their pits and put them in front of his knees. The Mother said, “Why are you
taking these pits?” The thearch replied, “These peaches are so sweet and lovely.
I want to plant them.” The Mother laughed and said, “These peaches bear fruit
once in three thousand years.” …Then Dongfang Shuo stealthily spied on the
Mother from the southern side room of the basilica, through the Vermilion Bird
window lattice. The Mother saw him. She said to the thearch, “This small boy is
spying through the window lattice. Formerly he came three times to steal my
peaches.” The thearch then greatly marveled at him. On account of this, people
of the world say that Dongfang Shuo is a divine transcendent.5
By the Ming dynasty, Dongfang Shuo was known as a scholar-turned-Daoist immortal.6
He was the first to call himself a “recluse at court 朝隱 (chao yin),” a term used often throughout
history by officials who wished to assert a sense of distance between themselves and the politics
of the court. Dongfang Shuo became a beloved character in fictional plays of the Ming and Qing
dynasties. Dongfang Shuo Cuts Meat to Give to Xi Jun, a play attributed to Yang Shen 楊慎
(1488-1559), is based on a tale of how Dongfang Shuo was promised a gift of meat by the

5

S. Cahill (1993), pp. 54-55.
See Giles (1898), pp. 792-793, for biographical information and stories about Dongfang Shuo. Also, see Kohn
(1993); Watson (1974), pp. 79-106.
6
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emperor.7 Instead of waiting for the imperial order to cut it, he used his own sword to cut the
meat and take his share home. When the emperor, furious at the disobedient behavior, asked
Dongfang Shuo to admonish himself, Shuo instead praised himself absurdly, ending by telling
the emperor he had to bring the meat home for the “little lady.” The emperor was greatly
amused and not only forgave the infraction but bestowed further gifts upon the courtier.8 A later
play, by Wu Dexiu 吳德修 (fl. ca. 1692) entitled, Dongfang Shuo Steals a Peach 東方朔偷桃記,
weaves together various tales, historical and mythical, about the immortal.9 Although this play
was written much later than the attributed date of the two kesi, the title alone demonstrates that
by the late Ming, the mention of Dongfang Shuo must have brought to the minds of audiences a
visual image shaped by paintings, kesi, and woodblock prints, among other media based on an
instantly recognizable shared iconography.

Immortal Holding a Peach, Two Versions
Before studying the iconography of Dongfang Shuo, let us examine closely the two kesi.
The Taipei kesi, Immortal Holding a Peach after Shen Zhou, depicts a male figure, holding a
peach in his right hand and stepping forward with his left foot while looking back over his left
shoulder (Fig. 4.2). He wears a light blue robe, now very faded, with darker blue trim at the
neck, arms, and hem. He has a lined, but hairless face and wears a blue hat on his head. His robe
is tied at the waist with a tasseled belt. One straw sandal peeks out from under his hem as he
steps forward. A long-fingernailed hand grasps a peach near the center of his chest. A rock is

7

Otto (2001), pp. 196-197, citing Zhuang Yifu (1982), 2: 577.
The entire story can be found in Watson (1974), p. 83.
9
Wu Dexian, scene 8, cited by Otto (2001), p. 197.
8
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depicted in the foreground, and a brown tree trunk curves to the right behind the figure. A
branch of the tree bearing peaches and green leaves stretches out from the right side over the
head of the figure. The figure’s robe, the tree, and rock are all depicted with thick, modulated
outlines, while the peach tree branch and the figure’s face and hands are depicted without any
outline. Above the image is a calligraphic inscription in large running script, signed Shen Zhou
(inscription translated below). A smaller inscription, in clerical script, bearing the signature and
seal of a supposed Ming-dynasty weaver, Wu Qi 吳圻, appears on the lower left, near the
figure’s elbow.

10

The tapestry at the Metropolitan Museum of Art was obviously based upon a similar
model, despite some major differences (Fig. 4.1). The figure’s position and pose are the same,
and he also wears light blue robes trimmed in darker blue. As in the Taipei version, the peach
tree in the New York kesi grows to the right, its branches reaching out over the figure to frame
him in the landscape.
Despite the similarities of the two kesi, the New York version has a few elements that do
not exist in the Taipei version.

11

The peach branch is fuller, bears more peaches and leaves, and

stretches farther across the composition, almost touching the left edge. In addition, the branch
appears more lively, as the leaves curl and grow in a variety of different directions, while the
leaves in the Taipei version for the most part, point downward. Behind the figure in the New
York version grow a lingzhi 靈芝 fungus and a few sprouts of bamboo. The figure in the

10

As addressed in Chapter 3, some well-known weavers did weave their signature and/or seal into their work,
however the vast number of extant kesi are anonymous works.
11
One of the major differences is that the rock in the foreground is larger and longer in the New York version.
However, it is quite possible that the Taipei version originally had the same rock in the foreground and was
subsequently trimmed, therefore this is not mentioned in my argument as a difference.
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Metropolitan kesi has a long beard and mustache, while the Taipei figure does not have facial
hair. The face of the New York figure, as well, has distinct areas where different colored threads
were used to add color and definition to the face (see Figs. 4.1a, 4.2a). Such areas do not appear
on the face of the Taipei figure. While the Taipei tree is depicted with a thick, modulated
outline, the New York tree has no outline at all. In the New York kesi, the same brushy outlines
were used for the rock in the foreground and the figure’s robe; however, the outlines of the
figure’s shoulders, arms, and right leg are not depicted in thick, modulated lines, but were
rendered in a light blue wash after the weaving was completed (Fig. 4.1b). This seems an
inconsistent use of the dark outline and was likely a mistake on the part of the draughtsman or
weaver. Possibly the blue wash added to the arms and shoulder was added later as a way to
distinguish the figure’s robe from the background.
The folds in the robe of the New York figure are not exactly the same as those on the
figure in Taipei. The most glaring difference can be seen in the sleeve of the arm holding the
peach. In the Taipei version, the dark blue border of the sleeve is clearly depicted, and the white
under robe peeks out below (Fig. 4.2c). However, in the New York version, the draughtsman or
weaver left the thick area that was the edge of the Taipei sleeve light blue and added dark blue to
the area that was the under robe in the Taipei version (Fig. 4.1c). Two extra folds that do not
make visual sense were added into the sleeve's opening. One can make the argument, as James
Cahill has, that such misunderstandings are evidence that the New York version is a copy.

12

However, in the medium of tapestry weave, every work is a copy of a painting or fenben
(preliminary sketch), and it is unclear if both versions of Immortal were based on the same
model. The misunderstanding of the drapery folds on the sleeve of the scholar’s robe in the New
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Barnhart, et al (1997), pp. 11-12.
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York version is evidence of a copying mistake that did not happen in the production of the Taipei
version. In fact, a number of copying mistakes seem to have happened in the production of the
New York kesi.

13

Lastly, and most obviously, the New York kesi has no signature or inscription

of painter or weaver. It is an anonymous weaving that never would have been likened to a Shen
Zhou painting except for the fact that a similar weaving exists with this artist's name on it.

Shen Zhou’s Style and Immortal Holding a Peach
Shen Zhou was a revered Ming dynasty painter known for his deceptively simple and
14

beautifully designed compositions.

He was known for painting the city where he lived, Suzhou

蘇州, and its surroundings. His oeuvre consists of album leaves and handscrolls of landscapes
populated by small figures. A few large hanging scrolls also exist, copying the styles of earlier
literati artists such as Ni Zan 倪瓚 (1306-1374) or Wang Meng 王蒙 (ca. 1308-1385).

15

His

album leaves in Kansas City, for example, are exquisitely designed and painted with deliberate,
yet minimal brushstrokes (Figs. 4.3 and 4.4). In fact, Shen Zhou’s clear, blunt brushstrokes and
subtle use of color seem radically unlike the brushy, dynamic effects of Immortal Holding a
Peach. However, as Craig Clunas has noted, Shen Zhou worked in multiple styles, and he did

13

Besides the above-mentioned inconsistent dark outline and the folds of the sleeve, there is a strange area where
the leaf of the peach crosses the dark blue collar of the robe. The weaver must have misinterpreted the leaf as the
outline of the collar and filled in the rest of the collar with white instead of continuing the dark blue of the collar.
This mistake was not made in the Taipei version.
14
See Richard Edwards (1962 and 1989); Cahill (1978), pp. 82-96; Wang (1995); Lee Chun-Yi (2009).
15
For example: Walking with a Staff, in the National Palace Museum, Taipei, reproduced in Cahill (1978), plate 29
and Lofty Mount Lu, also in the National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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copy artists such as Dai Jin, known for his dramatic brushwork (Fig. 4.5).16 We simply have
very few examples of this type of painting attributed to Shen Zhou today.
The inscription woven at the top of the Taipei kesi is signed “Shen Zhou.” The
calligraphic style resembles that of his running script.

17

Taking Night Vigil, a famous painting

by Shen Zhou in the National Palace Museum, Taipei, as a comparison, the calligraphic style as
well as the placement of the inscription taking up most of the upper half of the scroll, are similar
(Fig. 4.6). The woven inscription (Fig. 4.2b) reads as follows:
囊中九轉丹成,
掌內千年桃熟,
蓬萊昨夜醉如泥,
白雲扶向山中宿
沈周
Within his sac, the Elixir of Nine Cycles is completed;
In his palm the thousand-year peach is ripe.
On Mount Penglai last night he was dead drunk,
The white clouds prop him up to sleep in the mountains.
Shen Zhou.

18

16

Clunas, 1997, p. 22.
As I have argued in Chapter 2 of this dissertation, when executed carefully and expertly, kesi reproduction of
calligraphy can faithfully reproduce a calligrapher’s style.
18
Many thanks to Xue Lei for helping me to translate this poem.
17
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In addition to the theft of the peach depicted in the weaving, the poem conjures up
numerous images associated with Dongfang Shuo and the world of the immortals: peaches of
immortality, said to ripen every one (or two or three) thousand years; Mount Penglai, thought to
be an island off the east coast of China where immortals live; and white clouds, among which
Daoist immortals are often pictured, that prop up the drunken Dongfang Shuo.

19

Shen Zhou, although most famous for his paintings, was known as a gifted poet. Another
short inscription on a painting Rainy Thoughts, dated 1487, in the National Palace Museum,
Taipei, is similar in structure to the inscription on the Taipei tapestry (Figs. 4.7 and 4.7a).

20

The

poem is translated by James Cahill as follows: “Doing a painting in the rain, I borrow rich
wetness. Writing poems by candlelight, we pass the long night. Next morning, in sun, we open
the gate; the spring freshet has spread. At the lakeshore you leave me among the singing
21

willows.”

The two poems share a similar structure, with a parallel construction using location

words in the first two lines. The poems also give a temporal marker in the third line, in Immortal
it is “last night” while in Rainy Thoughts, the poem reads, “Next morning.” Like the poem about
Dongfang Shuo, this verse expands the imagery of the painting it accompanies, which depicts
two figures in a hut amid wet trees and rocks, with cloudy mountains in the background.
Richard Barnhart, who writes of Shen Zhou’s shortcomings when compared to the more expert
painters of the Zhe school, states, “Shen Zhou…needed a poem to bring his painting to life, since
he found it easier to write about the wind than to paint it, easier to write about his mood than to
suggest it through his images.”

22

Despite the negative tone, Barnhart is correct in noting that

19

Images of Daoist deities depict the figures often standing on, riding, or surrounded by clouds. A number of such
images can be found in Little (2000), nos. 75, 76, 78-81, 83-90. All of those mentioned date to the Ming dynasty.
20
Cahill (1978), p. 89 gives a translation of the poem; plate 34 reproduces the inscribed painting.
21
Cahill (1978), p. 89.
22
Barnhart (1993), p. 227.
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Shen Zhou’s poems create images that do not exist in his paintings, generating a rich series of
imaginings in the viewer’s mind that resonate with the painted images but move beyond them.
Just as the structure of the poems on the two works is similar, the calligraphy on Rainy
Thoughts resembles that on the kesi. Compare, for example, the character ye 夜 (night) in the
two works: both characters tilt dramatically upward to the right (Fig. 4.8). There is also an
emphasis on the diagonal stroke in the ren radical, and in both examples the diagonal stroke is so
extended that it invades the space of the character beneath it. Other characters such as zuo 昨
(yesterday) and zuo 作 (to make) show a similar structure featuring uneven placement of the
horizontal strokes along the vertical line (Fig. 4.9). These similarities make it likely that the
woven calligraphy was based on writing from Shen Zhou’s hand.
A fundamental question remains: is this work a reproduction of a painting by Shen Zhou
or is the image simply attributed to him because of the inscription bearing his name? As we shall
see, Shen Zhou wrote inscriptions for paintings by other artists, and it is quite possible that this
inscription was added to a woven reproduction of an image that was not produced by Shen Zhou
himself.
Shen Zhou is not known for his large-scale figure paintings. In The Bottle Gourd
Immortal, attributed to him, in the collection of the Nelson-Atkins Museum, Kansas City (Fig.
4.10), the figure stands in the center of the composition, carrying a double gourd, lingzhi fungus,
and bamboo over his back. He steps forward while looking back over one shoulder, in much the
same pose as Dongfang Shuo in the two weavings, though the pose has a very different meaning:
the image of Dongfang Shuo shows him running away furtively with his loot, while the pose has
no apparent narrative implication in the image of the Double Gourd Immortal.
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There is no known large-scale figure painting attributed to Shen Zhou that corresponds to
the two kesi. Instead, the one-figure-by-a-tree formula that we see in large-scale figure paintings
comes from the Zhe School of painting.

23

Art historically, the Zhe School, made up of

professional artists who painted in the style of Southern Song masters, has been contrasted with
the Wu School of painting based in Suzhou that included scholar-amateurs artists such as Shen
Zhou and Wen Zhengming.

24

Zhe school artists such as Dai Jin, Wu Wei 吳偉 (1459-1508), and

Zhang Lu 張路 (1464-1538) painted large figures in settings stripped of extraneous imagery,
leaving simply a cliff face and moon, a pine tree and stream, or other iconograpically appropriate
elements. (Fig. 4.11).

25

Zhang Lu and Wu Wei in particular tended to outline their figures in a

dark, brushy outline that sets them apart from the surrounding landscape. Wu Wei in fact
painted an image of Dongfang Shuo stealing the peach of immortality (Fig. 4.12). This painting,
dated circa 1500, is contemporaneous with Shen Zhou and yet appears very different from the
two kesi. Wu Wei’s brushstrokes are dramatic and profuse, and the figure is charged with a
sense of speed, his robes flying out behind him as he moves to the right, holding a peach in one
hand and a scroll in the other.
It is quite possible that a Zhe school painting, with an inscription by Shen Zhou, provided
the model for the New York and Taipei kesi. We know that Shen Zhou and Wu Wei were
friends and Shen Zhou even wrote an inscription for a painting depicting the Immortal of the
Northern Sea (Beihai zhenren 北海真人) by Wu.

26

Although Shen Zhou’s original paintings do

not reflect stylistically the admiration he felt for Wu Wei and other Zhe school painters, such as

23

See Barnhart (1993) for an important study of the Zhe School painters.
Cahill (1978).
25
See Barnhart (1993), fig. 3 for a painting by Zhang Lu, cat. 42 for such a painting by Dai Jin.
26
National Palace Museum (1989), vol. 6, p. 323. Most likely this painting was also a birthday gift for a gentleman.
24
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Lü Ji 呂紀 (active ca. 1500) and Dai Jin, his inscriptions on or copies of their works do.

27

It is

possible that the Taipei kesi represents another link between the Wu and Zhe schools that history
has forgotten.
Tang Yin, a Suzhou artist much younger than Shen Zhou, also painted an image of
Dongfang Shuo (Fig. 4.13), now in the Shanghai Museum.

28

Tang Yin’s interpretation, like that

of Wu Wei, is a large-scale figure with no setting around him. The clue to his identity lies in the
peach clutched to his chest. Here again, the figure is depicted with long hair and beard, long
fingernails, dressed in a scholar’s robe with tasseled ties and scholar’s cap, and straw sandals.
Although this figure also is depicted stepping forward with his right foot and looking over his
left shoulder, he does not appear to be in a hurry as Wu Wei’s figure does. Instead, this version
of Dongfang Shuo looks as if he thinks he might have gotten away with his theft. His mouth is
open in a smile, or possibly a laugh as he looks behind him. The action of the painting is
depicted through the animated brushwork in the robe. The folds of the robe at the arms,
executed in quick, angular strokes, the zigzagging strokes at the hem of his robe, and the sketchy
strokes on his straw sandals all give a sense of action and suspense appropriate to the story of
Dongfang Shuo.
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In Tang Yin’s depiction of the immortal, a long inscription takes up almost one half of
the scroll, as in the Taipei kesi. The inscription states that Tang Yin painted this work in order to

27

See National Palace Museum, Taipei (1989), v. 7, p. 173, for a Shen Zhou inscription on a painting by Lü Ji,
depicting autumn grasses, flowers, and birds, cited by Barnhart (1993), p. 227.
28
Published in Shanghai Museum (1996), number 83.
29
John Hay (1994) discusses how the body in Chinese painting was not often depicted to show emotion, action, or
sensuality. However, the clothing and objects surrounding the body often refer to those traits we associate with
the body in the West.
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wish longevity to Ma Shou’an 馬守菴, an otherwise unknown Ming gentleman. In other words,
this painting was a birthday present.

The Iconography of Dongfang Shuo in the Ming Dynasty
Paintings of Dongfang Shuo produced during the Ming dynasty display a more or less
standardized iconography. Almost always the immortal is depicted as an elderly gentleman with
a beard, in long robes, occasionally with an animal skin tied around his waist adding a sense of
rusticity and eremitism. His robes, when depicted in color, are light blue with dark blue trim at
the neck, around the sleeves and hem. These robes and his hat are those of a scholar official. He
often wears straw sandals, which evoke, like the animal skin, a hermit who does not work at
court. With these simple visual cues, the viewer can identify Dongfang Shuo as an official or
former official with eccentric and eremitic tendencies.
The one item Dongfang Shuo always carries in pictorial representations is a peach held
close to his chest. In sculptural representations he often carries a peach branch over his shoulder
(Figs. 4.14 and 4.15). Most likely the branch over his shoulder, in small carvings, helps to
stabilize the carving as well as emphasize the presence of peaches, central to the iconography of
the immortal. In the two kesi, a peach branch stretches over the figure's head, presumably a
branch of the very tree from which he just stole the fruit.
An image of Dongfang Shuo stitched in hair embroidery portrays the immortal in a
similar manner.

30

Portrait of Dongfang Shuo by Liu Anfei 劉安妃 (a seemingly unknown Ming-

30

See Li (2012) for a discussion of hair-embroidered images of Guanyin. Li also explores the technique of hair
embroidery, as well as the meaning of using one’s own body as a medium for producing a devotional object. As of
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dynasty woman) is in the Palace Museum, Beijing (Fig. 4.16). Although the details of the
embroidery are difficult to make out because of the delicate and fragile medium of human hair, it
is clear that Dongfang Shuo is moving to the left, while looking back over his shoulder, holding
the peach of immortality in both hands in front of him. His long beard, hat, and sashes all trail
behind him as he moves quickly forward with his stolen fruit. Hair embroidery has often been
likened to baimiao 白描 painting in monochromatic lines, and this is the only known
monochromatic Ming-dynasty representation of Dongfang Shuo, a subject matter usually
depicted in decorative, celebratory colors.

31

Despite the lack of color, however, the hair-

embroidered image displays the same basic iconography, indicating that the woman who made
the hair embroidery was familiar with the same iconography known to Ming literati painters and
the weaver-artisans of the kesi.

32

An earlier depiction of Dongfang Shuo in kesi, Dongfang Shuo Stealing the Peach of
Immortality (Dongfang Shuo toutao tu 東方朔偷桃圖) in the Palace Museum, Beijing (Fig.
4.17) depicts the immortal in scholar’s robes, an animal skin tied around his waist, running
toward the left, while looking back over his shoulder. Although the figure runs toward the left,
his robes and beard are also blown in this direction, as if a fortuitous wind were pushing him
along to safety. This kesi, dated to the Yuan dynasty, contains many of the iconographic

yet, no study of hair-embroidered Daoist images has been undertaken. Another example of hair-embroidered
Daoist imagery, Daoist Fairy, is in the Freer Collection, F1916.558.
31
Li (2012), p. 153; Shan (2005), p. 68 both discuss hair embroidery as similar to baimiao painting.
32
Clunas (1997), pp. 46-49, uses the term from Carlo Ginzburg, the “iconic circuit” – certain visual symbols and
images were prevalent throughout different media during the Ming, allowing craftsmen, literati painters, and
others producing images to produce similar images that were recognized immediately by their iconography and
placement as a specific subject matter. Clunas proposes that instead of the public versus private iconic circuit that
Ginzburg uses for Europe, in Chinese studies, we could use the terms “referential” and “self-referential” pictures.
Images of Dongfang Shuo fall under “referential” art, while art historical art (works of art that reference another
painting) are “self-referential.”
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elements we find in the Metropolitan kesi, including a peach branch growing above the
33

immortal’s head and a garden rock in the foreground.

A sprig of bamboo (zhu 竹) juts from the

right-hand side of the weaving, just above a shape that must be the trunk of the peach tree. In
addition, a narcissus flower (shui xian 水仙 “water immortal”) blooms and lingzhi fungus, a
fungus associated with Daoism and longevity, grows in the foreground.

34

A hard-edged cloud

with a spiral curl floats in the sky. The curl of the cloud echoes the shape of the lingzhi fungus
and also recalls the clouds upon which Daoist immortals float. Together, the lingzhi, narcissus,
bamboo, and rock in the kesi form the rebus “zhi xian zhu shou 芝仙祝壽” or “Wishes for
longevity and a happy birthday.”

35

These images appear together without Dongfang Shuo or

peaches in numerous paintings meant to be birthday gifts. Here, Dongfang Shuo and the peaches
are the main characters, while the four elements that create the rebus are on the periphery.
How is it that the kesi, Immortal Holding a Peach, in the Metropolitan Museum of Art is
almost identical to a version attached to Shen Zhou’s signature yet shares so many elements with
this Yuan-dynasty depiction, from which it differs greatly in pictorial style? The artist of the
New York kesi evokes painterly effects in his work, while the weaver of the Beijing kesi, I will
argue, was not reproducing a painting. He instead used what I have termed a “vernacular” kesi
style, a style that has been inspired by painting but absorbs that inspiration into an interest in flat
areas of color, piled one in front of the other, and a renewed interest in patterning.36 In contrast,

33

See Chen (1983) for her argument for dating the piece to the Yuan dynasty.
It was believed that if one found lingzhi fungus, a mythical fungus, eating it would bring immortality. This belief
had unpleasant, even fatal consequences for some.
35
Chen Juanjuan (1983), p. 163; Shan Guoqiang (2005), p. 151. Because the Chinese language has a limited
number of sounds that are shared by a great number of characters and meanings, rebuses were common plays on
those sounds. A rebus is a clever way to send a message of well-wishes in the form of a picture.
36
See the Introduction for further discussion of “vernacular” kesi.
34
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the figure in the New York and Taipei kesi is delineated in thick outlines that approximate the
effects of brushwork.
The Yuan kesi almost certainly was a birthday present, combining a theme that expressed
good wishes for longevity with a birthday rebus. The Beijing kesi or another like it was the
probable inspiration for the added elements in the New York version of Immortal Holding a
Peach.

Birthday Peaches
Aside from Ming-dynasty images of Dongfang Shuo stealing the peach of immortality,
there are a number of contemporaneous images of peaches that relate thematically and
stylistically to the kesi in New York and Taipei. One example, depicting three peaches growing
on a lush branch full of green leaves is also in the National Palace Museum, Taipei (Fig. 4.18).
A long dedicatory inscription alluding to Dongfang Shuo is woven above the image. The
peaches themselves are light orange in color, with edges and spots of darker orangey-pink. The
shading is done with phoenix-tail technique, adding a patterned appearance to the shaded edges.
The slightly crenellated leaves of dark green curl on the undulating branches, giving a sense of
movement to the composition.
Two more examples of peaches depicted in Ming-dynasty kesi silk weaving are Peach,
Lingzhi and Garden Rock in Shenyang (Fig. 4.19) and Peach, Lingzhi and Orchid in Taipei (Fig.
4.20). The Shenyang kesi is damaged along two horizontal areas and is quite faded. However,
the subject matter is still clear. It depicts a perforated Taihu rock at whose base lingzhi fungus
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grows. Through a large hole in the rock, the viewer can see grasses on the hill behind the rock.

37

A small stream rushes diagonally toward the lower right. A peach branch, heavy with fruit and
blossoms, grows from the left of the composition, fanning out its branches full of green leaves
with undulating edges. Compositions such as this are deceptively simple, conjuring up with a
minimum of pictorial elements a world associated with immortals. Set in gardens, Taihu rocks
represented mountains; in this kesi, the top of the Taihu rock is covered with clouds – a familiar
motif that suggests a misty mountain paradise. While the peaches curve around the top of the
garden rock, they symbolically associate themselves with the rock-as-mountain, signifying
Mount Kunlun where the peach trees of Xiwangmu were believed to grow. The addition of the
stream below incorporates water into the composition to complete the pairing of mountain and
water that constitutes the concept of landscape (shanshui 山水). In this way, the image becomes
a landscape of the immortals in miniature suitable for the expression of birthday wishes.
Peaches, Lingzhi, and Orchid also incorporates a garden rock, grounding the fungus and
orchid at the lower left-hand corner of the composition. The long, slender leaves of the orchid
curve and reach toward the opposite edge of the picture, as if blown by a breeze. Two peaches
hang from a very thin branch while further down a blossom and bud grow. A sense of
movement is given to the tapestry composition through the peach leaves, which curl as if blown
by the same gentle wind that stretches the orchid leaves to the right. In this rather simple,
decorative composition of peaches with other auspicious plants, the wish for longevity is
supplemented by the orchid, a plant that often refers to a reclusive scholar—a role in which the
recipient of the weaving likely fancied himself.

37
38

38

See Chapter 1 for a discussion of depictions of and pictorial conventions including rocks in the Ming dynasty.
National Palace Museum (2009), p. 93.
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Although images of peaches almost always seem to have symbolized a birthday wish, the
subtle additions of other elements personalize that wish for the recipient. The three elements of
peaches, garden rock, and lingzhi fungus appear again and again in most of the kesi depictions of
peaches – including two examples depicting Dongfang Shuo. While the same elements are
repeated and exchanged for one another in each composition, acting as modular elements that
produce a “birthday picture,” each composition examined has its own specific purpose and
makes sense individually for a specific recipient.

39

Unfortunately, most of these kesi lack any

documentation of artisan, patron, or recipient.

Another Shen Zhou Inscription
We do however have one peach kesi with three woven inscriptions attached to it.
Peaches of Immortality, with an inscription by none other than Shen Zhou, did not serve as a
birthday present, but rather a congratulatory gift to a new father. This kesi depicts a rather
simple image of two peaches on a leafy branch on an indigo background with three calligraphic
inscriptions above the image (Fig. 4.21).

40

The entire composition has a strange appearance,

almost as if it were originally a handscroll that had been cut and the sections stacked vertically to
create a hanging scroll.

41

The inscription states that it was written by Shen Zhou for a picture

(whether it was a painting or weaving is unclear) made by someone else for presentation to

39

Ledderose (2000) discusses how a process of manufacturing different elements of a whole and recombining
them in different combinations can be found in numerous examples of Chinese art. It is possible that fenben for
kesi weave were similar, certain elements sketched out and recombined into new compositions depending upon
the wishes of the patron.
40
This kesi is published in National Palace Museum (1970), no. 62. The catalogue entry erroneously states that this
kesi is a birthday present.
41
It is possible that the original inscriptions were in handscroll format, then when woven they were rearranged into
a vertical hanging scroll format.
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another gentleman on the occasion of having a son at the age of seventy. The poetic inscription
reads:
万縷千絲組織工，
仙桃結子似丹紅。
一絲一縷千万壽，
妙合天機造化中。
正德元年春正月 沈周為子潤題所造仙桃圖祝尚古希年得子之意。
Ten thousand hemp threads with one thousand silk, the weaving is intricate,

42

The peaches of immortality bear fruit like red elixir.
One thread then another, accumulating [to symbolize] hundreds of thousands
[of years’] longevity,
Wonderfully matching the heavenly design of the Creator.

In the first year of the Zhengde reign (1506), the first month of spring Shen Zhou
wrote this for the picture of Peaches of Immortality commissioned for Zirun in
order to respectfully celebrate his having a son at the age of seventy.

43

In this poetic inscription, peaches refer not only to longevity but to fertility as well. Shen Zhou
skillfully links the fruit, a traditional birthday image associated with immortality and longevity,
with the birth of a son, all the more cause for celebration given the new father's advanced age.

42

This line in Chinese references a saying from Mencius, “One thousand silk threads with ten thousand hemp does
not break like hemp on its own.” (千絲万縷；不絕如縷)
43
Again, many thanks to Xue Lei for helping me to translate this inscription.
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As a gnarled and aged peach tree produces fruit in the spring, so did this gentleman generate new
life. In the phrase, “the peaches of immortality bear fruit like red elixir,” the character for son (zi
子) is used to write “bear fruit” (jie zi 結子)—literally, to “form seeds.” The peaches “like red
elixir” may have implied that the closest thing to attaining immortality is bearing children who
continue to live after one's own life has ended.
Although this work is rarely reproduced and is not especially arresting visually, the
inscription attributed to Shen Zhou is of great interest as it almost certainly was written for a
weaving. Shen's use of textile terms such as "hemp" (縷 lü) and "silk" (絲 si) create a metaphor
through which the materiality of the image, the woven threads, represent the accumulation of
passing years that longevity brings. The inscription with Shen Zhou’s name attached to it was
woven just like the image of the two peaches, as were the two additional inscriptions above Shen
Zhou's, by Zhu Yunming 祝允明 (1460-1526) and Du Mu 都穆 (1459-1525). Other characters
in Shen Zhou's poem conspicuously incorporate the silk radical, such as jie 結, and hong 紅,
while the term “heavenly design” (tianji 天機) could be translated as “heavenly loom.” The fact
that the woven inscription contains terminology related to textile work cannot be a coincidence;
the nature of the inscription is also highly unusual among those that appeared with Ming dynasty
textiles. Most kesi have no documentation or inscriptions linked to them. The few that do refer
to the images in ways that would be equally suitable in writing about a painting. For example, an
inscription on a kesi attributed to the woman weaver Zhu Kerou (Fig. 3.1c) likens the weaving to
a painting and the weaver to a painter.

44

The language of Shen Zhou's inscription, which

44

Wen Congjian, in his inscription on a weaving attributed to Zhu Kerou wrote, “she handled the silk as if handling
a brush.”
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acknowledges the materiality of the kesi weaving, displays a sensitivity to an artisan’s materials
rarely recognized by painters.
There can be little doubt that either Shen Zhou wrote the inscription for an image that
was already in the form of a kesi weaving or wrote the text knowing that it would be woven into
kesi. The calligraphy was intended, therefore, as a “cartoon” for a weaver. I find it unlikely,
however, that Shen Zhou produced the image of peaches as well. His painting style of blunt
brushstrokes and careful design does not match the image of colorful and decorative peaches
below his inscription. Moreover, the image of peaches is not the most important part of this
work; instead, it is the inscription itself by a well-known artist and poet that gives new meaning
to “peaches of immortality.”
Another kesi version of the Peaches of Immortality with Shen Zhou’s inscription is
extant, also in the collection of the National Palace Museum, Taipei. In this version (Fig. 4.22),
the peaches are woven with an undyed silk background instead of indigo blue. The inscription
ascribed to Shen Zhou in the first version is woven into the same panel as the peaches, with the
characters slightly rearranged and the signature removed. A different signature, in bafen 八分
style reads “Yanling Wu Xu zhi 延陵吳煦製 (Made by Wu Xu of Yanling).”

45

The added

signature in the Wu Xu 吳煦 Peaches is similar to the signature of Wu Qi in the Taipei Immortal
kesi. Both inscriptions, written in bafen style, give a place name, personal name, then the verb
“zhi 製,” which means “made by.” This signature, therefore, has been considered that of a
weaver, though no further information about Wu Xu exists.

45

National Palace Museum (1970), number 14.
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The poetic inscription is exactly the same as that of the Shen Zhou kesi, though the
characters have been regrouped from six per column to five. However, a close comparison with
the Shen Zhou version, reveals a mistake in copying in the Wu Xu kesi. The character “one” (yi
一) in the Shen Zhou kesi inscription is written two slightly different ways. (Fig. 4.23) The first
yi (in yi si 一絲), a straight line that tilts slightly up to the right, appears as if more pressure was
applied to the brush at three separate points along the line. The calligrapher pressed the brush
down to start the character, then lifted slightly to pull the brush along, then slowed or pressed
down on the brush in the middle of the character, leaving a slight bump of ink, lifted the brush
yet again, and brought pressure down again slightly to end the character. As the calligrapher
lifted the brush, he also moved his hand down and to the left to start the next character, leaving a
slight trace of his movement in ink, a short ligament. The second yi character (in yi lü 一縷) is
the same character, yet written slightly differently. In this case, the calligrapher applied pressure
to the brush at four different intervals along the one line. This is evident through four subtle
bumps along the straight line, then the calligrapher lifted the brush off the paper before moving it
to write the next character.
In the kesi with the signature of Wu Xu, the two yi characters look exactly alike (Fig.
4.23) and are identical to the way the first yi character in the kesi inscription signed by Shen
Zhou is written. Both yi characters have three small bumps, at the start, middle, and end of the
line. Additionally, the character has the same short ligament showing the calligrapher’s hand
moving to start the next character. Because of the exact similarity of the two characters, it is
clear that the craftsman traced the same yi character twice. It is possible that the craftsman
traced the character once and used it twice, as a shortcut for tracing every single character. More
likely, as he was changing the spacing of the characters, he did not notice that he had already
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traced the first yi character when he moved on to the next line and mistakenly traced the same
character again.
I propose that the weaving with Shen Zhou’s signature was produced before the weaving
with Wu Xu’s signature. The decision to use the calligraphic inscription, but to elide the name
of Shen Zhou in the Wu Xu weaving must have been motivated by a desire to either change the
authorship of the kesi model or possibly the date of the kesi itself. The inscription, a beautiful
reference to the materiality of kesi weaving and a wish for longevity, could function in a new
way without Shen Zhou’s personal note to Zirun. Instead of Shen Zhou’s name, in this case, the
name of the weaver is added to the composition. One motivation, it seems, would be to produce
a tapestry that could be dated earlier than the Ming, especially one that could be taken for a
Song-dynasty work.

46

Another motivation was to add the name of an artisan that was known in

local circles for producing kesi weavings. As mentioned in Chapter Three, names of artisans
became important to collectors during the Ming dynasty. The kesi with Wu Xu’s name on it has
imperial seals impressed all over its surface, was kept in the imperial collection, and recorded in
Shiqu baoji as a Song-dynasty kesi.

47

However, my guess is that it was originally produced as

another version of the peach composition that Shen Zhou inscribed, signed by a Ming-dynasty
weaver, like Immortal Holding a Peach was signed by Wu Qi, and mistaken for a Song-period
work by Qing connoisseurs.

46

See Chapter 3 for a discussion of the obsession with all things Song during the Ming dynasty.
Zhu Qiqian (SXBJ), juan 1, pp. 35-36, lists names of kesi weavers. He includes Wu Xu in the list, citing the Shiqu
baoji. According to Zhu, the Shiqu baoji listed this work in the Yu shu fang 御書房, and another work, a weaving of
flowers and peaches, with the signature of Wu Xu is listed in the Qianqing gong 乾清宮.
47
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Stylization of the Peach
After exploring a number of images of peaches woven in kesi, let us return to the images
of peaches in the two versions of Immortal Holding a Peach (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). The branches of
the peach tree that stretch across the composition in each work are similar in style, but different
in size, color, and complexity. The peach branch in the Taipei kesi consists of one main branch
that creates a V-shape at the rightmost edge, then breaks into two branches, one growing
downward that bears two peaches, the other with sparse leaves and no fruit. In the Met kesi, a
large branch grows from the right, but two smaller branches split off as it reaches across the
composition. The first smaller branch holds two peaches while the next smaller branch holds
one. All the branches have bright green leaves with curled and crenellated edges and are lusher
and more verdant than those in the Taipei kesi.
Beyond these differences, the manner in which the knobby, irregular branches and the
peaches are depicted is very similar. The peaches, in particular, follow a highly stylized pattern
seen in many woven images from the Ming dynasty, suggesting that they were based on
standardized models employed when a peach branch was desired in a woven composition.
Especially in the case of the two Immortal kesi, the peaches have been executed in the boneless
style, unlike the figure and his robes rendered with decisive outlines approximating the effects of
brushwork. The New York version also has lingzhi and bamboo in the same boneless style likely
added in a kesi workshop in accordance with the desires of the patron.
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Shifts of Taste and the Iconography of Dongfang Shuo
All the images of Dongfang Shuo we have examined thus far appear to have been made
as gifts to express wishes for longevity. The survival of many such works suggests that they
were made in considerable numbers during the mid-Ming period. After the sixteenth century,
however, the image of Dongfang Shuo does not seem to appear as often in kesi or paintings. By
the eighteenth century the Daoist immortals most often depicted in kesi are the Eight Daoist
Immortals (Fig. 4.24) and the Three Stars: Fu 福 (Happiness), Lu 祿 (Prosperity), Shou 壽
(Longevity), (Fig. 4.25).
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Nevertheless, a kesi that came up for auction in 2008 offers a glimpse

of a type of image that may not have been treasured and preserved as commonly as those of the
Eight Immortals (Fig. 4.26). This kesi, Dongfang Shuo Stealing Peaches, depicts the immortal in
the same position that we have viewed time and time again: running forward, while glancing
over his shoulder to see if he is being followed. However, he looks decidedly different,
apparently the result of a conflation of his traditional iconography with that of one of the Three
Stars, Shoulao 壽老 (the God of Longevity), who is usually shown with an enlarged cranium, a
long, white beard, and holding a peach (see Fig. 4.25). It is because the figure is depicted
running with his peach that we recognize him as Dongfang Shuo. Here, in the late Qing, around
the early nineteenth century, Dongfang Shuo is no longer the courtier turned immortal who was
known for his witty banter that evaded punishment for his many uncouth ways; instead his
attributes were combined with those of another purely mythic immortal, transforming Dongfang
Shuo into a more generic deity who nonetheless embodies a wish for longevity.

48

See Little (2000), cat 18 for a description of the kesi and identification of the Eight Daoist Immortals. The
Peabody Essex Museum, Salem, MA, has an eighteenth-century version of the Three Stars in kesi, with added
touches of painting and embroidery.
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Authorship and Reproduction
As I argued earlier in this chapter, I believe that Shen Zhou wrote the inscription for the
image on the Taipei kesi but did not paint the image. The main reasons for this assertion are the
stylistic differences between Shen Zhou’s extant paintings and the two kesi. The existence of the
kesi that is almost identical without Shen Zhou’s signature also seems another piece of evidence
for this argument. Interestingly, not only does the Taipei kesi have Shen Zhou’s signature woven
into it, but it bears the signature of the weaver as well. Wu Qi is identified in catalogues as a
Ming-dynasty weaver from Suzhou, which he himself states in his inscription, “吳門吳圻製
(Made by Wu Qi of Wumen [Suzhou]).”49 While one kesi has two signatures giving names to the
calligrapher/poet and the craftsman/weaver, another kesi, exactly the same in subject, however
slightly different in width, height, and with a few extra pictorial elements added, has no
signatures, no names attached to it.
As mentioned above, Shen Zhou did write inscriptions for paintings by other artists. He
wrote inscriptions for works by Wu Wei and Lü Ji that are still extant. It is quite possible he
wrote many more inscriptions for works that have been lost. We also know that he wrote a
carefully crafted inscription for a peach image that was either already a weaving or he knew
would be woven as the final gift. I propose that Shen Zhou wrote the inscription woven into
Immortal Holding a Peach in Taipei, either for a painting by another artist or for a design that
was created to be woven.

49

Zhu Qiqian (SXBJ), juan 1, pp. 35-36.
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It is also likely that Wu Qi did not weave the New York kesi, despite the similarities in
the two objects.

50

The links between the two works are not clear. One possibility is that a

painting of Dongfang Shuo by a Zhe school painter served as the model for the weavings.
Woodblock printing may have played a role by disseminating a popular image in this medium
51

that was adopted independently by multiple weavers.

Although later in date than the two kesi,

a woodblock printed image of Dongfang Shuo dated 1804 represents him in a pose close to that
of the Ming kesi (Fig. 4.27). He moves forward, carrying a peach, while looking over his left
shoulder and carrying a branch (most likely a peach branch, although it bears no peaches) over
his other shoulder. Around his waist he wears a skirt of leaves with a couple of lingzhi fungi tied
to it. This image, although similar to many we have viewed, appears to have conflated the
images of Dongfang Shuo holding a peach branch over his shoulder with those in which he
simply carries a peach at his chest. The print also incorporates the lingzhi often found in images
expressing wishes for longevity, though the lingzhi has no iconographic connection to legends of
Dongfang Shuo. Because of its late date, this particular print could not have served as a model
for the kesi in question, however further research could yet uncover an earlier woodblock print
that did.

The Name of Cui Bo
When beginning this study, I assumed that the name of Shen Zhou was added to the
Taipei kesi in order to add prestige to the woven image. However, after translating the
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Because detailed photographs are not available for the Taipei kesi and I have not seen the work in person, I
cannot address the weaving authorship in terms of technique.
51
I am grateful to Dawn Delbanco for suggesting this.
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inscription and analyzing the calligraphy, as well as learning that Shen Zhou wrote inscriptions
for numerous works he did not paint, I changed my mind. The temptation to add a famous name
to a work of art exists all over the world. Especially in Chinese art history, hundreds of paintings
have been misattributed to well-known artists in order to sell them or simply categorize them
more easily. Lesser known artists have, again and again, been forgotten while big names are
added to beautiful paintings produced by other hands. A spurious signature can easily be added
to a painting, and numerous works with signatures known to be fraudulent are part of almost
every large collection of Chinese paintings. However, in tapestry weave, the signature of the
weaver or painter is woven right into the surface of the work at the time of production. For that
reason, among others, very few spurious signatures are found in works of kesi. Most kesi are
anonymous, while a few, like Immortal Holding a Peach in Taipei, have the name of a painter or
weaver woven into their compositions.
A group of kesi, now in different institutions around the globe, bear the name Cui Bo
woven into their compositions. These works are all hanging scrolls, some now mounted as
panels. Two are in the National Palace Museum, Taipei. Others are in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York, the Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang, and the Musée des Tissus, Lyon.
These works are all of a similar size and represent seasonal bird and flower subject matter. They
all bear the woven inscription “Cui Bo zhi 崔白製 (made by Cui Bo)” with a woven seal that
reads, “Cui Bo 崔白.” However, none of these kesi resemble in any way an actual painting by
Cui Bo.
The tapestries depict three of the four seasons. Two nearly identical examples of an
autumn composition are extant (one in Shenyang and one in Taipei). In this composition
hibiscus, chrysanthemum, and begonia flowers bloom (Figs. 4.28 and 4.29). Garden rocks flank
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the flowering plants, and on the lower of the rocks, a bird perches to eat the grasshopper she has
caught. The signature and seal were woven into the lower right corner. The Liaoning version
has likely been trimmed as it has significantly less space at the top than the Taipei version. A
different autumn composition, unpublished previously, in Lyon, depicts a large butterfly heading
toward chrysanthemums, while a grasshopper rests on lower blooms (Fig. 4.30). A garden rock
offers views of chrysanthemum leaves behind it. Although currently in need of restoration for a
crack in the middle of the tapestry, it is very finely woven and demonstrates techniques such as
joined threads on buds and calyxes and outline technique on the chrysanthemum petals, giving
them an almost glittering appearance. The Cui Bo signature and seal are woven into the upper
left corner (Fig. 4.30a). The winter scene, in New York, depicts nandina, narcissus, and lingzhi
fungus amid garden rocks (Figs. 4.31 and 4.31a). The tall sprays of red nandina berries are the
visual focus, and the red and brown lingzhi fungus echoes their brilliant colors. Two of the
elements of this composition: the lingzhi and narcissus remind us of the auspicious peach kesi
that incorporate these two plants. The spring composition, in Taipei, features two swallows in
flight, a blooming apricot tree, and sprouts of bamboo (Fig. 4.32).
Cui Bo is known for realistic views of nature. One of the only extant paintings accepted
as a work from his hand is Magpies and Hare dated to 1061 (Fig. 4.34). In this haunting image,
one of the earliest Chinese bird and flower paintings to depict movement, magpies shown in
flight squawk at a hare who turns his head at their cries.
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The above-mentioned tapestries

bearing Cui Bo's name depict similar views of nature, however they do not display a comparable
sense of naturalism or movement.
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Barnhart, in Three Thousand Years of Chinese Painting, p. 115-116.
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To complicate matters further, another version of the Taipei spring kesi exists in the Freer
and Sackler Galleries, Washington D. C., but with a different signature woven into the kesi (Fig.
4.33). This kesi, Two Swallows and an Apricot Tree, contains many small differences from the
Taipei image, yet it is clear the two were made from similar models.53 However, the Washington
kesi bears the signature of Xu Xi 徐熙 (d. before 975), a Northern Song painter of birds and
flower images. This signature, like that of the Lyon kesi, is placed in the upper left-hand corner.
With the inclusion of the Washington kesi to this group of bird-and-flower kesi, it becomes clear
that the signatures, whether that of Cui Bo or Xu Xi, were included, not to give a source for the
kesi composition, but rather to add an air of antiquity to the weavings. By adding these names
from antiquity, the designers and weavers of Ming kesi are truly playing with intermediality.
While the production of tapestries in the Ming has almost nothing to do with the names of a few
erudite Song-dynasty painters, by adding their “signatures” to silk weavings, the silk-woven
objects suddenly become a part of the larger art historical narrative of painting in China. As well
as acting as a decorative object on the wall, the weaving, which transforms the compositional
elements of a contemporary Ming painting into a textile, incorporates characters that bring to
mind certain early images of the genre of bird-and-flower painting, without a single painted
stroke. These works have survived in part because of their high quality of weaving and beautiful
images, however the tendency to treat a work of art with a famous signature with reverence and
respect certainly played a part in their preservation.
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Although the overall composition is the same, the shapes of the garden rocks are different, in the Washington
kesi, the viewer can see bamboo leaves through the hole in the rock, while the viewer cannot in the Taipei kesi.
The branches of the apricot tree are at slightly different angles in each composition. Lastly, the two swallows are
shown looking at eachother in the Washington kesi, while in the Taipei kesi, they do not interact.
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When viewed as a group, the six kesi are approximately the same size and share a very
similar style and almost identical compositional layouts (Fig. 4.35).
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Although an image for

summer is missing, the three kesi with Cui Bo signatures at the lower right no doubt were
conceived as a set corresponding to the four seasons, perhaps once mounted together as a screen
or mounted separately as a set of hanging scrolls that could be rotated throughout the year. As
there are two examples of the autumn and spring compositions, there were probably two or more
sets of the four seasons produced. It is also possible that one series of four seasons was
originally produced in the Ming dynasty and another series was produced after the original. The
two kesi with signatures at the upper right (Lyon and Washington D.C.) could possibly have
been a series of the four seasons with different Song-dynasty bird-and-flower painters’ names
woven into each composition.
There is no evidence that the kesi hanging scrolls and panel corresponded to original
paintings from Cui Bo or Xu Xi’s hand. There are four possible reasons why these names were
added to them. First, these tapestries could have reproduced a series of paintings extant in the
Ming dynasty that were assumed to be genuine Song-dynasty works. Second, the kesi were
produced “after” Cui Bo or Xu Xi, or in their style, although no such actual paintings attributed
to these artists existed. Third, they could have been made as decorative objects with the
signatures of the Song artists added to enhance their value and to add an air of antiquity to the
works. It is difficult to use the word “forgery” with kesi reproductions of paintings, since the
actual object could not possibly have been produced by the painter. However, a fourth
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The New York kesi has been trimmed along the bottom edge, evident when examined with a magnifying glass.
Most likely the Shenyang autumn kesi has also been trimmed.
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possibility is that the works were produced in the Ming dynasty and marketed as Song-dynasty
kesi, which would categorize them as forgeries of Song-dynasty weavings.
Because of the Ming-dynasty compositions and the self-referential conventions within
each of the weavings – the patterned moss dots, the careful use of a number of complicated kesi
techniques, I propose that these were designed in the Ming dynasty to be woven as kesi and they
did not copy original paintings, but rather absorbed the traits of Ming painting and transformed
them into kesi techniques. Song-dynasty names were woven into the composition in order to
appeal to the Ming audience that was yearning for all things Song.

Conclusion: What’s in a Name?
The vast majority of extant kesi have no signatures or names attached to them. When
names do appear, as in the examples discussed in this chapter, they raise complex questions of
authorship that art historians have addressed in varying ways.55 Immortal Stealing a Peach in
Taipei, with the poem signed by Shen Zhou has been assumed to be a reproduction of a painting
by his hand.56 The kesi that incorporate the name of Cui Bo, on the other hand, have often been
labeled “After Cui Bo,” and few art historians would argue that actual Song paintings served as
models for these weavings.
The signature of Shen Zhou locates the production of the Taipei kesi within a particular
historical and temporal setting, when it likely was made as a birthday gift, and the prestige of

55

See Chapter Two in this dissertation for a discussion of the calligraphy of Dong Qichang reproduced in kesi.
Chapter Three deals with the name of a woman weaver woven into a number of works purporting to be by her
hand.
56
Mailey (1970), number 10.
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Shen's name inevitably enhanced the prestige of the kesi on which it appears. The New York
image of Dongfang Shuo, though lacking Shen's calligraphy, also could have had wide appeal
given the addition of auspicious imagery it displays.
In the case of the kesi titled Peaches, Shen Zhou and two friends wrote inscriptions for
the woven image congratulating a gentleman on having a son at the advanced age of seventy.
Ironically, it was by omitting these inscriptions in a later version of the woven image, and by
adding the name of a weaver, that this work was made potentially more valuable, as an ostensible
product of the distant past.
This chapter has shown that elements of a kesi, pictorial elements, such as peaches or
lingzhi fungus, as well as inscriptions and signatures in Ming-dynasty kesi were used
interchangeably, almost as modular elements of a composition, based upon the preference of the
patron or artisan. Through this preliminary study, I have argued that the names attached to kesi
weavings are not necessarily those of the painter who produced the image nor were they
necessarily intended to be read as such. Instead, like the image itself, which seems to be made
up of specific elements depending upon the patron or artisan, inscriptions and signatures can be
taken away, added, or simply reused for other purposes. The tapestry medium, seen as
permanent and unable to be altered after production, is remarkably flexible in its early stages.
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CONCLUSION

Responding to demand for the strong, light, beautiful fabric, China made silk a principal
export for many centuries. At the same time, techniques of weaving were imported into China.
Among these was kesi tapestry weave. With the development of this form of textile, woven
words and images joined ink paintings and calligraphy on silk, becoming important elements of
Chinese material and artistic culture. The goal of this dissertation has been to reclaim the
position of kesi in relation to the history of Chinese painting and calligraphy and to give to the
study of these arts a dimension that is absent when they are studied in isolation.
The written records extant from the Ming and Qing come almost exclusively from literati
members of elite circles of connoisseurs and scholars who gathered to view works of art, drink
wine, and write poetry. Because literati had no first-hand knowledge of tapestry weave, weaving
was not part of their discussions on art. They wrote about the kinds of art that they could
produce: calligraphy, painting, and poetry. When scholars did write about kesi, it was usually in
terms of aesthetic appreciation in which technical matters played no role.
On the other hand, weavers of kesi acquired art historical knowledge through access to
models they were asked to reproduce. Such knowledge, usually considered a privilege of the
elite, was essential to the craft of the kesi maker. Whether or not weavers and draughtsmen had
access to the original works they reproduced, they clearly had access to copies of them in some
form and were aware of subtle aspects of brush-produced arts. For example, after a draughtsman
copied a work of calligraphy from the original, it was the weaver who captured each nuance of
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the calligrapher’s brush. As I argued in Chapter 2, it is almost certain that the weaver did not
have the original of the work of calligraphy against which to check his work, yet in this he was
no different from the vast majority of calligraphers who studied early models through copies and
reproductions such as rubbings. And like these calligraphers, weavers involved in the production
of kesi had access to aesthetic information that gave them insight into the world of high culture
that art historians have assumed was limited to elite collectors. For those kesi that imitated
paintings, but did not copy originals, the craftsmen involved, draughtsmen and weavers, digested
the visual language of painting and altered it in order to create a work of art in a different
medium. These artisans were not only familiar with art historical knowledge, they were experts
at transforming it into a woven work of art. Many weavers probably possessed art historical
knowledge that would have rivaled that of literati connoisseurs. Yet because weavers did not
write inscriptions on works of art, nor write books on how to assemble elegant collections, the
only traces of their art historical knowledge accessible to us are works of kesi themselves.
The attention kesi weavers lavished on depicting details of pictorial scenes in ways that
mirrored painting is evident in the techniques of color blending and transition they developed. A
technique as widely used as phoenix-tail technique was manipulated in many different ways to
create vastly different visual effects. One weaver might stretch out the pattern horizontally in
order to create a sense of a low, gentle hill (Fig. C.1), while another used the pattern on a peach
to give the sense of ripening flesh and rounded shape (Fig. C.2). What is remarkable is how the
weavers used their repertoire of weaving techniques to solve pictorial problems. The continuity
of technqiues also demonstrates that weavers were taught these techniques; a master-apprentice
relationship was likely, where the apprentice learned these color-blending techniques and
continued to use them, teaching them to the next generation of artisans.
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Problems of authorship and authenticity abound in Chinese art, and these acquire another
layer of complexity when studying kesi copies of paintings and calligraphy. As we have seen,
names of artists famous in the Ming dynasty were added to pictorial weavings that seem to have
very little relationship to the artist’s painting style. “Authorship… is dear to art history, for
within the value system of our discipline authorship brings with it a host of privileges. It
promotes the work’s emergence from the anonymity of shop or craft practice, securing its
relation to the actions of an individual.”1 In the case of Cui Bo, for example, his name was
included in Ming-dynasty weavings that clearly were not based on original paintings by his hand.
Although the pictorial compositions were late Ming in character, the Song-dynasty artist’s name
and seal added to them conferred an air of antiquity on these artifacts. Regardless of whether or
not patrons accepted the compositions as being original to Cui Bo or to the Song dynasty, the
inclusion of a Song dynasty name added value to the works.
Bird-and-flower kesi marked with the name of Cui Bo and the depictions of Dongfang
Shuo functioned as auspicious images that were produced for sale to the newly wealthy merchant
class, as well as to the literati elite. Workshops, according to my argument in Chapter 4,
amassed a repertoire of auspicious images and calligraphic inscriptions to create objects that
were luxurious as well as readily marketable. Butterfly and Camellia bearing the name of Zhu
Kerou might also have belonged to a category of Song-style works produced for the antiquehungry Ming market.
On the other hand, a great number of the kesi from the Qing dynasty were luxury objects
produced in imperial workshops. The quality of these works was flawless and truly showed no

1

Krauss (1989), p. 8.
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trace of the weaver’s hand and certainly no signatures of imperial weavers. At the court of
Qianlong, multiple versions of kesi were used for different purposes. Multiples were produced to
preserve and disseminate knowledge of treasured works, for presentation as gifts, and to please
the emperor.

The Last Word: Reproduction of the Imperial Hand
I shall end this study with a work from the hand of the Qianlong emperor himself, which
was subsequently woven into tapestry (Fig. C.3). Bamboo and Rocks, in the Palace Museum,
Beijing, depicts a large foreground rock rendered in shades of gray, with painted lines to give the
rock a sense of surface texture. Painted moss dots line edges of the rock. In front of the rock
sprout three small, green plants. Behind grow tall sprays of red bamboo. The sprays of bamboo
contain a number of subtle shades of red, giving the leaves a sense of natural variation. In the
center of each leaf is a painted red vein. At the top of the scroll, Qianlong’s inscription, written
in running script with cursive elements, is woven in black thread, along with two of his seals in
red. Qianlong’s imperial collector’s seals were pressed onto the surface of the weaving.
Qianlong’s inscription, written in his familiar calligraphy, positions him as a cultured and
hardworking ruler.
Bamboo can be made from ink, it can also be made from vermillion. Using the
red ink left over after reviewing [official memorials], occasionally I write this
[painting], feeling as if the Wei River and the turn of the Qi River have entered
between my desk and mat. The reason for making [this painting] lies there [the
feeling of being in nature] but not here [the bamboo likeness].
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Qianlong xinyou (1741) early autumn, made at Studio of Restraint2
竹可以墨為，亦可以硃為， 批硃餘瀋，偶一寫之，覺渭川淇澳 近在几席
間，所為在彼不在此也。
乾隆辛酉新秋作於抑齋3
Qianlong’s first line alludes to the literati artist and poet Su Shi, said to have been the
first to paint bamboo using red ink.4 The story goes that one day Su Shi painted bamboo with
red ink instead of black, the traditional color for painting bamboo. When a friend pointed out
that bamboo is not red, Su responded that bamboo is also not black. Red bamboo in Chinese is
called zhu zhu 朱竹 – the words “red” and “bamboo” are homophones. The painting of red
bamboo can be seen simply as a play on words and sounds in Chinese. However, because of Su
Shi's great fame, most examples of red bamboo, from the late Ming dynasty onward, were
probably interpreted as allusions to this Song-dynasty scholar and artist, an icon of literati values.
The emperor’s painting reproduced in kesi brings together many of the themes of this
dissertation. First, the inscription creates a link with the Song dynasty in the person of Su Shi,
whom we have already encountered in Dong Qichang’s copy of calligraphy by the Four Song
Masters. The kesi reproduction of an imperial painting also recalls Emperor Huizong, who had

2

I am grateful to Xue Lei, who helped me to translate this inscription.
This inscription is transcribed in Shan (2005), p. 174.
4
There are conflicting stories about who first painted red bamboo and when. One source, Ni gu lu 妮古錄 by Chen
Jiru 陳繼儒(1558-1639), states that an early Ming calligrapher first painted red bamboo, but that same source also
cites Guan Daosheng 管道昇 (1262–1319), who lived earlier, as having painted red bamboo. However, by 1708,
according to Peiwenzhai shuhua pu 佩文齋書畫譜, produced under the Kangxi emperor, compiled by Sun Yueban
孫 岳頒 (1639-1708), the initial story about red bamboo had been altered, placing Su Shi as the artist who first
painted it. It seems the legend of Su Shi first painting red bamboo is fictional and deserves further study, but for
the present dissertation, it suffices to know that in the eighteenth century, Su Shi was considered the originator of
the red bamboo tradition. Thank you to Xue Lei who first mentioned the Su Shi story to me, then forwarded his
notes on the origins of it.
3
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his paintings reproduced in tapestry weave (Figs. 3.10 and 3.11). Other works from the hand of
Qianlong that were reproduced in kesi include Sparrows (Fig. 3.16a), Hardy, Old Cypress, and
Orchids and Rock.5 Like Huizong, Qianlong was deeply involved with the arts – setting up an
imperial painting academy, amassing and cataloguing a vast art collection, as well as producing
works of painting and calligraphy himself. Although Qianlong might have promoted the
equation between himself and Huizong on an artistic level, the phrase “Using the left-over red
ink after reviewing [official memorials], occasionally I write this [painting]” reminds the reader
that Qianlong was a dedicated ruler who only turned to the arts once his official duties were
completed, thus avoiding unfortunate comparisons between himself and the Song emperor who
was said to have lost his kingdom owing to his excessive passion for art.6
At the same time that Qianlong presents himself as both sovereign and sensitive artist, he
states that while painting he feels as if the Wei and Qi Rivers have traversed his chamber—a
phrase that suggests the power of his painting to conjure up a sense in nature far from the world
of the court. He asserts that the reason for making this painting is “there” and not “here,” leading
the reader to infer that Qianlong painted for the sentiment he achieved from the act of painting
rather than for the end result itself – a likeness of bamboo and rocks. In spite of his disavowal of
the importance of his painting, the emperor had it reproduced as a kesi that entered the Qing
imperial collection.

5

See Shan (2005), p. 175, for an image and discussion of Hardy, Old Cypress, in the Palace Museum, Beijing. See
Vollmer (2000), pp. 27-28, for an image and discussion of the silk kesi, Orchids and Rock, in the collection of the Art
Institute of Chicago. For one of Qianlong’s paintings reproduced in embroidery, see Kuhn (2012), fig. 9.51.
6
See Ebrey (2014), p. 507-509, for the ways in which later scholars criticized Huizong, insisting that if he had not
spent so much time and money on material things, the dynasty would not have fallen. See Kares (2010) for the
argument that Kangxi and Qianlong consciously modelled themselves after Song-dynasty emperors.
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Just as the subject matter creates a visual pun—red/zhu bamboo/zhu—the textile
reproduction of the painting creates a visual pun on materiality. As mentioned in Chapter Two,
many objects made for the Qianlong court were produced to look like a different material, such
as porcelain glazed and painted to look like lacquer or wood.7 Like these objects, woven
paintings delight and astonish the viewer. Although kesi undoubtedly rose in popularity during
this time because of its crossing of material boundaries, it also reproduced painting more
faithfully than almost any other medium. A kesi reproduction of a painting can be remarkably
similar to the original, especially when painted touches are added to the weaving; some kesi are
so like paintings that the viewer cannot tell the work is woven without examining it very closely.
It is precisely this close looking that yields a sense of surprise and delight at the realization that
what looks like a painting is in fact a woven image.
Collectors’ seals, inscriptions, and catalogues have all framed our view of kesi within the
perspective of literati culture or the imperial court. While treasured as works of supreme
craftsmanship, kesi were not understood by the literati in the way they understood painting and
calligraphy, which they possessed the means of creating themselves. Woven images were less
easily comprehended, not because of a disdain for the medium, but rather because of a lack of
understanding of how kesi was made. The special features of kesi, such as the colorful images
and the slits between color blocks, were appreciated and recorded. However, after
acknowledging these features and likening kesi to painting, connoisseurs did not have much
more to say. Their lack of knowledge about the production of tapestry kept connoisseurship

7

Steuber (2012), pp. 172-175. For other examples of objects that were designed to look like a material other than
what they were, see Ho and Bronson, p. 234, for a porcelain brush holder with faux wood-grain glaze and p. 236
for a porcelain tea cup made to look like lacquer; see also Hay (2010), pp. 215-235, for his discussion of the “fictive
surface” and visual examples.
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limited. Through a detailed exploration of kesi techniques and its relationship with painting, this
dissertation opens the field for continued discussion and study of how kesi contributed to the
visual culture and art history of early modern China.
Kesi requires that we think of both painting and weaving in new ways. Both media were
more fluid and flexible than we have been led to believe. The interest in producing tapestries
that looked like painting spurred the development of new weaving techniques that then became
part of the vocabulary of kesi weaving in China. More research is necessary to glean how
painting-like kesi affected the media of painting and calligraphy. Certainly kesi that played an
intermedial role between painting, calligraphy, and woven textiles were viewed and treated as art
objects, hung on walls, and kept with other works of painting and calligraphy. Unlike today,
when these works are usually relegated to storage rooms of museums, in the Ming and Qing
periods kesi were a vibrant part of material and visual culture. From the examples studied above,
they were used as birthday gifts, painting covers, objects that disseminated calligraphic styles,
and even treasured as Song-dynasty objects.
Cloth and clothing, silk and cotton, were treasured in China for their beauty and
usefulness as well as for qualities of industriousness and virtue associated with them. Weavers
were praised and portrayed in paintings, prints, poetry, and stories. However, the kesi craftsman
was rarely acknowledged. The name of Zhu Kerou has become legendary, though possibly not
based on historical fact. The weaver Wu Qi has also become known through his woven
signature on a kesi, yet his dates or skills are not recorded. Only in an inscription by Shen Zhou
do we see an acknowledgement by a painter of the materials of a weaver. Technological
processes were described and written about (see Appendix), but the weaver, his or her training,
technical means, and artistic choices were not traditionally acknowledged. This dissertation has
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shed light on the artistic processes and choices made by kesi weavers who solved aesthetic
problems within the possibilities of their medium, taking materiality and technique into
consideration when working. Despite lack of textual sources, this dissertation looks to the object
to guide our understanding of kesi, allowing the work of the weaver to become an important part
of our understanding of Chinese visual culture.
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FIGURES
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Fig. I.1
Detail of band with a pomegranate design
Eastern Han dynasty (25-220 CE)
Wool tapestry, 59 x 57 cm
Excavated from Tomb 2, High Plateau, Loulan, Xinjiang
Institute of Archaeology, Academy of Social Sciences of the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous
Region

Fig. I.2
Silk tapestry, kesi, belt
Originally adorning a small wooden figurine
Tang dynasty (618-907), ca. 685 CE
9.5 x 1 cm
Excavated, 1973, from Tomb 206 at Astana, Turfan
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region Museum, Urumqi
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Fig. I.3
Female Figure
Tang dynasty (618-907), before 688
Wood with pigments, paper, and silk,
(belt made from kesi)
Height: 29.5 cm
Excavated, 1973, from the tomb of Zhang
Xiong and his wife, Turfan
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region
Museum, Urumqi
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Fig. I.4
Fig. I.4a (Detail)
Silk tapestry, kesi, with quatrefoil design
Tang Dynasty (618-907)
25.5 x 8.5cm
Excavated, 1983, from the Reshui River gravesite, Dulan, Qinghai
Qinghai Provincial Institute of Cultural Relics and Archaeology, Xining
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Fig. I.5
Silk tapestry hat
Liao dynasty (907-1125), dated 938-946
Silk tapestry, kesi, with gold threads
30 x 27 cm
Excavated, 1992, Daiqintala, Keyouzhong banner, Xing’an prefecture, Inner Mongolia
Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region Museum, Hohhot
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Fig. I.6
Purple ground “Phoenix and Magpie pattern” kesi
Northern Song dynasty (960-1127)
Silk tapestry, kesi
132 x 55.6 cm
Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang
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Fig. I.7
A Dhyani Buddha
Qing dynasty (1644-1912)
Silk tapestry, kesi, mounted as a panel
78 x 50.4 cm
Freer Gallery of Art F1917.116,
Washington D. C.

Fig. I.8
Hanging with decoration of deer in a landscape (Detail)
Qing dynasty, Kangxi period (1662-1722)
Silk tapestry, kesi, 171 x 59 cm
Chris Hall Collection
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Fig. 1.1
Modern upright or horizontal kesi loom, with partially woven kesi composition
Hangzhou Silk Museum, Hangzhou, China, 2005
Photo by author

Fig. 1.2
Small model tapestry vertical loom
England, Late 19th century
Wood with metal fittings, partially worked warp and bobbins
Height 68 cm, width 56 cm, depth 29.5 cm
Victoria and Albert Museum 293-1893, London
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Fig. 1.3
Immortal Holding a Peach (Detail of Fig. 4.1)
Note the twisted warp threads that can be seen through the blue weft threads. These threads are
twisted “Z”, categorized as such because the diagonal line on the warps is going the same
direction as the diagonal line on the letter Z.
Ming dynasty, 16th century
Silk tapestry, kesi mounted on panel, 116.8 x 61 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art 26.114.4, New York
Photo by author

Fig. 1.4
Balanced plain weave: warp and weft equal
in size, spacing, and count.
Source: The Primary Structures of Fabrics,
Fig. 85

Fig. 1.5
Weft-faced plain weave: weft is battened down tightly over the warp threads which are barely, if
at all, visible.
Source: The Primary Structures of Fabrics, Fig. 87
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Fig. 1.6
Winter Flowers, after Cui Bo (Detail of Fig. 4.31)
Detail showing eccentric weaving on the lingzhi
fungus
Photo by author

Fig. 1.7
Partially woven kesi composition, showing loose threads from the weaver’s point-of-view.
Hangzhou Silk Museum, Hangzhou, 2005
Photo by author
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Fig. 1.8
Fig. 1.8a
Dragons Chasing Flaming Pearls
Detail of reverse, showing weft threads left
Central Asia, 13th century
loose, Photo by author
Silk and metallic thread, tapestry weave, 46.4 x 32.4 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art 1987.8, New York

Fig. 1.10
Diagram of Single Interlocking Tapestry
Diagram by Dorothy K. Burnham
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto

Fig. 1.9
Diagram of Slit Tapestry
Diagram by Dorothy K. Burnham
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto
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Fig. 1.11
Diagram of Double Interlocking Tapestry
Diagram by Dorothy K. Burnham
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto

Fig. 1.12
Diagram of Dovetailed Tapestry
Diagram by Dorothy K. Burnham
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto
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Fig. 1.13
Detail of Floral Patterns against Checker showing “outline technique”
Tang dynasty (618-907)
Silk tapestry, kesi
Shōsōin collection, Nara
Source: Shōsōin hōmotsu: senshoku, no. 40

Fig. 1.14
Handscroll of Calligraphy after Dong Qichang and the Four Masters of the Northern Song
(Detail of Fig. 2.1) Example of “passing bobbins” technique
Chinese, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period (1736-1795)
Silk tapestry weave mounted as a handscroll, Museum of Fine Arts 2005.193, Boston
Photo by author
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Fig. 1.15
Tapestry Fan of a Peony Flower
Ming dynasty, 15th-16th centuries
Fan mounted as an album leaf; kesi tapestry woven
with silk and gold threads, 24.1 x 27.4 cm
Freer Gallery of Art, 1916.571j, Washington D.C.

Fig. 1.15a
Detail of Tapestry Fan
showing “wooden comb technique”
Photo by author

Fig. 1.16
Immortal Holding a Peach
(Detail of Fig. 4.1)
Example of “long and short”
technique, random long and short
lines of color that blend the two
color blocks.
Silk tapestry, kesi mounted on panel
Ming dynasty, 16th century
Metropolitan Museum of Art
26.114.4, New York
Photo by author
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Fig. 1.17
Tapestry of Peonies and Other Flowers (Hundred flowers design) (Detail of Fig. 3.13)
Example of “blended technique” on the peony petals
Song or Ming dynasty
Silk tapestry, kesi woven with polychrome silk threads
Freer Gallery of Art F1915.4, Washington
Photo by author

Fig. 1.18
Immortal Holding a Peach
(Detail of Fig. 4.1)
Example of hatching on figure’s chin.
Silk tapestry, kesi mounted on panel
Metropolitan Museum of Art 26.114.4
New York
Photo by author
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Fig. 1.19
Phoenixes Calling in Harmony
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, silk tapestry, kesi
148 x 48.5 cm
Palace Museum, Taipei

Fig. 1.19a
Phoenixes Calling in Harmony
Detail showing “phoenix-tail technique” on the rocks
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Fig. 1.20
Landscape: A Palace among Mountains
Qing dynasty, 17th-18th century
Silk tapestry mounted on a panel with painted touches, 116.7 x 119.9 cm
Freer Gallery of Art F1917.119, Washington D.C.
Photo by author

Fig. 1.20a
Detail
Qing example of “phoenix-tail technique”
Photo by author

Fig. 1.20b
Detail
Qing example of “joined threads”
Photo by author
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Fig. 1.21
Tapestry of Peonies and Other Flowers (Hundred Flowers design) (Detail of Fig. 3.13)
Note the striations in the leaf caused by the variations in dye on a single thread.
Song or Ming dynasty
Silk tapestry kesi, mounted as a panel
Freer Gallery of Art F1915.4, Washington D.C.
Photo by author
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Fig. 1.22
Fan Kuan 范寬 (active ca. 1023-1031)
Travelers amid Mountains and Streams
Northern Song dynasty (960-1127)
Hanging scroll, ink and color on silk
206.3 x 103.3 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei

Fig. 1.23
Ma Yuan (active ca. 1190-1225)
Scholar Viewing a Waterfall
Southern Song Dynasty (1127-1279)
Album leaf, ink and color on silk
25.1 x 26 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art 1973.120.9
New York

Fig. 1.24
Zhao Mengfu (1254-1322), Twin Pines, Level Distance, ca. 1310
Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368), Handscroll, ink on paper, 26.8 x 107.5 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art 1973.120.5, New York
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Fig. 1.25
Dai Jin (1388-1462)
The Hermit Xu You Resting by a Stream
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, ink and color on silk
138 x 75.5 cm
The Cleveland Museum of Art 1974.45

Fig. 1.26
Wen Shu (1595-1634)
Lily, Narcissus, and Garden Rock, 1627
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, ink and color on paper
127 x 51.4 cm
Former Collection of John M. Crawford
Jr.
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Fig. 1.27
Han Ximeng (fl. 1634-1641)
Flower and Butterfly from the album Flowers and Fishes
Ming dynasty (1368-1644), dated 1641
Embroidery on silk, 30.3 x 23.9 cm
Shanghai Museum
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Fig. 1.28
Fig. 1.28a
Winter Flowers After Cui Bo
Winter Flowers, detail showing moss dots
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, mounted as a panel, silk tapestry, kesi
100.3 x 43.2 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art 13.220.102
New York
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Fig. 1.28b
Winter Flowers, close-up detail of moss dots
Photo by author
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Fig. 1.29
A Full View of Mount Jinshan
Qing dynasty, Qianlong period (1736-1795)
Hanging screen, silk tapestry with painted touches
114 x 69 cm
Palace Museum, Beijing

Fig. 1.29a
A Full View of Mount Jinshan
Detail showing painted outlines on leaves,
lines on rocks, and moss dots

Fig. 1.30
Tapestry Fan of a Peony Flower
Ming dynasty, 15th-16th centuries
Fan mounted as an album leaf
Silk tapestry kesi, 24.7 x 27.7 cm
Freer Gallery of Art F1916.571a
Washington D.C.
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Fig. 2.1
Handscroll of Calligraphy after Dong Qichang and the Four Masters of the Northern Song
Qing dynasty, Qianlong period (1736-1795)
Silk tapestry weave mounted as a handscroll
29.5 x 289.5 cm
Museum of Fine Arts 2005.193, Boston
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Fig. 2.1a
Handscroll of Calligraphy after Dong Qichang and the Four Masters of the Northern Song,
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
View of scroll closed
Photo by author

Fig. 2.1b
Handscroll, Boston version
Detail showing serrated edges of diagonal lines
Photo by author
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Fig. 2.1c
Handscroll, Boston scroll, detail showing thread ligaments
Photo by author
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Fig. 2.1d
Handscroll, Boston scroll, detail
Photo by author
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Fig. 2.1e
Handscroll, Detail of Boston scroll, showing the even, finely woven surface
Photo by author

Fig. 2.1f
Comparison of ren and jiu characters within Handscroll after Dong Qichang (Boston scroll), ren
from the section after Su Shi (left), with the jiu character in the section after Mi Fu (right).
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Fig. 2.2
Handscroll after Dong Qichang and the
Four Masters of the Northern Song
Qing dynasty,
Qianlong period (1736-1795)
Silk tapestry weave mounted as a
handscroll, 28.2 x 300.9 cm
Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang
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Fig. 2.3
Textile with Animals and Woven Inscription reading, “chang shou ming guang”
Eastern Han dynasty, 1st-3rd century, woven silk, warp-faced compound tabby, 22.5 x 37 cm
Excavated, 1980, at Loulang, Bayingolin, Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region
Xinjiang Institute of Archaeology

Fig. 2.4
Textile with Hexagons and Character (wang), Tang dynasty, 7th century, Woven silk, weft-faced
compound tabby, 31.4 x 30.5 cm, Excavated, 1966, from Tomb 44 (dated 655), Astana, Turfan,
Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region Museum
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Fig. 2.5
Kesi after Calligraphy by Mi Fu, Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, silk tapestry weave, 103.7 x 43.7 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei
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Fig. 2.6
Cai Xiang (1012-1067)
Letter to Officer-Gentleman Du
Song dynasty (960-1279)
Album leaf, ink on paper, 29.2 x 46.8 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei

Fig. 2.6a
Comparison of Handscroll After Dong Qichang, Boston scroll (left), with Cai Xiang, Letter to
Officer-Gentleman Du, album leaf, ink on paper, National Palace Museum, Taipei (middle), and
Handscroll After Dong Qichang, Shenyang scroll (right)
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Fig. 2.1g
Handscroll after Dong Qichang, beginning of Su Shi section
Boston scroll

Fig. 2.7
Su Shi (1037-1101)
Poems Written at Huangzhou on the Cold Food Festival (detail)
Song dynasty (960-1279)
Handscroll, ink on paper, 34.2 x 199.5 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei
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Fig. 2.7a
Comparison the character guo in Handscroll, Boston scroll (left) with Su Shi, Poems Written at
Huangzhou on the Cold Food Festival (middle), Shenyang scroll (right)

Fig. 2.8
Huang Tingjian (1045-1105)
Colophon for Poems Written at Huangzhou on the Cold Food Festival (detail)
Song dynasty (960-1279)
Handscroll, ink on paper, 34.2 x 199.5 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei

Fig. 2.8a
Comparison of ye character in Boston scroll (left), Huang Tingjian, colophon for Cold Food
Festival (middle) and Shenyang scroll (right)
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Fig. 2.9
Huang Tingjian (1045-1105)
Windy Pavilion of the Pines, 1102
Song dynasty (960-1279)
Handscroll, ink on paper, 32.8 x 219.2 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei

Fig. 2.9a
Comparison of the character sai Boston scroll (left), with han from Huang Tingjian Windy
Pavilion of the Pines (middle), Shenyang scroll (right)

Fig. 2.10
Mi Fu (1052-1107)
Poems Written on Sichuan Silk, 1088
Song dynasty (960-1279)
Handscroll, ink on silk, 27.8 x 270.8 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei
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Fig. 2.10a
Comparison of xiang character in Mi Fu section of Boston scroll (left), Mi Fu, Poems on Sichuan
Silk (middle) and Shenyang scroll (right)

Fig. 2.11
Comparison of the character sai Boston scroll (left), with han from Huang Tingjian Windy
Pavilion of the Pines (middle left), Shenyang scroll (middle right), with Mi Fu, Poems on
Sichuan Silk (far right)

Fig. 2.12
Comparison of the Boston (left) and Shenyang (right) scrolls, title and opening characters
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Fig. 2.13
Detail of two Handscroll kesi
Boston scroll (left) and Shenyang scroll (right)

Fig. 2.14
Comparison of the ends of the Boston scroll (left) and Shenyang scroll (right)
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Fig. 2.15
Comparison of the signature woven into the Boston scroll (left) with the Shenyang scroll
(middle), and close-up of Boston scroll (right)
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Fig. 2.16
Seal Impressions from Dong Qichang seals (right)
Source: Celia Carrington Riely (1992), p. 299
Compared with woven seals on the Boston kesi scroll (left)
Upper seal: Zong bo xue shi 宗伯學士
Lower seal: Dong shi xuan zai 董氏玄宰
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Fig. 2.17
After Wang Xizhi (303–361)
Ritual to Pray for Good Harvest, undated
Handscroll, ink on paper
letter proper: 24.4 x 8.9 cm, object: 30 x 372 cm
Art Museum, Princeton University
1998-140

Fig. 2.17a
Kesi wrapper for Xingrang tie and detail (right)
Ming dynasty kesi silk tapestry weave, Height: 29.8 cm
Art Museum, Princeton University, 1998-140
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Fig. 3.1
Attributed to Zhu Kerou (active late twelfth – thirteenth centuries)
Butterfly and Camellia
Silk tapestry mounted as an album leaf
26 x 25 cm
Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang

Fig. 3.1a
Detail of seal on Butterfly and Camellia
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Fig. 3.1b
Detail of Butterfly and Camellia showing “joined thread” technique on calyx

Fig. 3.1c
Butterfly and Camellia with Wen Congjian (1574-1648) inscription, ink on paper, Liaoning
Provincial Museum, Shenyang
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Fig. 3.2
Attributed to Zhu Kerou (active late twelfth-thirteenth centuries)
Peony, Silk tapestry mounted as an album leaf, 23.2 x 23.8 cm
Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang

Fig. 3.2a Peony with Zhang Xizhi (fl. 1496) inscription, ink on paper, Liaoning Provincial
Museum, Shenyang
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Fig. 3.3
Attributed to Zhu Kerou (12th-13th centuries)
Ducks on a Lotus Pond
Silk tapestry, kesi
107.5 x 108.8 cm
Shanghai Museum of Art
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Fig. 3.4
Scroll wrapper
Song dynasty (960-1279), 11th-12th century CE
Silk tapestry, kesi, 36.2 x 31.8 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art 1983.105, New York

Fig. 3.5
Old Trees, Level Distance and the kesi wrapper that had been mounted on the scroll, now
separated from it
Attributed to Guo Xi (ca. 1001-ca. 1090)
Song dynasty, painting dated ca. 1080
Handscroll, ink and color on silk, 35.6 x 104.4 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Fig. 3.6
Scroll Wrapper, Purple ground
“Phoenix and Magpie pattern”
Originally mounted to Sun Guoting’s
calligraphy, Thousand Character Essay
Northern Song dynasty (960-1127)
Silk tapestry, kesi, 18.7 x 27.9 cm
Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang
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Fig. 3.7
Li Di (ca. 1100 – after 1197)
Hibiscus Blossoms
Southern Song dynasty,
dated 1197
Album leaf, ink and colors on
silk, 25.5 x 26 cm
Tokyo National Museum

Fig. 3.8
Ma Yuan (active ca. 1190-1225)
Apricot Blossoms,
inscribed by Yang Meizi (1162–1232)
Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279)
Album leaf, ink and colors on silk
25.8 x 27.3 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei
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Fig. 3.9
Hall in the Mountains of Immortals
Northern Song dynasty (early 12th century)
Album leaf, silk tapestry, kesi, 28.1 x 35.7 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei

Fig. 3.10
Bird and Flower, after Emperor
Huizong’s painting
Song Dynasty (960-1279)
Hanging scroll, silk tapestry, kesi
26 x 24cm
Palace Museum, Beijing
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Fig. 3.11
Bird and Flower after Huizong, Song dynasty (960-1279)
Album leaf, silk tapestry, kesi, 26 x 24 cm
Palace Museum, Beijing

Fig. 3.12
Kesi wrapper, Hundred Flowers design, mounted on the Admonitions Scroll
Song dynasty (960-1279)
Silk tapestry, kesi, 343.75 x 24.37 cm (entire scroll)
British Museum 1903,0408,0.1, London
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Fig. 3.13
Tapestry of Peonies and Other Flowers
Song or Ming dynasty
Silk tapestry, kesi, mounted as a panel
86.8 x 37.5 cm
Freer Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.
F1915.4

Fig. 3.14
Hundred Flowers
Song dynasty (960-1279)
Hanging scroll, silk tapestry, kesi
87.5 x 39 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei
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Fig. 3.15
Scroll Cover for an Imperial Manuscript
Qing dynasty, Qianlong period, before 1764
Silk and metallic thread, kesi, 38.1 x 34.3 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art 41.123.2,
New York

Fig. 3.16
Cloud and Dragon Pattern kesi wrapper
for Fig. 3.16a
Qing dynasty, Qianlong period (17361795)
Silk tapestry, kesi
Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang

Fig. 3.16a
Sparrows after a Painting by the Qianlong Emperor
Qing dynasty, Qianlong period (1736-1795)
Silk tapestry, kesi, 32.4 x 97.7 cm
Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang
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Fig. 3.17
Butterfly and Camellia (Detail of Fig. 3.1)
Attributed to Zhu Kerou (active late twelfth – thirteenth centuries)
Silk tapestry mounted as an album leaf
Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang
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Fig. 3.18
Scroll wrapper (Detail of Fig. 3.4)
Song dynasty, 11th-12th century CE
Silk tapestry, kesi
Metropolitan Museum of Art 1983.105, New York
Photo by author
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Fig. 3.19
Hall in the Mountains of Immortals (detail of Fig. 3.9)
Northern Song dynasty (early 12th century)
Album leaf, silk tapestry, kesi
National Palace Museum, Taipei
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Fig. 3.20
Fish among Aquatic Plants
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Album leaf, silk tapestry, kesi
25 x 25 cm
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
17.612

Fig. 3.20a
Fish among Aquatic Plants (Detail of Fig. 3.19)
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Album leaf, silk tapestry, kesi
Museum of Fine Arts 17.612 Boston
Photo by author
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Fig. 3.21
Attributed to Zhao Kexiong (active early 12th century)
Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279)
Album leaf, ink and color on silk, 22.5 x 25.1 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art 13.100.110, New York
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Fig. 4.1
Immortal Holding a Peach
Silk tapestry, kesi mounted on panel
Ming dynasty, 16th century
116.8 x 61 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art 26.114.4
New York

Fig. 4.2
Immortal Holding a Peach after Shen Zhou
Hanging scroll, silk tapestry kesi
Ming dynasty, 16th century
152.7 x 54.6 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei
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Fig. 4.1a
Immortal Holding a Peach, detail of face
New York version
Photo by author

Fig. 4.2a
Immortal Holding a Peach, detail of face
Taipei version

Fig. 4.1b
Immortal Holding a Peach, detail showing figure’s right shoulder, light blue wash along outline
of robe
New York version
Photo by author
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Fig. 4.1c
Immortal Holding a Peach
Detail showing differences in sleeve

Fig. 4.2c
Immortal Holding a Peach
Detail showing sleeve

Fig. 4.3
Shen Zhou (1427-1509)
Poet on a Mountaintop
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Album leaf, ink and color on paper,
38.7 x 60.3 cm
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 4651/1, Kansas City

Fig. 4.4
Shen Zhou (1427-1509)
Gardeners
Ming Dynasty (1368-1644)
Album leaf, ink and color on
paper, 38.7 x 60.3 cm
Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 4651/2, Kansas City
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Fig. 4.5
Shen Zhou (1427-1509)
Copy of Dai Jin’s Xie An at East Mountain, dated 1480
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Ink and colors on silk, 170.7 x 89.9 cm
Mr. and Mrs. Wan-go H. C. Weng
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Fig. 4.2b
Inscription from Immortal Holding a Peach
Taipei version

Fig. 4.6
Shen Zhou (1427-1509)
Night Vigil, dated 1492
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, ink and colors on paper, 84.8 x 21.8 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei
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Fig. 4.7
Shen Zhou (1427-1509)
Fig. 4.7a
Rainy Thoughts, dated 1487
Rainy Thoughts (detail of inscription)
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, ink on paper, 67.1 x 30.6 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei

Fig. 4.8
ye character from Immortal (left) and Rainy Thoughts (right)

Fig. 4.9
zuo character from Immortal (left) and Rainy Thoughts (right)
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Fig. 4.10
Attributed to Shen Zhou (1427-1509)
The Bottle Gourd Immortal (Hulu xian), 1501
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, ink and color on paper, 59.7 x 26.7 cm
The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art 47-69, Kansas City
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Fig. 4.11
Zhang Lu (1464-1538)
Shide Laughing at the Moon
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, ink on silk
158.2 x 89.2 cm
Freer Gallery of Art F1911.302
Washington D. C.

Fig. 4.12
Wu Wei (1459-1508)
Dongfang Shuo Stealing the Peach of Immortality
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, ink and colors on silk
134.6 x 87.6 cm
Mount Holyoke College Art Museum
MH1963.21.J.Pl, South Hadley
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Fig. 4.13
Tang Yin (1470-1524)
Dongfang Shuo Stealing a Peach
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, ink and color on paper, 144.2 x 50.4 cm
Shanghai Museum of Art

Fig. 4.14
Dongfang Shuo Carrying Peaches (front and back views)
Ming dynasty, ca. 17th century
Jade, height: 5.6 cm
Freer Gallery of Art F1916.174, Washington D.C.
Photos by author
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Fig. 4.15
Chicken-bone Jade Carving of Dongfang Shuo
Ming-Qing dynasty, 16th-17th century
Height: 19 cm
Source: Christies, New York, Sept. 17, 2008,
Sale 2017, lot 294

Fig. 4.16
Liu Anfei
Portrait of Dongfang Shuo
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, hair embroidery on silk, 23 x 98 cm
Palace Museum, Beijing
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Fig. 4.17
Dongfang Shuo Stealing the Peach of Immortality
Yuan dynasty (1279-1368)
Hanging scroll, silk tapestry kesi
58 x 33 cm
Palace Museum, Beijing
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Fig. 4.18
Peaches Presented as a Birthday Present
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, silk tapestry kesi
109.8 x 54.3 cm
Palace Museum, Taipei
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Fig. 4.19
Peach, Lingzhi and Garden Rock
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, silk tapestry kesi
71.6 x 37.5 cm
Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang

Fig. 4.20
Peach, Lingzhi, and Orchid
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Silk tapestry, kesi
27.1 x 33.2 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei
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Fig. 4.21
Peaches of Immortality
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Silk tapestry, kesi with woven inscription
and signature of Shen Zhou, 82.7 x 43 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei

Fig. 4.22
Peaches of Immortality
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Silk tapestry kesi with woven inscription
46.8 x 38.8 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei
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Fig. 4.23
Peaches of Immortality, (details of woven inscription)
Shen Zhou version (left) Wu Xu version (right)
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Fig. 4.24
The Eight Daoist Immortals, The Three Stars, and the Queen Mother of the West
Qing dynasty, Qianlong reign (1736-1795)
Hanging scroll, ink and colors on kesi silk tapestry, 183.5 x 104.8 cm
Asian Art Museum of San Francisco, The Avery Brundage Collection B62D28
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Fig. 4.25
The Three Stars (三星圖 Sanxing tu)
Qing dynasty, Qianlong period (1736-1795)
Hanging scroll, kesi with embroidery and painted touches, 412 x 135 cm
Palace Museum, Beijing, Qing Court Collection
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Fig. 4.26
Dongfang Shuo Stealing a Peach
Qing dynasty, Qianlong (1736-1795) or Jiaqing (1796-1820) period, Kesi tapestry, 165 x 84 cm
Source: Christie’s New York, September 17, 2008, sale 2027, lot 243

Fig. 4.27
Dongfang Shou Stealing the Peach of
Immortality
Qing dynasty (1644-1912), dated 1804
Woodblock print
original publication unknown
Source: Otto, fig. 23
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Fig. 4.28
Three Autumns (San qiu)
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, silk tapestry kesi
Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang
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Fig. 4.29
After “Flowers” by Cui Bo
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, kesi silk tapestry, 102 cm x 44.4 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei
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Fig. 4.30
Butterfly and Chrysanthemums
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Hanging scroll, silk tapestry kesi
285 x 63.5 cm (entire scroll)
Musée des Tissus MT23333, Lyon
Photo by author

Fig. 4.30a
Detail of woven signature and seal
Photo by author
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Fig. 4.31
Winter Flowers, after Cui Bo
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Tapestry-woven silk, kesi
100.3cm x 43.2 cm
Metropolitan Museum of Art 13.220.102,
New York

Fig. 4.31a
Winter Flowers, after Cui Bo
Detail showing Cui Bo “signature”
Photo by author
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Fig. 4.32
Spring Flowers and Sparrows, after Cui Bo
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Kesi tapestry woven silk
104.8 cm x 41.5 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei

Fig. 4.33
Two Swallows and an Apricot Tree,
signed Xu Xi
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Kesi tapestry woven silk, 100.5 x 38.1 cm
Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sackler
Gallery RLS1997.48.3897, Washington
D.C.
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Fig. 4.34
Cui Bo (active ca. 1050-1080)
Magpies and Hare, dated 1061
Hanging scroll, ink and color on silk, 193.7 x 103.4 cm
National Palace Museum, Taipei
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Fig. 4.34a
Detail of Cui Bo signature

Shenyang

Taipei

Lyon

New York

Taipei

Washington D.C.

Fig. 4.35
The six extant kesi with Cui Bo and Xu Xi signatures
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Fig. C.1
Winter Flowers, After Cui Bo (Details of Fig. 4.30)
Showing elongated feng wei qiang
Hanging scroll, mounted as a panel, silk tapestry, kesi
Metropolitan Museum of Art 13.220.102, New York

Fig. C.2
Peaches Presented as a Birthday Present
(Detail of Fig. 4.18)
Showing abbreviated phoenix-tail technique
on peaches
Ming dynasty (1368-1644)
Kesi, silk tapestry weave
Palace Museum, Taipei
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Fig. C.3
Bamboo and Rock, after Emperor Qianlong
Qing dynasty, Qianlong period (1736-1796)
Hanging scroll, silk tapestry, 123 x 43 cm
Qing court collection, Palace Museum, Beijing
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GLOSSARY OF CHINESE CHARACTERS

An Qi 安岐 (1683–c. 1746)

Chu Lianxiang 楚蓮香 (active Tang
dynasty)

bafen 八分

ci 此

bai hua 百花

Cui Bo 崔白 (active ca. 1050-80)

baimiao 白描

Cun su tang cang 存素堂藏

Ban Gu 班固 (32-92)

da suo 搭梭

Bian Shuyuan 卞淑媛

dai 帶

Bian Yongyu 卞永誉 (1645-1712)

Dai Jin 戴进 (1388-1462)

bo 伯
bu 不

Ding Guanpeng 丁觀鵬 (ca. 1708- after
1771)

bu ji 不及

Dong Qichang 董其昌 (1555-1636)

Cai Xiang 蔡襄 (1012-1067)

Dong shi xuan zai 董氏玄宰

Cai Yong 蔡邕 (132-192)

Dongfang Shuo 東方朔 (b. 160 BCE)

can he qiang 參和戧

Dou Tao 竇滔

Cao Zhao 曹昭 (active 1388)

Du Mu 都穆 (1459-1525)

ce 册

Dunhuang Qianfodong 敦煌千佛洞

chang duan qiang 長短戧

Emperor Gaozong 高宗 (r. 1127-1162)

changshou 長壽

Emperor Huizong 徽宗 (r. 1101-1126)

chang shou ming guang 長壽明光

Emperor Kangxi 康熙 (r. 1661-1722)

chao xian jian 朝鮮箋

Emperor Ningzong 寧宗, (r. 1194-1224)

chao yin 朝隱

Emperor Qianlong 乾隆 (r. 1736-1795)

Chen Jiru 陳繼儒 (1558-1639)

Fan Kuan 范寬 (active ca. 1023-1031)

Chen Yuanlong 陳元龍 (1652-1736)

fang 仿
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fenben 粉本

Jiming 濟明

feng 風

jia gu wen 甲骨文

feng wei qiang 鳳尾戧

Jiaqing Emperor 嘉慶帝 (r. 1796-1820)

fu 福

jin 錦

Gao Lian 高濂 (d. 1500)

jiu 久

ge 革

Kaifeng 開封

Geng zhi tu 耕織圖

ke 刻

Gongjin 公謹

ke 緙

gou ke 構緙

kemao 緙毛

Gu Kaizhi 顧愷之 (ca. 345-ca.406)

kese 刻色

Gu Yingtai 谷應泰 (1620-1690)

kesi hua 刻絲畫

Guan Daosheng 管道昇 (1262–1319)

kesi mao 緙絲毛

guo 過

kesi 克絲

Guo Xi 郭熙 (ca. 1001-ca. 1090)

kesi 刻絲

han 寒

kesi 剋絲

Han Wudi 漢武帝 (r. 140-87 BCE)

kesi 緙絲

Han Ximeng 韓希孟 (fl. 1634-1641)

ketie 刻帖

Hangzhou 杭州

Kuaixuetang fashu 快雪堂法書

hao 好

Lady Li 李夫人

he hua xian 合花綫

lanse 藍色

Hong Hao 洪皓 (1088-1155)

Leng Mei 冷枚 (active 1677-1742)

Huang Tingjian 黄庭堅 (1045-1105)

Li Di 李迪 (ca. 1100 – after 1197)

hui wen 回文

Li Ronggen 李荣根

ji 及

lin 臨

ji 吉

Lin’an 臨安

ji 即

ling 綾
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lingzhi 靈芝

sai 塞

Liu Anfei 劉安妃 (active Ming dynasty)

Sanxi Tang fa tie 三稀堂法帖

Longshan 龍山

Sanxi Tang 三稀堂

Lou jiang Zhu shi 婁江朱氏

shanshui 山水

Lou Shu 樓壽 (1090-1162)

Shen Zhou 沈周 (1427-1509)

Lu 祿

Shen Zifan 沈子蕃 (active Southern Song
dynasty)

Lü Ji 呂紀 (active ca. 1500)

shou 壽

lü 縷

shou dao 守到

Ma Shou’an 馬守菴

Shoulao 壽老

Ma Yuan 馬遠 (act. ca. 1190-1225)

shuanggou kuotian 雙鉤廓填

Mi Fu 米芾 (1052-1107)

shu 書

mo 摹

shufa 書法

mogu 没骨

shui xian 水仙

mu 木

si 絲

mu 目

Song Yingxing 宋應星 (1587-?)

mu shu qiang 木梳戧

Songjiang 松江

Ni Zan 倪瓚 (1306-1374)

Su Dongpo 蘇東坡

nü 女

Su Hui 蘇蕙 (4th century CE)

pi 癖

Su Shi 蘇軾 (1037-1101)

ping ke 平緙

Sun Kuang 孫鑛 (1543-1613)

Qian qing gong 乾清宮

suo 梭

qiang 戧

Suzhou Embroidery Institute 蘇州刺繡研究
所

qiang se 戧色
rao ke 繞緙

Suzhou 蘇州

ren 人

taben 拓本

ri 日

Taihu 太湖
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Tang Yin 唐寅 (1470-1524)

Xiwangmu 西王母

Tao Zongyi 陶宗儀 (1329-1410)

Xu Lin 徐霖

tong jing duan wei 通經斷緯

Xu Xi 徐熙 (d. before 975)

Wang Meng 王蒙 (ca. 1308-1385)

xue 學

Wang Xianzhi 王獻之 (344-386)

Xuanji tu 璇璣圖

Wang Xizhi 王羲之 (303–361)

Yan Zhenqing 顏真卿 (709-785)

Wang Xun 王珣 (350-401)

Yang Meizi 楊妹子 (1162–1232)

wang 王

Yang Shen 楊慎 (1488-1559)

wei yun 緯暈

Yangxin Dian 養心殿

wei 偽

yanse 顏色

Wen Congjian 文從簡 (1574-1648)

ye 也

Wen Shu 文叔 (1595-1634)

Yiheming 瘞鶴銘

Wen Zhengming 文徵明 (1470-1559)

Yu Shinan 虞世南 (558-638)

Wen Zhenheng 文震亨 (1585-1645)

Yu shu fang 御書房

Wen Zhenmeng 文震孟 (1574-1636)

yun 暈

Wu Cheng’en 吴承恩 (ca. 1500-ca 1582)

yunfa 暈法

Wu Dexiu 吳德修 (fl. ca. 1692)

zhanbi 顫筆

Wu Qi 吳圻 (active Ming dynasty)

Zhang Hua 張華 (232-300)

Wu Wei 吳偉 (1459-1508)

Zhang Lu 張路 (1464-1538)

Wu Xu 吳煦

Zhang Xiong 張雄 (d. 633)

Wu Zetian 武則天 (624/627-705)

Zhang Xizhi 張習志 (fl. 1496)

Wuqi 五奇

Zhang Yingwen 張應文 (active 16th
century)

Xia Gui 夏珪 (active early thirteenth
century)

Zhang Zhao 張照 (1691-1745)

xiang 相

Zhao Kexiong 趙克夐 (early 12th century)

Xiangyang 襄陽

zhen 真
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zhen 鍼

Zhu Kerou 朱克柔 (active 12th century)

zhi 製

Zhu Qiqian 朱啟鈐 (1872-1964)

zhicheng 織成

Zhu Yunming 祝允明 (1460-1526)

zhisi 織絲

zhu 竹

Zhixing 治行

Zhuang Chuo 莊綽 (b. 1078)

Zhou li 周禮

zi 子

Zhou Mi 周密 (1232-1308)

Zong bo xue shi 宗伯學士

Zhou Qi 周祈 (fl. 1583)
Zhu Kerou yin 朱克柔印
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APPENDIX: Kesi terminology1
Characters
刻絲

Pinyin and
Translation
kesi
“carved silk”

Author of
work
Zhuang Chuo
莊綽
(b. 1078)

Title of work

Date

Further information

Ji lei bian
鷄肋編
(The Chicken’s
Ribs or
Miscellany)
Song mo ji wen
松漠紀聞
(Records from
the Pine
Wilderness)
Meng liang lu
夢梁錄
(Dream of the
Former Capital)

1133

First written account of
tapestry weaving in China2

剋絲

kesi
(transliteration)

Hong Hao
洪皓
(1088-1155)

ca. 1140

Refers to robes worn by
Uyghur tribes during
author’s internment in the
North3

剋絲

kesi
(transliteration)

Wu Zimu
吳自牧
(fl. 1274)

1274

Text discusses social life
of Hangzhou4

克絲

kesi
(transliteration)

Tuotuo
脫脫
(1313-1355)

Liao shi
遼史
(History of the
Liao)

Yuan
dynasty

Refers to material used to
make emperor’s robe5

克絲

kesi
(transliteration)

Zhou Mi
周密
(1232-1308)

undated

Refers to material used as
mountings for paintings6

kesi
(transliteration)

Tao Zongyi
陶宗儀
(1329-1410)

Qi dong ye yu
薺東野語
(Wild Talk from
East of Qi)
Zhuo geng lu
輟耕錄
(Notes Taken
during Farming
Breaks)

克絲

1368

Refers to material used to
mount paintings
(according to Malagò, he
probably is citing Zhou
Mi)7

1

This table compiles citations and translations pulled from the four main scholars to discuss the term “kesi” and all
its variants: Schuyler Cammann (1948), Amina Malagò (1991), Zhu Qiqian (SXBJ), and Chen Juanjuan. Amazingly,
these scholars each cite many of the same sources, yet none of them cites all of the above sources in the table.
When I rely on another’s scholarship, it is noted by a footnote in the table.
2
Cited by almost every author who writes about kesi. Zhu Qiqian (SXBJ) juan 1, p. 30; Malagò (1991), pp. 228-232;
Chen Juanjuan (1979), p. 140; Cammann (1949), p. 68; ZZYH, p. 5; Capon (1976), p. 120.
3
Cited by Zhu (SXBJ), juan 1, p. 30; Malagò (1991), p. 232; Chen (1979), p. 140.
4
Cited by Zhu (SXBJ) juan 1, pp. 30-31.
5
Cited by Malagò (1991), p. 234.
6
Cited by Zhu (SXBJ), juan 1, p. 30; translated and annotated in van Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art, Rome, 1958, p. 224;
Malagò (1991), pp. 234-237.
7
Cited by Zhu (SXBJ) juan 1, p. 31; Malagò (1991), pp. 237-239.
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刻絲

kesi
“carved silk”
kese
“carved colors”
yanse
“colors”
kesi
“carved colors”

Cao Zhao
曹昭
(fl. 13871399)

Ge gu yao lun
格古要論
(The Essential
Criteria of
Antiquities)

13871397

Uses first term, then says
this textile can also be
called kese/yanse
depending on the version
of his text8

Wang Qi
王綺
(fl. ca. 1460)

ca. 1460

克絲

kesi
(transliteration)

Zhang Xizhi
張習志
(fl. 1496)

Yu yuan za ji
寓園雜記
(Miscellany of
the Residency
Garden)
Inscription
mounted next to
Zhu Kerou’s
Peony

刻絲

kesi
“carved silk”
kesi
“weft-woven
silk”

Zhou Qi
周祈
(fl. 1583)

Ming yi kao
undated
名義考
(Examination and
Interpretation of
Names)

刻絲

kesi
“carved silk”

Shen Defu
沈德符
(1578-1642)

刻絲

kesi
“carved silk”

刻絲

kesi
“carved silk”

Zhang
Yingwen
張應文
(active 16th
century)
Gao Lian
高濂
(active 16th
century)

Ye huo bian
野獲编
(Captured
Wilderness)
Qing bi zang
清秘藏
(Catalogue of the
Secret
Repositories)
Yan xian qing
shan jian
燕閒淸賞箋
(Serene Pleasure
of a Sweet
Leisure)

Mentions the hiatus of kesi
production in the Yuan
and early Ming; discusses
and lauds contemporary
kesi9
Discusses the history of
kesi, states they were
produced in the Tang,
notes they were used for
scroll wrappers in the
Song, then comments on
the actual kesi in front of
him as fine and excellent10
The first text to introduce
the character 緙. States
that ke 刻 “carved” is
incorrect and authors
should use ke 緙, meaning
“weft-woven”11
Discusses a pair of
chamber pot covers woven
in kesi12

刻色
顏色
刻絲

緙絲

8

1496

undated

Mid
1500s

End of
1500s

Writes briefly about the
cut (ke 刻) outlines giving
vitality to the whole; states
that Yuan kesi is not as
good as Song13
States that Ming kesi is not
as good as Song kesi, calls
contemporary kesi “zhisi
織絲”14

Cited by Zhu (SXBJ) juan 1, p. 31; Sir Percival David (1971) translates and edits this text; Malagò (1991), pp. 239240.
9
Cited by Zhu (SXBJ), juan 1; Malagò (1991), pp. 242-243.
10
Cited by Zhu (CST), juan 1, p. 1; Malagò (1991), pp. 244-246.
11
Cited by Zhu (SXBJ), juan 1, p. 37; Malagò (1991), pp. 247-249.
12
Cited by Malagò (1991), p. 249.
13
Cited by Zhu (SXBJ), juan 1, p. 31; Malagò (1991), pp. 249-250.
14
Cited by Malagò (1991), p. 251; Zhu
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刻絲

kesi
“carved silk”
kesi
“weft-woven
silk”
kesi
(transliteration)
kesi
“carved silk”

Wen
Zhenheng
文震亨
(1585-1645)

克絲

kesi
(transliteration)

Gu Yingtai
谷應泰
(1620-1690),
editor

克絲

kesi
(transliteration)

刻絲

kesi
“carved silk”

Chen
Yuanlong
陳元龍
(1652-1736),
compiler
An Qi
安岐
1683–c. 1746

刻絲

kesi
“carved silk”

Zhang Zhao
張照
(1691-1745)

刻絲

kesi
“carved silk”

Shen Chu
沈初
(d. 1799)

刻絲

kesi
“carved silk”

Zhu Qiqian
朱啟鈐
(1872-1964)

緙絲
克絲
刻絲

Lü Zhongyu
吕種玉
(active Qing
dynasty)

Zhang wu zhi
長物志
(Treatise on
Superfluous
Things)
Yan qing
言鯖
(Sayings of the
Red Mullet)

16151620

Bo wu yao lun
博物要覧
(Important
Readings of
Natural Science)
Ge zhi jing yuan
格致鏡原
(Sources in the
Mirror of Natural
Science)
Mo yuan hui
guan
墨緣彙觀
(Record of Works
I was Destined to
See)
Shiqu baoji
石渠寶笈
(Treasured Boxes
within the Stony
Moat)
Xi qing bi ji
西清筆記

Early
Qing
dynasty

Lists the same fabrics and
same character for ke as
Tao Zongyi,16

1717

Cites a number of previous
texts on kesi, text acts as a
reference for technology
and the natural sciences17

1742

Catalogue of his painting
collection18

1745

Catalogue of imperial
collection; Uses the term
刻絲畫 or kesi painting for
the first time

undated

Sixiu Biji
絲繡筆記
(Notes on Silks
and Embroidery)

1930

Uses the term 刻絲畫 or
kesi painting and 刻絲者
and one who does kesi/kesi
maker19
Notes all the different
terms that can be used for
“kesi” but uses “carved
silk” when writing about
works of art

15

Qing
dynasty

Cited by Zhu (SXBJ), juan 1, p. 32.
Cited by Malagò (1991), p. 253, she notes he probably quotes Tao Zongyi.
17
Cited by Malagò (1991), pp. 253-256.
18
Cited by Zhu (CST), juan 1, p. 2; Malagò (1991), pp. 256-257.
19
Cited by Zhu (SXBJ), juan 1, p. 32.
16
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Uses ke (carved) as the
title for the section on kesi,
but mentions that it can
also be written ke (weftwoven)
States kesi began in the
Song, then quotes Zhuang
Chuo’s text15

